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GOMMOTÏÏGATIOWS
Part of this work waa read, aa-a paper to the 
British PhaimBcologioal Society at its meeting in ' 
London in January^ .1958«
' ' Some of tills,-work is shortly to "'he - submitted 
for pixblicatloii to; the editors of the British Journal 
of Pharmaqology and Ghamotherapy.
G H A P T E H 1 1 .
Despite the Increasimgly important role of ayntlietia . ' ■ 
drugs la modern therapeutics, drugs of natural origin are 
still widely employed olinloally. The last decade has 
witnessed the Introduction of a number of new therapeutla 
agents derived from animal and vegetable souroes, the 
dl.Boovery and development of which has paralleled man® a 
ingenuity in the field of synthetic drugs.
A number of the newer naturally occurring ''drugs 
the antIbioties and the sterdld hormones are new disooverles, 
whilst others are older established remedies which have 
been used for a considerable time In folk medicine, and whioh 
have come Into prominence as a result of new ohemloal 
techniques which have enabled the active principles to be 
Isolated, purified and prepared on a commercial scale#
Striking examples of this latter group are the isolation 
and clinical use of the purified alkaloids of the Hauwplflh .
Veratrum species. Grude extracts and preparations of 
the alkaloid'9'beaflng parts of these plants have been used 
for many centuries, RauwoAfla in India and China and Veratrum 
in Europe and America. The extraction and purification 
of,the active 'prihciplea of ^ these plant species has made 
possible the chemical and biological standardisation of the 
drugs/
2.
drugs end paved the way for their rational qllhioal use.
Although the troublesome aide effects mometlmea 
aseoolated with the administration of the V^ratruni alkaloids 
and the introduotion of more reliable ^anglionio blocking 
agenta has tended to cauaé a redùëtion in the elinlqal use 
of the purified principles of the Veratrum alkalolda, they 
are etlll regarded as therapeutloally uaeful agents for use 
in the treatment of edme çaaea of hypertension*' Tnis applies 
more especially to their nee in. the management of the 
hypertension which frj^ 'gu^ htiy -ooourm: in'/the toxaemias of 
pregnancy. ^
The ancient Greek herbalists were familiar.with the 
pharmacological action of the ûFeratrum alkalgida* and of
1their aourcea* The plant called by Dloacoridee of Anagarba 
f 7\?\gÇ>c>^ o$ the white hellebore, is deecribed by him in
hie herbal compiled In the First century A*D.
Both Hippocratee and Theophrâetue mentioned the white 
hellebore in their writings, but failed to give a deecrlption 
-sufficiently complete to enable the plant to be identified 
with any certainty# Some later writers have indeed doubted 
whether the g g H m p f m  described by these two writers
is ' identical with the Veratzmm album found in - present day 
g u r o p e , /
, Europe* .
Dioaaoridee, who was the first of .the Greek herbalists to 
systematise the Greek materia raedioa, giving precise 
instructions as to the cultivation, collection and storage of . 
medicinal herbs, gave a full account of both the pharmacology 
and botany of Hel^borus a%us# From this description and thei8* S ^ i » L ' ^ ? a v . t s ' c » a f i 5r T O k T 66f U t i x w < * - ^ ^  # # * 3r a r Æ a w ; | 6' r c ü K A J T L A m  - J *
illustration drawn by an unknown Bysantine artist (b%it based 
on the drawings of Crateuas the Greek botanist) in 512 A.D*,
it Is almost certain that the two plant species are identical,
2  ' '  ; ■ 
81bthor%) in the Eighteenth century found both the white and
black hellebore 4m Greece and in the list of synonyms cited by
Dlosoorldes in his monograph of he gives
Verat^m album as the name used by the Homans, The botanical
description given by Dioscoricies is admittedly ratXier vague,
but the powerful emetic and sternutatory effects of the dried
rhizome described bo vividly by him, and.bo characteristic of
dried ext^racts of Ve rat rum album, leave lltt3.c doubt that«i,7aK>jsXrS»;ÿS5>»'p.» ««SPfiarttarÆ'^nÿ» jf
ISlleboruB albus and our present day Vez^atimm album are the 
same plant, '
The ancient physicians were fully aware of the potent
nature of the white hellebore but this did not prevent them.
from adminiatering it as the dried root indiscriminately in a'
%
wide vaz'lety of eondltiona, Hippocrates in M s  Aphorisms 
reoommendeci/
recommended its use in mania, melancXiolia, hydrops, 
elephantiasis, epilepsy and t*aMea, but he oonsidered it to 
be safer if it firstly oaused vomiting* Hé must have- been'
aware of the toxic nature of white hellebore beoause he 
oonaidored it to be unsafe for administration to pereons
o f  weak constitut ion, ohildren, old men end.those suffering, 
from pulmonary complaints, and even in robust patients it was. 
considered'wise to add an inert diluent*
The Romans were well aware; of the prôpé%''ti0S of the white 
hellebore which they called Veratimm album* '- The'Roman ' 
physician and prolific writer on medical subieots, Oelsus, 
who is believed to have lived a generation before Qaien, 
frequently.mentions the iiee of white hellebore in his "Treatise 
on Medicine"* He recomne;ids white hellebore as the drug of 
choice in cases where it is desired to produce yomlting, and 
also advocates the use as a -caustic for the treatment of ■ '
ulcere and In epilepsy*
It is intereetlng to note that both Dioecorides and 
Celsue oouneel the use of white hellebore bruiaed in vinegar 
for external application thereby extracting the alkaloids in À 
solution as their acetates*
During the dark ages that followed the eclipse of the 
Graeco'^ 'Roman civilisation^ no mention can be found of any
medicinal/ ■ ■ '
5 .
medlolnal use of Veratrum album. Goodman and Gilman^ state
that the plant waa used In the Middle Ages for sorcery and 
in myetloal rites. Of the few medical books available which 
were written during thie period neither the translation by 
Heinrich of "Ein Mittelenglisohea MedissenbuOh" published in 
1328, nor the "8oience of Gliuiiergie" of 1380 make any 
mention of either hellebore o%^
With the advent of the Renalssanoe a new Interest was 
taken in the drugs and herbs which for many centurie a had
been the province of wise women and charlatans* The
' ■ ■■ . Êtreatment of disease began to become more rational, Woodvillé
states that the white hellebore was first cultivated in this
country by the Elizabethan herbalist Gerard- in the Sixteenth
century who describes the plant in his "Historic of Plant",
Avicenna in the "Ganon of Medicine" an Arabic work first .■
published in Britain in 1523 mentions the use of hellebore as.
a purge but gives no details, and this reference may well
refer to 8$ll#,o.2;^ m The iconoclastic German physician
and mystic Paracelsus b o m  in 1490, had great faith in the
powers of hellebore to effect a cure in epilepsy and gout#
He directed that the root be gathered in the waning of the
môbn wheh it is in the sign Libra and on a Friday.
. The/
The prolific Bevonteonth oçntury writer of medical textO;; 
Hlohclas Oulpepbr, in hie I652 translation' of the Pharmacopoeia
jA ' . ' ' '..
Londlnensls, gives white hellebore or aneazewort and numerous 
compounds containing the dried root. %  oonWènta Very . 
unfavourably on the nee of white helleboré'-.âhd ite ' I-
preparations, under the monograph for white hellahore he 
writes, "The root of white hellebore or âneoMWÔrt being 
grated and enüffed. up the nose eaueeth eneezing, killeth.rat# . 
and mice being-mixed with their meat* it 1$ w t  a sonrvy, / 
churlish medicine being taken inwardly'and therefore better''",, 
left alone than need"* He has even more scathing criticism 
of the London Oollege^e inatructiChs for making Mel 
HellCboratum^ 1. quote "#hat a, ®monetrm) horrible,
terrible receipt have we gpt her# A pound of white
hellebore boyled in fourteen pints of water to aevèn.
purge melancholy say they:but for whomt For men or heaet ?
For the medicine would be so atrong the Devil would nct tak^^ y:
it unlese' it .Wb^evpohred 'doW,,hia..throat; With a.'hdrn"* ,
It is obviôue f^ o^m (MlpcpCr'^ a commente that the high :
degree of toxicity and the uncertainty of action of this 
drug were well recognised hut preparations of the three major 
Veratrmt epeclee were to remain officiai until 1914« duringj I 
which/ ' ,
which time very much more came to be leamt of tWir , .
pharmacology and toxicology.
The medical writings of the Eighteenth century contain 
numerque references, to the use of preparatione' of white-/ 3%,^ . 
'hellebore mainly in epilepsy and other convulsive dlBorders 
and In the treatment of skin eruptions. There seema to have 
been little qo^^operation between the London and Edinburgh ' 
Royal Oollegee during this %)erlod ae the Edinburgh . 
Pharmacopoeia, of 1737 liata the two quite, different Bpecieaÿ - 
: mlhm' 41 & & n W W Ù W  lalmE imder ,6aë m d l a g  am . 
hellebore root, but thé London Pharmacopoeia of the same time.; 
(i'TW),'lists, the two separately* The earliest recorded-' y'- '-" 
clinical trial of'%r^tri;m' was reported in 1781 by
g  . :
Greding-^ 'who gave extract to twenty^ eight--..
patients suffering from mania andmelanchollag the majority 
of theae, twèhty'^three, received W  benefit# In aome caeca :
doses of two grains caused nausea and/vomiting-and almost all 
casea showed some form of toxic reaction#
^  , - - ■ • ^
: -Woodvllic' ; (1792k-GÎ.'étçé.'that although pfepaz*atlowof ' '
Veratrum have been used in a number of conditions the diseases'
in.which its efficiency seems least equivocal are diseases o f .
the akin* During:.the Eighteenth century, the ^ si'%%ilarlty '
between the American hellebore I s m M m  2Wa&<'dnd
â X f e l ® notice,d, and 'Bigelow ' gives a full aocotint of ita 
'botany and pharmacology# He noted that the Indiana of 'hew ■: 
England had a anatom of ; electing their chiefs by the use of ' 
the roots of IÀ&§ê,* A portion' of the- root was
given to each individual, and the one who resisted the emetic 
effect the longest wa#; considered to be the strongest and 
therefore, worthy of the chieftainship.
The early nineteenth century brought a Significant ■ :
advance in the study of the Vgratgmi problem with the isolat-ior
11of the purified principle veratrine by Pelletier and Gaventou ■ 
in 1819, , •■These .workers showed that it was'possible to iBolat'ë
tMs principle fï’om a W & -'SSSSàsm ïA£iââ ana also
from the seeds of .the South Amerlqan plant Imm'lam Sâàââlllâ*
■ ' The ready .availability of this new drug led to a marked 
increase in the number of experimental studies■on both animals 
and humans. The Pharmaeopoela'a of Loildon (1624) and 
Edinburgh (1613) both contain tinctures of 'feratrma aTbum butT  V  y  1 t x . e ÿ î s3i E » j ^ ^ B * v * | i » p « 3«
Rennie in 1820 in his supplement to the Pharmacopoeias then in 
use, recognised the disadvantages of the powdered root and
recommended the use of the newly discovered allmloid veratrine,
1 2  '
Magendie in 1627 gave the first full account--of. the action"oi
Veratrine on experimental animals and he noted that It showed
a general Irritant'effect on a large number of unrelated
tissues,/
> 9#
.l&jLcasuess, - - - /' ' ' ' -, . -
The dlmovery of vcratrlne led In 1898 to the elimination 
of "veratnm. radix" ^ leaving y^ratrine t W  only offlolal 
preparation.,pf ' The^phyalelaas of tMe-era \
frequently noted the manifold aotlone which thle drug exerted
on the organ!M,
Perelra^^ In hie Materia Medloa (1855) cited oaeee in 
which emwlB wae produced by application of 
preparations to the abdomen, and as snppoeltoriee, and noted 
that by whloïTiever meane it was introduoed liïto the body It 
prodnoed Bymptome of irritation*
Many wild and Unjustified olalme were made for the 
therapeutic values of veratrlne during the Nineteenth century,
liiTumbull*^ in hie monograph published In 1834 claimed to haVe 
cured patiente suffering from a wide variety of clinical 
conditions including heart diaease, rheumatism, paralyslsg 
dropsy and gout by the alt^ ple external application of a 
veratrlne ointment* These olalmn, however, were refuted by
19
Gopland quoted by Gully"" In hie translation of Magendle, 
sa*, sit* ■ • .
ÏÏ1 the B.P. of 1867 Zmm t m m  rhizome W8B rsplacet
by the closely allied Veralsm *. itsMi, ahfi the difference 
between/ - , . • - :'
10,
between the two species waa eozmldered to ‘be bq alight, that 
in the United States Phamaoopoela of 1909 they were listed 
u n d e r  o n e  d e f i n i t i o n *
Gutter (1862)^ '^  aeemed to be the first to record that 
extracts of Veratrum apeeles were effective in lowering the 
arterial blood presBur© end producing bradycardia, and he 
■advocated Its use as a cardiac- and arterial sedative. The 
value of Veratrum In the relief of puerperal eclampsia 
became recognised soon after Gutter®a publleatlone, and 
Martlndale^^ (1888) mentioned the use of a tincture of 
Veratrum for thle oonditlon# The B.P* of 1898
excluded/both Veratrum spaolee hut Included" yeratrine made 
from Gevadllla* hut In the B»P. of 1914 veratrlne and 
preparations of veratrlne were aleo exeluded.
During the latter half of thé Nineteenth century chemists 
succeeded In Isolating a number of different alkaloids from 
both species of The of 190? listed
protoveratrlne, jervlne^ pseudojervine and rubijervine as 
occurring In 7<^ yat:rum album. A great deal of confusion, 
however, existed and many alkaloids were reported which were 
either precursors or breakdown products of existing alkaloids.
Eden^^ In 1892 described the pharmacological effects of 
protoveratrlne/
I l
protoveratrine but there' Is doubt as to tiie purity of the 
drug used* However, none of thee© alkaloldeware proved to 
be In a pure state and much oonfuelon aroee during the early 
half of this century am to the preolee chemloal and 
pharmaoologlcal identity of many of the eo^oalled pure
alkaloide* Even in the 1948 edition of Bellman®e Manual
IBof Pharmacology' the pharmaeolbgloal aotione of Veratrum 
qlbum and Vera.trum ylrlde were etated to be due to the 
preêenoeof protoveratrlne and all three were desoribed under 
the heading b #  it 1$ now known that protoveratrlne
only exists In signifioant amounts In V$mtrum
During the last two deeadea an Inereaaingly large 
number of alkaloids have been isolated in a pure state and 
a number of preparations of both purified alkaloids and 
biologically standardised extracts of tooth iêKatl3Ba fèlMM 
and Vofmlrm liJliJJl are commarolally available.
The term "Eeratrœm alkaloids” has toeexï uasd toy aiithora 
as a generic nmne for a number of alkaloids oodtirrlng in 
various speciem of yeratrum  ^ a genua of the family Llllaoeae. 
Various speoies of Veratrum from whloh the alkaloids have 
been isolated are listed in Table 1 page 12.
The majority of the commercially esctraoted alkaloids are 
obtained/
Table I
Botanical Bounces eta* of the Vera trim BexdéB'of Brura<
Other Marnes* Habitat*« t * % C % # r R V $ K : Æ a ; ?  1: * > • 'j J  r i.1^ ^
V0ra trum album Li1i aceae,
I j i ï x n e .  '
White Eelleboz^e* 
'HellWborus albUB® 
European Hellebore 
Bneesewùrt*
Central #
B outhe rn Europe: 
northern Asia 
é Japan*
Verat rum vlriâe 
Alton.
Lillaoeaa* Green Hellebore 
American Hellebore* 
Swamp Hellebore 
Indian. Poke 
Itch Weed 
Poke root 
false Hellebore 
D e v i l B i t e  
Dick Ritter 
Earth Gall 
Bugbane 
Tiokle Weed*
E a s t e r n  U n i t e d  
States of '
America*
Canada*
Ve rat rum, eabadilla Liliaceae 
Alton.
8ohoenocaulon 
officinale 
(Schaoht) A* Gray
AeagroBa officinalis 
Bindley* Bplke- 
flowered Aaagrosa 
Vo;esitrum offieizialo 
' Schacht,. Helonias 
officinalis Don.
Mexico
Guatemala
Venezuela
Veratrum fimbriatum Gray*
Liliaceae*
Veratrum esehscholtzil ,
Gray* Liliaceae*
Zygaderms venenosus
wats. Lillaeeae
Veratrum nigrum Liliaceae* 
Li nrxe.
Uni10d States 
of America*
Halted States 
of America* :
Hnited States 
of America*
Austrlai*
. I
13.
o'btalïieû from . ZâSâSEUffl, XiSlât and :
ïwajucm m # â â W m .  i M m â m i  alWm a»<i i m m t r m  ziziaa ■ . ■
©re closely related ape#lee. They are iiefbaoeoue perenalale 
growing to a height of up to four feet® The plante have 
an upright rhizome and long narrow leavea® The major 
dlfferenoe between theee epeolee le in the ooloùr of the 
flowers, as their namee Imply V$rmtrim haa white flov;ere
and greenlah white ones# These two epeoles
are found in the temperate latitudes*
Y m m W m  is a troploal speelee found in
Central America. It is a herb which grows to about five 
feet In height, having long thin leaves and gxwts from a 
bulb and not a rhizbmê* The flowers are yellow and produce 
dark brown eeeda*
A large number of alkaloids have been shown to ooonr 
in Te rat.rum album and ¥e rat rum vlrldOg these are found In 
largest quantities In the roots and rhizome» Only a small 
number of alkalolde have been found In Ter^ 'lïrim 
these are almost entirely oonflmed to the aeads.
The detailed ohemiatry of ail.the Termtrmi alkaloids 
has not been fully elucidated. Over forty alkaloids have 
been isolated from the different Tereifimm^  speolee but some 
of/
m i
of these.imAouktedly degradation products, derived'from/- .A 
the. nat'urallÿ'oG.qurringélkàloldo., Ghemioally^ the al.kaloids ' 
fall into' three-wçli\defined._grpupm, the/allcamlnee, whioh-/.' 
may be-ewdndar# or-tertiary bases, the. estèr'-elkaiôldë'and/''^"4 
t W  .-glyep8id%/-alkal.oid8®- ,. . , .:.' Y L": .' :
;The ester alkaloida' consist'of tertiary amiaee estëriféed:- 
with simple organic aelde,. they'may be- eombiWd with one,-, 
two, three" or four moleeules' of aold to -give' mdàO', dl, tri: . v: 
or tetra est ere®' ' 'Tw.mo.âo'and'di .estére 'hWe/'a-Adeh, ' f  
Shorte%^ durâtion.of action and a greater stlmùlaht action 
upon the. Bezold-^ '^ JariBOh .reflex than thé'.tiüi/ .ànd .-tetra eaters ; ' 
Wt. the fall ih: blood preaeure produo'ed by. both'types, 
Spproximatelÿ thê aame® , Beoauee of this it ia. the trl and' I 
tetra eatera and preparatioha oontainlmg a high proportion 
of thea'e^  e®,g® "Verilo.id"', which are''mainly-used.in'. ' . : '
therapé^tioa# . y .' ' ' ' - . ' " ,
Protoveratrine A may be taken ae an example to show the 
ooaatltutiom of . a typloal eater allmloid# The molecule ., 
made Up of a moléoule of the, alkamlne protoverine eaterified 3 
with, one moleoule each of (4") /^ oG^ methyl^ o!^  hyd%?o%ybutyrlé 4 
acid ahd (^)'^clA'methylbutyrio aold and two moleoulee of ^
■’■ ' h%’ jj‘g - . . . ' ' '  ^ - ' } . ' ' ■ •■
abetle aold..^'"' @$e Pig,'--!, page 15, ' The'eohstltutlph-of 
the allmmlhé protoyerlw hae not yet been elucidated but . / ? 
Barton/. . '"/A-'- ' - " .■
m11 0
Barton suggested that the etruoture may be closely
related to that which they haVe proposed for oevine whloh 
contains tixe unique 3^4"^dlhydroxy«*4,<<'«"0%ldo ayetem*
Barton®a auggeated formula for the alkamlne eevlne la ahovm 
in Fig# 2* .
The aeoondary alkamlnea, e#.g* veratramlne are combined 
in the plant with one meleoule of D(i^)^glucioae to give the 
glyoomldlo alkaloids# These alkaloids have little 
hypotensive notion and are not need therapeutically#
Present day medical opinion is somewhat divided as to 
the value of preparation of the Teratrum alkaloids in olinioal
practioa#
Pure alkaloids, protoveratrine and standardized
preparations of mixturee of the alkaloids, e#g# Teriloid 
have been used In the treatment of hypertension resulting 
from a number of different aetioXogical fact ore#
Benign easentlal hypertension can be oontrolled by 
a number of more suitable agente and the use of the Terati*um
alkaloids in this condition is of limited value# ■
T he treatment of caeee of severe and .malignant 
hypertension/
15.
P ro to v e ro t r in e s  A  a n d  B
P ro to v e ra tr in c  A \
C4I*^SîO|4.N
2 molecules of ocetic ocid  
I molecule of C-)-«t-methyl butyric acid
1 molecule o f (+)-«- methyl-«'Oxybutyric ac id
P ro tovera trinc  B 
C41
2 m olecules o f a c e t ic  acid
I molecule o f f-)-oc-m ethyIbutyric acid 
I m olecule of (+>-oc-methyl-«-oxybutyric acid
h P ro to v e rin e  
CAIkam ine)
Mg. 1.
OHOH
OH
OH
OH
OH
OH
Mg. 2.
Struotural formula of CoTlna, am alkamlm# 
rolatad to Protoverime.
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mentlone# earlier bb being, eharaetarietlo- of .■pre^'eclampaia
may be due to leewemla pro&we# In twee oygame by thia
hypotwtloal vaeooonetrletor e#etmwe* The
alltaleiée may relieve the eympteme by a émal meehemlem, the
reémetlom of the primary uterine leehaemla with a oorreèponaihg
reânetion In the proénotlon of vesoeowtrietor enbetanoe ana
a vaeoctilatation of the arterioles of the affeote# organa#
k g -
Â eeoon# hypotheela la that the hypertension oeenrrlng in
is the reanlt of a dletnrbe# salt an# water 
balanee, poealhly hormonal in origin, .The plaoenta of 
pro'^eolamptlo patients haa been, shown to aontaln an 
antiélnretle ehbetanee whloh oeonro to a mnoh leaser extent . 
in normal patients, and this amWtmmo# may he the oaiiee of 
the salt-water Imhalanôo, 'If this Is.the ease the Veratrm 
alkaloids will only give ayhptomatio relief#
, It may he oonolnded that the henefieial effects of 
ISSB^SMi alkaloid .therapy .in the treatment of pre*^eolampela 
and eolampeia is d w  entirely to the reflex lowering of blood 
preeenre whiah they Indwe and not to any direot effect npon 
the organa or tieawe Involved#
SÊai$sà-.^âmsSsg£-.sS-âàâJ^âïsSmLiàiBl^^ . .
à a@taHe& revla# Qf pliarmaoology of the Vemtgttia 
alkaloids wonld he omt of place in this thesis, hut hecause 
It/
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23,
the. pacemaker, of'the heart ah# Is not ehomi by the adrenergle 
bloeklhg agents* The majority of the work in this 
partlohlar flelâ has been done by Erayer an# hie eo'^ workei's 
and he ham used the term ^^antlaceelerator agents'* for #r%# 
exhibiting this partlenler pharmaooZogioal property* This 
anthor hae reeéhtly reviewed this ei#jeot* , -
The tertiary amlmee and their estera are responaihle for 
the therapwtie valne am# the typloal, pharmaoologloal aetioma 
of the varions préparâtloma ebtaime# from the different ":" .'
The alkamime# of the eater alkaloids all show oloaely 
related owmioml atrwtmrea am# although qualitative ami eome 
minor quantitative ilfferèmoeé have been shown .to ooeur 
between the différent active alkaloids, ..these iiffereiioee 
are of a minor mature compared to the eimilaritiee exhibited 
by- them* These differemeee are possibly ydue to the-différent 
aeid..-moieties -amâ may he the result of differemeee Im the 
pemetratlon of the i.r.ug to different receptor sites#
Much of the emrliezr puhliehed work on the pharmacology 
of the Ÿ^ratrum alkaloids was carried out ueimg impure 
mixtures of alkaloids am# many of the resultà are eomtradiotory 
Most of the Work in'this theele'wâs'. carried'out using either a ., 
mixture/
4^,
mixture of protoveratrims à and B tn the proportion of 8;1 ' • 
■and was designated protovemtrlne, or with pure cryatalllne 
protoveratrlme A»' the pharmaoologloml #iff#reno#e between
these two forme are very email and Is qimntltâtlve rather than 
qualitative#^^ The pharmacology of protoveratrine may be 
taken as being typical of that of the other ester alkaloids#
The most marked pharmaoologloal offeet following the
administration of therapeutic' daaos. of protoveratrlne is a
rapid fall in.arterial blood pressure aooompanied by . _
bradycardia* this has been clearly demonstrated to ooeur In 
^^^80,21,26,60,61,68 to 66 oat,^^ and other
laboratory a n i m a l e # - Q u a n t i t a t i v e  differences exist 
between these s p e c i e s , rodenteÿbeing much more reaiatant 
to the hypotensive effect than are man, dog or oat* 
Protoveratrlne produces a fall in blood preasure which lasts 
,for up to two hours# This oontraatB with some of the other ' 
Ve:r,q'^ rbm alkaloids, veratrino which produees a much more
transient effect#
The bradycardia which accompanies the hypotension is due 
to increased vagal activity and may be abolished by atropine, 
vmgal or'..coeiihg of-the- vagi to 0#^^ The ^
bradycardia may potentiate the fall in blood pressure but this 
effect is not always shown and plays little part in the 
production/
Bretovaratrlno has 
3,#tWp"do0e i% 
blceklmg aotlon^^ W t  '
W  # * { W :
dlz^ éct peripheral vmeodi later . ' 
ilgher êo$a$ It A-
"t of presaure Is
station of the Be:803,###irlmol% reflex# mi!
E*0fl#e: was first demonstrated by Behold and Hlrt Im 1067, 
mt tWlr fladlmga were published la an o W e w e  journal and 
.t of tWlr work #1# mot receive any attention until 
M«w^di$#overed this effect# Initiation of thia 
flex résulté la peripheral vaaodl: 
respiratory depreaslom# The 
of what l8 now Imoim ae the 8e^old«i'Japlseh reflex have been 
68 
ehovm to exist in the heart and lungs# - ] Bawee - has
ted that the major receptor area le In the region
sra miBo ooour int coronary
prodmees the ohaz^aeterlatio.
' ' . S0,;9,6!
ry #pn#a and reoplratery depreeelon*
m e  afferent fibres for' the Ba$oid#Jarieoh reflex are 
i. In t!%$ vagi and vagal sootlon pMvqnte the development
'ter
50
protoveratrine, may still a fall la blood pressure,
mecliaBlame other than the Besold^’-Jarisch reflex are therefore
Involved, These meohamlmis have 'been studied by a
number of different workera using different alkaloidal
preparations. This hypotensive response to the Veratrum
alkaloids In vagotomised animals has 'been variously attributed
72 to 77
to depression of the central vasomotor centre, to
stimulation of the haroreceptors situated in the region of
50,59,63,66,67,75,78 to 82 
the carotid bifurcation, the so^^called carotid sinus, to
81,83
stimulation of the nodose ganglion or the chemorecaptors
Blj.
of the carotid body. Bee fig. 3. p. 27»
These different suggestions are probably related to the 
use of differing preparations of* the %@zatrum alkaloids^
different experimental animals used and also differences in
the anaesthetic agents employed.. In an attempt to
66
rationalise these findings Wang et alia carried out a large 
series of expérimenta on both cats and doge using purified 
alkaloids of the ïiXiiXEE Bpeolee. They concluded that in 
vagotomised animals the ester alkaloids, xjrotoveratriae
produce their action by causing an increase in the rate of 
firing of the carotid sinus baroraceptors. They could find 
no evidence tc support any participation by the carotid body 
or nodose ganglion in the production of this hypotensive 
response, ho depression of the vasomotor centra could be 
demonstrated with the ester alkaloids but veratrine and 
veratridine/
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âeprwwA it» effe0t <>nly playeâ a
mtmer role im t W  hypotensive reepowe#
The hypotension following t W  administration of 
protovoratrlne Is prohahly the roehlt of a gontral
'<9<a '
inhibition of the mympmthetio norvohe system as the
hypotenaive reaponae to protovoratrlme la not oheerveii in
- , . . ' ' - " . (SjS
doga whloh have.boom tramtod with a ganglion hlooking agent
a6 . - ' .59
or a âÿmpathloolytlo drng# - 'Other workera have anggeated. 
that the rétléii hypotenaivm aetioh of prôtoveratrine la û m  
to aetive newoganlo dilatation#
The more resent orltioal work gpioted hbove, makes It 
qaita clear'that the 'alkaloids need in therapentlea
for the rédaction of arterial'blood preoBWe.prodnee 
hypotenalohby a refle%. prooesa Wloh/la Initiated ht 
aenaory.poeeptora present in the'vaaonlar bed which oeem to 
be/primarily baroreoeptora# ' ' '-
In addition to the rodnotion in arterial blood preeenre
' #iibh followB- the administration of protoveratrine other
pharmaoologloai effect# have been observed* Protovaratrlne 
" . -50,59 ' :
has/been shown to have a direst oardiotonio action
npon the-falling heart# , This effeot la'-similar to that of
*^ hd .thin parallelism is not imexpéeted WoenBe
both the oardimo glyooeides and the Veratrnm alkaloids
89.
Mva.baalésteroid'StrmçWres» .TMrapwtlcally effective
éeeee of the Vêra^mm alkaloi&e ooowionally give rime to
oardlao Irregàlaritleesimilai" to those seen dwlng I>igltnli8 
!)!) - ' ' ' '
therapy*
The reflex vaeodilatmtlon prodwed by protoveratrlno may 
be snffleient to affect renal and cerebral fimotionlag*
TWee offeota may be manifested a$. ollgarla if the 
glomexmlar filtration rate faile too lew as a result of the 
redheed pressure, la the renal artery* If the cerebral blood 
flow la- deoreaeed faintlhg may ooeur.
Bffeote upon respiration are rarely $eêà with
therapeutic domes'of protoveratrlme* There maybe some
reflex IhhlMtloh of rèeplratlon due to the etlmulatlon of .
'afferent vagal reoepterB'in the lunge Ih.a elmllmr manner,to
the etlmW^atlon'of afferent reeeptore In the heart and
09 ' /
carotid elhue* Toxlô doeee exert a direct depreeaaht effeet
' 5 . ■ ■ ^ ■
Upon the vaaomotor eehtre#
' The greatest oWtaele to ^ the large Ooale ollnloal uea of 
the Veratrum alkaloids 1% the treatment.of 'hyperteneloa In 
man is their ma'rked tendeney to IMuoe maueea and vomiting* 
Thla offeet eoouro In doge- and It ha# been'Shown to-be due 
to the stimulation of afferent reoeptora eltnated within the
la. dealt'with In
■ t
n a
it to elicit a ma
- ' There 1$, ho evidence to indleaW. that 
pfectlve doaw' ths drug has a
orapeut 
on.Vascular
e or the
aym il 1
àùtlhg ,ùpom
Ihven
different
r$#ptom* ' In 
r^e 'fetmd e
capable
msaure
of the ligk
W
are detected by wneery reeeptorB ie atlll imkhoW
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has been' #monatrated for t w  wrotld alaus region#-.
/. .. -, -95^101^ ' ^
carotid W%,.' % -' right .-atrium - %  ^pulmonary stretch
-, ' - 95
)p /. %-r, . '. gWtrle stretch rewptors, and It la
' poBSlble feront,Impulse#.from the## region#:may W
reapomslMè for-# email, part-of the reflexly i W w e d  - 
^"Qrpoteaaive re.epon## to the alkhlold#. - .
The## recèptera are excited'phymiologloally by meohanlçal 
d#f03matlQn.;Of .the .aeneery mervè .ending .produced by a change 
in pr###we* ; -A.nWber of #h#mi#al.--bùWtamceB 'iWludlng the
'Ver^tpum alMlolêm.mn gtlmulate tWee rwopter# anâ$a#e$ -
. ." ' ■' -Bf - . ■■.„ ',. ■' :. ' ' ' ■
and Oomrq# have w e d . th# tea^ - cwmereeeptor reflexes t#
dlfferehtlat#,, thia type from the eWmerefIb:^. which is ner^ iiaaliy
Imitlated by aiteretlow in the ,hWm$ôàl.teempo#l;tlon of the
bathing fluid* ' - - . ' ' - ' ' - -
The problem# .'of directly-etudying the .changee. oeowring 
at aeneory wrve ending#'ht. the/timb'of atlmulatlom are,.very, 
-great at th# time'.of wMtihg th-l#':theels the majority
of the-puhllehed work refer# t#.detailed atudie# made agon 
..relatively #lmpie,ree#ptor#g g*'g#the m#el# spindle of the 
. frqgp ..$h# çtrétoh reeeptb# /of''4he crayfish aw. the Paol'hian 
..eerpueole# and thermal reeeptore of the oat* - In&ireet 
#tudi#,'of the effeet# of etimulating eeneory'merve .emdingç. 
have been made, by reeordlmg the eleo.trleal Impuia'çé in^aiagle 
nerve/ '
33.
nerve fibres In the afferent nerves but thle method oan only 
give limited Information of thé changée taking place at the 
eeneory receptor*
The VeratrwR alkaloids have been shown to have a number
90 to 98
of different effects upon sensory receptors. Palatal
has shown that the reoeptors may be first stimulated by
these alkaloids which subsequently desensitise them to a '
stimulus which was previously sufficiently strong to excite' .
them. This author could find no evidence to indicate
that in visceral stretch receptors the alkaloids lowered
the threshold of excitation to the normal stimulus^ e.g.
sensitised the receptorg an action which has been demonstrated
93(,102g 103.
for a number of volatile anaesthetics.
]L()C) - ' - . ' -
Jarieoh and ^otterman however@ have''demonstrated that ■
the stretch receptors of frog muscle were sensitised by
9h :)/:
v@ratrime* They have also shown that the baroraceptore
of the carotid sinus 'were" sensitised by the intraoerotid 
injection of varatrine^ tq the,.nomal'physiol'ogleal stimulus 
and to injected potassium, chloride. These findings have
.75
been confirmed by Avlado ^
': 94glOO 91,92
Despite the work of Zottermann ^  alia  ^ Palntal
is of the opinion that sensitisation of receptors in the
cardiac/ -
oarcTiac region plays no part In the Initiation of the 
B'emold'^JarlBGh reflex*
The smooth inorease ;ln the discharge frequenoy of the
afferent nerve which aeoompanles the mechanical defomation
of a receptor..area during stimulation by the Veratrum
alkaloids indicates that the alkaloids act upon the nerve
93
ending rather 'than upon the nerve-fibre itself* '
Veratrum alkaloids may aot by either depolarising the .
■ 104 ' 105
receptoî^'-and enhancing tl# /localreceptor or generator-
potential or by enhancing the negative after^potentlal of 
the receptor* . As has been shown el.ate.rr both of these . 
mechanisms may. be explained on the basis of an altération 
in the Ionic permeability of the cell membrane**
Alterations in the Ionic, composition of the milieu of 
the sensory nerve endings has been shown to have a marked 
effect upon the'.'activity" of afferent nervea* . This is
44" “î‘4*
especially noticeable for the Qa , excess Qa has been 
shown to reduce or abolish'the activity in various afferent
nerves following the stimulant effect of the 
93,94^99,100,101 
alkaloids, and to convert the abnoimial response to normal
Potas.slum chlox^ide has been shown to have a stimulant
90,94,100,106
effect upon a number of sensory nerve endings, but the 
evidence/
OTiâenoa for a direct relationship between the effect of
E and the Vemtrmm alkaloids upon eeneory reoeptora le
aoanty* Similarly mo Btuilea have been published relating
alteratioma in receptor activity under the imflimmoe of .
the yoratram alkaloids with changes in the oomeentratlom of ,
la* . further siudiOB in this field may give..,a clearer
insight into the relationship between ions and the alkaloids aa 
]L08
Straub has domoimtrated a oloae correlation between ,
t ' . :
Ea fluxes and the oharaoteriatie notion of the Veratrum
4)7 - ' " 4" ' -
alkaloids on nerve* CIray has suggested that Ha plays ..
a most important part In the generation of the receptor
potential and it may be that the yeratruiu alkaloids effect
sensory receptors in a similar manner to that shown by 
' .,. ,]L:L5»
Straub , t.o take = place in herye fibres and reviewed
later in this chapter*
An extensive literature existf relating to the 
aleotrophysiological effécts of veratrine on nerve and 
muBcie, and only work which gives am insight into the 
possible mechanism of action of the yçratrum alkaloids. 
will he considered' in detail*' '
As the earlier studies on the effects of the Veratrum .
alkaloids/ '
36
alkaloids on the electrical reeponaea of nerve .and muBole ,
were made using veratrlnop the term veratrinic response
has been widely .applied ..to cover the vavione changes in
the electrical'-.activity -which ' occur - .following treatment
v/ith any of the active Veratrum alkaloids, in particular
to veratrine., This response is characterised by the -
%)rodnc'bion of a, series of repetitive responses following
a single' stimulus, #nd the responses in both nerve and
muscle show marked similarities* The effects of veratririe
:L()9
on nerve and muscle were first', described by Prévost
in 1866 but a more comprehensive account was given in the
', : ; . 7C) . -. . ' .
follov^ /ing year by Behold and liirt*
The typical myogram of a weakly veratrinlBecl frog 
muscle to-a brief eloctrical-stimulus is a normal-twitch 
contraction followed by partial relaxation^ this is in turn 
followed by a slower secondary rise and fallo Ifith 
larger doses the initial relaxation is abolished and the 
curve presents, a smooth rise and may reao.h a height larger ,
than the initial twitch. '.After a considerably time the
'
myogram eventually falls slowly to the base line* This
' . *
response was Originally thought to be a .contracture but 
110 ' ■ ' .
Kuffler using single -.fibre /preparations, of frog
sartorius muscle showed tbat the response was tetanic in
nature «/ -
obtained for - '
frog muoolo W v o  been '.obtained,using a wide variety of
' , " ./. ' . .im-'to 114 . \ .
- Striated maeoleO - and - alaO; in '
, /llS.toll?
vertebrate?) smooth mueèlé*; ' ;.. / _ Veratrlhl ion of 
the hear'b eàuae#. a'prolongation, of systole and thlB'haa 
Wen-taken ao'.ëfidenoe of a'similar.'réspohêe to that.''- '
' - A ' ' ' ' :."' 19 ' : : ' \. ' ' ' ' ; '
show. :in.:'$keletal muaolè*
.'VoWtrlnOp in à higher oônoehtratlon. than: 1# nepeeéary"": 
to .reapèneee-ln mneoloe, ban-lead: to the . '
development of repetitive reeponaee in nervee mtimnlated
. ■ ’ 11 A- 1T#
by a single brief btimulua* ' The „.oomoemtrations/ :.y'. : /
required to.prqdnoe repetitive ibeponeeo'in mWole and
narv.e flbree-arè higher than the blood-levels reaohed.in
therapenti## W t  the nerve ending# in both'afferent'and' -
efferent'nervons'eyetema are knqvm to "be- mnoh more-, aeneltlve
't4/'%W' b(^ tion.'. of ..drugs than either the neryèe o%' mnaolee
thèmeelvoB, and it eeeme likely that the V%r#rn# àlkaloiéa
in therapeutio oonoentration hot at eenoory nerve endinga*
Êéooz'dinga of the eleotrioal. activity of nerve# and 
mneO'le#;.: treated with yeratrlne.show, a'mar&dd similarity, ' 
and in muaelOg'parallel ;the moohanleàl o3ianges.. shown.ih t W
myogram.
The Veratrum alkaloids have a similar effeot on the 
aleotrloal changes occuring following stimulation in both 
nerve- and musela  ^ emd the differences ‘between the two.
114
systems appear to he quantitive rather than qualitative. 
Although work on the effects of the Veratrmt alkaloids
■ i l W * y i * a ' s S c 5 - J » r r t r i t i r « r ? i ' ; î î 3 « T 3 n r s ^
on mechanical processes- has been confined to muscle ■
haOBuse of the technical factors involved^ the majority
of the ‘bioeleatrical studies have 'been made using nervous
tiesue either as nerve 'bundlesp or more recently, as
12#
single fibre prep)a fat ions*
Concent rat ions of fermtrm alkaloids which are
sufficient to lead to the development of the veratrinxc
response in nerve’and muscle .was■at one time thought to
110,116
have no effect on the resting potential although one
group of vmrlcers reported a rise in the resting potential 
llij- > ■
cat muscle. More recent evidence points to a gradual
depression of the resting potential» i.e.. some degree of
108
depolarisation.., Straub, using frog myelinated nerve
fibres has re|>orted that verhtridine in concent rat lone of
5 ug |)er ml* produced a depoleirisation of 30 mV, higher
conoontrations px^oduced a maximum depolarisation of 47 mV.
121
I/o rente de Ho* shown, that in long term experiments on
frog/ ; - -,
frog nerve, eonoentratlone of veratz'lne of 10 ug* per ml.
oen cause a partial depolarisation which has recently been
' “*shown'to be aaoompanled by increased 1C' release 'and Ha
182,
uptake, ' ■
]LS»()
Witt and Bwalne have also shown that the resting
potential of frog eartoriue muscle fibres is reduced from
86 mV. to 74 mV, after treatment with■veratridina*
121
Lorente'do Ho has suggested that there are two. 
processea involved in the raaintananca of the resting 
potential, a fast and a slow phase, and it seems likely that 
the reduction in resting potential after Veratrim alkaloids
may be the result of an Interference with the processes 
which.maintain this slow portion of the resting potential, .
The effect of the Ï£ràtr^ alkaloids on the action 
potentials of nerve and muscle aearns to be variable, low
doses have been shown to Increase the magnitude of the spike
118 19% IIP
potential in nerve, - * ' muscle, ‘ and in the superior
ipji
cervical ganglion, but Increasing the drug concentration
114,118.
further usually leads to a decrease in potential.
In a recent publication Witt and Bwaine have shown that 
the action potential In mingle frog sartorlus muscle fibres 
was/
was reduced from 119 mV to 4? mV after treatment with
veratrldlne. As the resting membrane potential was 74 mV,
tills. indicated .that the usual reversal "of the charge of the
membrane which usually occurs following a stimulus did not
ooour. The height of the spike of a stimulated nerve
progressively decreases after treatment with Vera'^im 
118,120 . ' . . 
alkaloids, but this Is mainly due to a decrease in membrane
potential with m corresponding decrease in take-off voltage.
This is sufficient to account for the decz*ease in the
magnitude of the action potential seen in the tissues studied*
The actions of the Veb^trm; alkaloids upon the membrane 
potential and upon the rising phase and magnitude of the
action potential, are much les© marked than those upon the 
falling phase of the action potential and the accompanying 
after potentials* It seems likely, therefore, that the 
very noticeable changes which occur In the second phase, 
namely those affecting repolari^satlon, are those responsible 
for the activation and sensitisation of receptors which give 
rise to the therapeutic effect of the drugs*
The development of the spike in a stimulated nerve or 
muscle is immediately followed by a second potential the 
negative after potential the eleètrioàl form of this la 
variable and shows some degree of Independence from the spike 
potential./
41%
potential. In a electrical recordihg of the action -
potential the two potentials occur so closely together that 
the recorded action potential la usually the %*eault of the 
two faotora,,
The initial deaoendlng phase of the action potential
le followed by a component of r0polarls^atlox% which, develops 
at a much elowei* rate* This i# very sensitive to physical 
and chemical changea and heoauae of the elowneee of this - 
component the magnitude of reeidual depolarization of the 
membrane can be increased by repetitive stimulation,and 
aubatances, the alkaloldm, ivhlch can increase
the effect of repetitive stimulation probably act upon thle. 
elowar component of repolarleatlon* Tiila component is also 
reaponeible for a email portion of the reatlng membrane 
potential and hae been termed the (for labile) fraction 
by Wrente do Ho*''" and it Is .probably a measure of the charge 
separation that- occura and la. maintained by a proceaa 
different from any of those responsible for. the development 
of the epike.' A. factor other than the negative after 
%)Otential which le directly related to the D fz^action, iz 
the poat«»^cathodal depression of excitability following a 
stlmuluG, and theoe factoz^ o. retain definite relatlonehlpa 
to each, othqr under a wide variety of conditions, 
teinperature,/' \ - .^"'
42.,
tempe rat w e  g drag action^ ©Xeetrieal polarisation and ionic' ■
5
changeB. ' . - : ,
Hervee and musclee exposed to ireratrine' aiiow a Biarked
increase In both the ampXitnde and length of the .negative
after potential* This effect was first described by Graham '
123
and dasBer* The theory of the ionic basis of the action. .
' " 125
potential proposed by hodgklhg Kats and EbixXey postulates ;
that the restoration of the reeting .potential after the spike
is due to an'out lizard .shift of potassium ions'to balance the
sodium ions which,entered during the rising phase.of the
126
spike* Me a sûrement 8 using the voltage clamp technique"""'
. . .  “  ,
indicate that the falling phase of the action'potential Is ' . 
.aceoB^ panlecl by an increase in the potassium conductance of 
the membrane and it aeema very likely that the changes in the = 
negative after :• pot en t $al are, the result of an interference -i 
in the normal slow fepo1ar1aation phase of the action potential* 
The result of this failure of repo lari sa 11 is that the 
excitable membrgma remains in .a state of total or partial 
depolarisation - in the oaee of muscle this leads to a state 
of prolonged contraction and can account for the charactor1s11c 
myogram of the veratrlnlsed muscle* In nerve the appearance . 
of repetitive responses Is coincident with an Increase in the 
negative/
43
negative after potential but in muaole thO;Augmented negative
: " : ' ' ' ' ' ' 114'
after potential ban acew without.the tefaBle response, - .
The negative after potential may be the result of ohangee 
In flux across. membrane^ exceea and veratrine both 
lower the resting potential of nerve and muGole but their
offbeta on the negative after potential are diametrically
. t
opposite# alkaloids increase it but excese K
decreases Itg bn the other hand it is increased by excess Ga* 
Modification^ in the K'/Oa^^ ratio can modify the voltage of 
the after potential after veratrine but do npt influence its 
amplitude* I , :
being the transverse impedance technique developed by 
128 129
Gole and Gurtis« ' Shanes et alia . have shown that the ■ ' '
initial after-^lmpedancOy l*e* a decrease in electrical 
conductance which normally follows the aplke in nerve le 
abolished by treatment with either cevadine or veratridine 
and the increased electrical conductance conforma very 
closely with the negative after potential,
The occurrence of these changes li^éonductanoe are well 
establimhedg but the exact mechanism is still not clearly 
understood. Although the increased conductance and 
cumulative depolarisation can be explained in terms of an 
increased concentration in the external medium, 
calculations/
'-î ü
129 . 4.
calculât ions have ahoim that the amounts of K which 
must be released to give an Increased negative after 
potential almllar to that obtained by veratrlnlaatlon of nerve 
axohG, would be far greater thah those which have been shown 
to be liberated followlhg a normal stimulua,. These 
oaloulationa indicate that factors other than changea In K 
flux must be taken into account in order to explain the
action of the Veratn m  alkalolde" on the negative after
'  129" ' \ .
potential^ 8hanea ^  have auggeeted thàt a decrëaae.
In the elevated chloride permeability which follows the epike .
may be reeponeible for the negative after potential.
As has been mentioned^ an increase in. the level of 0a
in the euzToundlng medium can cause an increase in both the
magnitude and duration of the negative after potential and
it has been shown that the effecte on the negative after
potential are paralleled by an increase in the magnitude of
118 130 - - : - 
the 1 fraction of the membrane potential# Brink has
suggested that calcium ions have a dual action^ one of which
l8 on surface structures to change the L fraction of the membrane
potential g and the other to clamp the oscillatory potential . - ■'
cZiangee occurring in excitable tissues by altering the
real stance to current flow and time preventing the development 
of/ ' -
45:
of rhythmic self‘^excitation proeeêaas#
' 131 ' - . '
Gordon and Welsh have suggested that veratrine gives
riee to repetitive reeponeee In nerve axone following
eleotrloal stimulation by delaying the nomal reetoratlve
process which reatoras the calcium ions to the surface
oomplex folloivlng the breaking of the chelate linkage of
Ions to this complex^ possibly by altering the axon surfaoe
structure#
, ■ The maintenance of the reetlng potential In nervous and
muscular tissue and the development\and conduction of the 
action potential In stimulated excitable tissues la dependent 
upon a functionally intact cellular membrane# Ohangea In 
the state of the membrane,may lead to an increase or a 
decrease in the excitability qf the tlesue# Much remains 
■to be learnt about the phyèioo'-chexiloal change© in the 
membrane aocompan^ingv ciiangee in excitability. The simplest \ 
explanation 1b that the threshold of excitation is changed by 
an alteration of the elootro^ohemloal properties of the 
membrane thereby augmenting or diminishing the passage of 
chemical substances or an electric current across the membrane#
low dose# of the Ve.ratram alkaloids first raise the 
electrical excitability^, but as the dose is increased the 
degree of excitability falls^ this has been demonstrated in '
mammalian/
46,
118 p 123 g 124 70^ ,132
mammalian nerve, muscle, and ventricular
133
muacle# , .
The threshold voltage required to atimulatea nerve
gives some indication of Its excitability# lüormally a
closing cathodal current will stimulate a nerve at a lower
voltage than an anodal current but after expoeure of
: 118 
mammalian nerves to veratrine thia condition la reversed#
This effect of veratrlne Indloatee an effect upon the normal
electrical condition of the membrane#
Vei^atrlne has little effect on the refactory period of: 
123
nerve but following the refactory period veratrinlaocl
nerves chow a period of increased excitability# This la
frequently greater and more prolonged than that exhibited by
50 50 /
the untreated nerve# Krayer and Acheeon consider that
the repetitive reeponee occurs in stimulated veratrlnleed
tisanes as a reault of the rising phase of the negative after
potential acting in an analagoua fashion to the spike
potential0 and due to the supernormal excitability after the
V^i^atrum alltaloidcg thie ie sufficient to produce a conducted
disturbance#
To eummariee# it seems highly probable that the Veratrum 
alkaloids alter the normal sleotrophyslological properties 
of all excitable tissues in a similar manner# The 
ooneentrat i one/
conoentretioas wcéëshry to 'groduoe effecte où nëWe and . ^
muscle are higher than those which exist fbllowing the 
therapeutic application of the#b drugSp but it i# likely / ) 
that the of fee té préduoed at nerve emmory endings are 
qualitatively e^ i^milar to those produced upon other types of 
excitable tieaue whioh oan be more easily studied, ^
Modern phyaiologioal teohniquee have demonstrated that 
the eleotrophysiolqgioal state of noiwal and stimulated 
excitable tissue is due to an imbalance of electrical charges 
on either side of a selectively permeable membrahce and that 
these charges reside on iqno'and changes In the distribution 
of these ions responsible for changes in the bioelectrical 
properties of the cells. The V0r#miiKi alkaloids are thus 
thought to mediate their'^ffécts by an alteration of the ionic . 
andp therefore^ electrical state of the éxcitabié membrane,
BMier;^Trinod-Theory'pf;#ëneral 'Receptor's-. . . c.'/v-
■■ • 134 ' : - % ,;, ,
Meier and his colleagues have approached the study of -
mecWnism of action from # different direction that 
adopted by other workers In the field# .They' have demonstmtéd 
that veratrine and protoyeratrine can stimulate the smooth 
muscle of both isdlated jejunum and seminal vesicle .
preparations taken frpm the guinea pig# The resulting 
contraction can be reduced by drugs, which are Imown to 
inhibit/ \ - : -. . '
inhibit the stimulant actions of the naturally ooourrlng 
agents aoetylohQllne^ adrenaline and hlàtamlne# On guinea^ 
pig'a intestine the antlehollnerglo drug atropinep the 
antlhlatamlnic trlpelennamihe and the adrenerglo blocking 
agent phentolamlne all antagonise the stimulant action of 
the Ver^l^rim alkaloids^ but whereas atropine la effective 
in low Goneentratione (0*1 ug# per ml*) whioh are elmilar 
to those required to block th^ effeete at aoetylcholinep 
the other two antagoniste are only effective in ooneentratlon.0 
a hundred times greater# On the other hand the isolated 
seminal veeiole which Can be stlmnlated by adrenaline^ 
acetylcholine^ histamine and the Vqratrum alkaloids, aliowe 
a different pattern of apeeiflaity when exposed to the 
blocking agente previously mentioned, The most powerful 
antagonist to the stimulaht action of the /dga-l^ rTm alkaloide / 
on the seminal veaicle ie phentolamihe, with atropine and 
tripelonnamina showing about one^thouaandth of the activity 
of phentolamine against Veratrum«^lnduced oontractlona.
In concentrations similar to those required to antagonise 
acetylcholine and adrenaline respectively both ati'oplne on
the intestine, and phentolamiiie on the seminal vesicle are
of the
active antagonists to the stimulant action/Veratrum allcaloids, 
The propounders of the theory suggest that a specific 
influence on the stimulant effects of the alkaloids can be 
produced/
49
prodiioeâ in éacli.Qaee only by a .typical antagonist which 
differs from organ to organ*
On the basis of the expérimenta Melon et alia suggest
135
that there exista either a Snaetar receptor* ■ to which the
alkaloids can become attached and that this receptor is
normally influenced by secondary receptors which are specific
for acetylcholine, adrenaline or noradrenaline and hiatamino^
or that the molecule of the % ratrum alkaloids can fit on to
either of the two types.of receptor blocked by atropine or
phentolarain© respectively* They thus postulate that the
¥eratrum alkaloids act by combining with receptors primarily
concerned with the autonomic nervous system« however, in vivo
the Ve rat rum alkeiloids have little, if any effect on this
system in doses which are tlierapeutioally effective* The
main site of action of the alkaloids jjnjflvg seems to be on
sensory nerve endings and as yet there has been no satisfactory
proof that either acetylcholine, adrenaline or noradrenaline
or histamine are involved in the processes by which sensory
66
nerve eadinge are stimulated#
Although this theory may explain the results obtained by 
the simulation of Isolated smooth muscle by the Ve rat rum 
alkaloids it is the opinion of the author t.hat this theory 
does/
does not provide any eatlsfaotory baele for an explanation of 
the effectm of the allmloide In elleltlng aeneory
reflexes* . . ' - ' .
Theories upon the Mode of Aetiou of the Veratrim
The evidenee ûiwûoeed earlier in this ehepter indlGates . 
that the Veratrim alkaloids have a marked effeot upon the« K * ÿ f l c 5 A » ^ a i . S Ï M . 3 a i 4 î 2 ^ ' f l ^ ^  •■ ^  ' ' ' .
normal: pattern of blb'^ '^eleotrloal respoiiBee ooeurrlng in  ^
exo%table tieauee* These dlatuibaneee can be deéorlbed in 
ooavemtlonal aleetrloal teiminology and be compared to 
similar changes phpduoed In a model eleetrioal
system* aotion of t&ê ©Xtoloiâs upon nery© ,, '
and muÈèle can thus be deaoribed as producing, changea in . 
reeistanqe, altering the degrèe of reçtlfloation and I'", 
inhibiting the damping of oscillatory prooesses. In nomial 
nerVe and musqle these factors have constant values which 
can be markedly changed following treatment of thé exci^^ble % 
tissue with the pharmacologically active Vera;brum alkaloids*
The precise pharmacological action of these drugs, however 
cannot b# described solely in tertrm of changeo in thq 
electrical properties of th# véfatrini%eâ tisBUes# Por a 
fuller understanding of the problem it is necesBary to Imow 
by what mechanisms the drugs alter the resting electrical 
state/
bJL
etate of nerve and muscle, Gome mention has already been 
made of the theories put forward to mcplaln the generation of 
blo':^eleotrlGal potentials and it la now generally aooopted 
that the eleotrieal changea occurring in excitable tieaiies a© 
a result of stimulation result- from changea in the distribution, 
of changed lone aoroGs the cellular membrane* To a certain 
degree the cell can control the ratio-of Intrao.ellular to 
extracellular lone by alterations in the selective permeability 
of the mei^rane, but the mechahlem by which this Is achieved 
la a t m  largely unknown* -
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The early membrane theory of Bernstein postulated
a differential permeability of the cell to the cations of 
' 1 p q
Ma and K but Hodgkin"''^ and hie oo'«'Worker$ using single 
nerve fibre preparations were the first to actually 
demonstrate changes In the relative permeability of the 
cell membrane to these ions.
Some of the effects of the Veratrum alkaloids on the 
electrical state of excitable tlaaues can be reproduced by 
changing the Ionic composition of the bathing fluid. With 
the general acceptance of the theory of the ionic basie of 
electrical excitation various workers have considered the 
poBsibility that the effects of alkaloids on
nerve/
52.
TV
nerve and muaole are due to alterations In thé permeability 
of the eeil membrane to lone* The Iona moat likely to be 
involved ih' the prdâùotion and msihtenanoe of bio^^eiootrioal 
potentials are the metalllq oatlone K  ^Ma , Qa end the . 
anion 01^# number of hypotheeee have been put forward 
during - the last twenty years in an attempt tp explain the 
meohaniem of aotion of the Veratrum alkaloid# and the 
majority of the#e have postulated an effect upon the 
meohahlamB reaponaible for the distribution of one or more 
pf the above lonS: on either side of the oellûld^ !^ ' membrane* 
The role of each of these lone will be ooneldered in turn , 
and the relationship between it and the poeelble meohaniems 
of action of the active Veratrum alkaloids will be dlaouBeed*
The.Potaeelumlon A
' \ \ - 185 ^
In 1939 Bacq published evidence to show that Veratrlne
could seneltlsie frog skeletal muscle to the stimulant action
^
of K # This effect has since been demonstrated to occur
with many of the purified alkaloids isolated from various
137 ■ . . ■
veifatrum speoies -and oan'Ve d©mGïiBti*ateâ in otMex* tomiB
■-• ' 5 ‘ ' ■• ■' . . ■ ■:
of excitable tieeuee/ , " - - ' , .
/ • , ' i'. ■
The majority of the intraoêllùlâr K la thought to be
' ■ ■ - • " . .: ' , i-
in ^hâmic equilibrium with the extracellular K and there 
1b a Gohtlnuoua movement of îc" ^croBS the cell membrane in- 
both direct ip#.,, \ This equilibrium can be disturbed by 
alteration^/
V-/ •
alterations In membrane permçabilityraffecting either the 
inward or outward rates of transfer* This will In tuam 
alter the iomlo distribution and both the resting potential 
and the aotlon potential# .
As a result of hie pioneer,work in the field of
. . .  . .  .  53 {
eensitigation of .tisanes, .to,stimulation,. .--Baeq euggeatêd''-''
that veratrlne prevented the K from reaching the membrane
eurfaoe and that the ion remained in the vicinity of the
cell membrane in an active state, and thus gave rise to a
prolonged depolari^siicn* He put forward this theory before
the full developmezit of the lonie theory of nervous and
musoular excitation, but the same aituation would exist if
the outward flmc of K was inoreased or the inward flux
decreasedp and this hypothesis %my be taken as analagous
,, : , ■ 4^ . , ■ '
to one Involving a ohanged K permeability#
Much of the earlier evidence put forward to support
the theory of an action of the alkaloids on permeability
waa indirect 0 this was due to the teohniodl dlffioultles
involved in the measurement of oeilular permeability*
139(, 140
Mo sera measured the degree of imbibition of toad
gaetroonemlW musolee Immersed in Ringersolution containing 
veratrine and showed, that the muscles exposed to the drug 
gained more weight than the control muscles* He concluded 
that veratrine acts by influencing cellular permeability 
but/ ' '
but offered no suggestlone as to how the penneablilty was
3.41
altered and in what directIon# Bhanes on the other hand
opuld find no significant iwreaee in water uptake In 
muBolee exposed to veratrlne#
Adrenaline can diminBh thé stimulant effect of K on
113,142
frog muBCle, and it has also been shovm to diminish
f 143,144
the permeability of the muscle membrane to It *
This may be taken as indirect evidence to support : the :
hypothesis that a change in permeability is Involved» but,
53
as Goffart and Baoq suggestg the effect of adrenaline
.
in antagonising the sensitisation to K occurs in less than
143
five minutes whereas Bange unable to show any effect .
of adrenaline on muscle permeability in less than twenty 
minutes#
Further indirect evidence pointing to an effect upon
141,145
permeability has been offered by various workers who
showed that some antlhlstaminio agents which have been shown 
to decrease muscular pemwabillty to K càn antagonize both 
the sensitization of frog muscle to % and the
I66j,l87
induced Bezold^^Jarisch reflex in cate* Fleckensteih and
Hardt also claimed that local anaesthetics &imléh,memb]:'4hê 
permeability* The can also desensitize musclé to the 
stimulant/
stimulant action of K and can antagonize the aonsltlzatlon ' 
pFOâuoed toy ttoe Ism A s m  alkaloîâs.
Mleotrophyelologioal etudlea providing further evidence 
for the hypothealo tliat the Veratrim alkaloids produee 
their oharaoterlstie effects on nerve and musale by
«J”
Influenoing the K permeability of the cell hav^èbeen reviewed 
In the earlier pages of thle thesis#
The flrat quantitative meaeuremente of the reiationahipe
\ ■ 
between K and the Veratrum alkaloids wore published by
122,127,148 to 151
$hano8 who carried out a eeriea of
experiments in whioh the éonGontration of K in the bathing
fluid oontlnuouely perfusing frog nervee waa meeeured#
■ . - *1»
Berves exposed to veratrine released aignifioantiy more K 
Into the bathing medium than did control nerves imder the 
same eonditione* In addition he showed that this inoreaeed 
K output Gould be antagonised by the looal anaeathetio 
oooaine* Bhanea used the term ^unatabilizer^ to aesoribe 
eubatanoee which inoreaaed the permeability of the cell 
membrane to lone and he quoted aa examples veratrine, oxygen 
laokg lodoaoetate poisoning and oalelum preoipitanta# 
Oonveraely eubatanoea ivhioh deoreaeed the membi^ane 
permeability he designated ^stabilizere^ end olted oooaine,
127,151
antlhletamineB and gluooee as examples. Shanes
: ' - ... .f ■
explained the apparent Inorééeé In K output am being the
result of an 1 nor eased output of E dur:lng\ stimulation and 
the failure /'of- the nerve to re^^absofb the liberated K during 
the' 're^polarlzaitf on phase. would indicate that there
was an Increase, in the permeability of the membrane with ■ '
■ • ■ "Î*
respect to some of the intraoeXliilar K ?;hieh was either
aeobmpànièGl dr followed by a doôreéae In.the permeability • •
■ ■ ’ 't ■ . '
with regard to the extraoellular K # .In a later paper,
; 141 ' ' : t
howevei', Shane# cXaimed.that the excess K liberated by
the Impulse may have' been more rapidly reabsorbed in
irerhtrinized nerves than In the control nerves#
More recently two papers have b e m  jntbliBhed-in which 
.107^08 ' '
Straub • • described the effect8' of veratridin© on
myelinated nerve fibres of the frog and has attempted to 
explain these effects as due to modifications in the ionic 
permeability of the nerve membrane* " In his experiments 
Straub used a nerve which was continuously bathed with 
Ringer^s solution and from which, a continuous recording of 
the membraïic •potential was obtained* Alterations in the 
ionic composition of the bathing fluid and the addition of 
veratridlne produced recordable bhanges in the membrane 
potential, - Straub made no ,measurements of : ionic 
concentration, he only measured differences in the membrane 
potential* ...By basing M s  results on the ’'constant field 
theory*'/ . ' ' ■
' .158 .
'theory** of Goldmann and om%formulae derived from thle
' : " ' 153-: '
theory by Hodgkin and Katz, Straub oonoluded that on frog
■ 't, .
nerve veratri&lne produced an laoreaae In K peimeabllityg 
but he disagreed with the view held by Shanee that the 
deptolai'ination preduced toy tiie Y&vatvmfi alkaloids is -due
primarily to. an ilmcpease In th® coac@Btrati.on of external
' , . . . . '.. . /
K in the immediate vloinity of the nerve membrane# Straub
put forward the alternative euggeatlon that the eleotro'^ ^
phyaiologioal ohangea seen after exposure of excitable
tiaaues to the V#ratrum alkaloj.de &Ge,primarlly the result
/ V ' -
of altérations in the permeability of the cell membrane to
4" ' ■
the ©odium ion la »
The evldenoe cited above indloatee that'the Veratrum ■ .-
alkaloida can inoreaae the permeability of frog nerve fibre© 
to K but further work 1$ needed to oonflim these finding©
and elucidate the\changes in mammalian muselé and nerve.
' . .'^54 to 156 ^
Various huthdrs have suggested that the boundary "
membranes, of exoltable tissues have similar properties and
that lons' are:transported abross the cellular membranes by ' .
enalagous processes probably involving specially differentiated
108
carrier Bystems* It is, therefore, to be expected that the 
alkaloids would also alter the permeability to K.
of other types of cellular membranes across which this ion 
is/ ^
l8 known to move*. In addition nerve the tiesue© moat 
widely used in the study of ionic transport are:the skeletal 
muaolea, erythrocytes and the glomerulus of the kidney.
The use of radioactive tracer techhiquea has made the 
task of studying permeability changes in living cells much 
less difficult than before thoir advent, but at the time of 
writing only one paper has been published describing the use 
of these, technigues in the study of the influence of the .
^Um alkaloids on ionic transport# In this paper Kahn 
. 157 . \
and Acheson describe the effect of veratridine upon the -
' ■ ■ ' ' 4? ‘t
entry of radioactive potassium,, K , Into human erythrocytes#
Following the earlier woi»k of Shanes and others they propounded
tïie working & 'a&Ii&l. Hypothesis ttot the V e m M m i  alkaloids
H2 '4- . +
would prevent the entry of K into K poor cold'^stored
42 ^
human erythrocytes when Incubated with K labelled plasma#
They were, however, unable to show any significant difference
42 .
between the K uptake of erythrocytes exposed to veratridlne
and that of the control cells# This was in marked contrast
to the results obtained with a number of cardioactive
. 42 4"
glycosides which were shown to inhibit the uptake of K
158
by the erythrocytes from the labelled plasma# Harris
42 ' 24
has studied thé fluxes of K and Ma in veratrine treated 
frog sartorlus msucles but Zias been unable to demonstrate
any effect of the drug on transport of either of theGO 
two lone# ' \
: The possible, éff^ôto of the Veratrmii alkalolda on
Ibhio transport in the glomêrnlûB have not been orltioally
investigated. It unlikely that ©tudiea on eleotrolyte
exohange in the intact animal would be of grèat value due to
the relatively large changes in blood and urine E !
ooacentration,pfôdueed by the liberation of antldiuretio
hormone released following the administration of the
v: 159, 150 -
Veretrbm. alkalolde^ ,\ - - . - ' - .  ^ - *
From the work oitéd’ 1.$-' Way - be claimed with some 
juatlfieation that. at present thë . relatlonBhips- betwe'en the 
permeability; of oells to K and the effects of the Veratrum 
alkaloids are ©till obscure and that much further work 
remain© to be done before e clear picture of these 
complicated interrciationehlps emerges* . ,
Thè .Bddlum Ion
bees work has been done: on the effects of the V^r^trum 
alkaloids on the permeability of oells.to the ©odium Ion 
Ma than h.àà been accomplished for K\ but that which has 
been published iiidicate# that thè problem Is equally complex#
r'-.' '^4' : : -'lîsstng. /  . ■ ■ -
l6i
■ üsBing has suggeatad that the active extrusion of 
ia the primary prooees by which the potential clifforenee 
aero88 ,a frog's skin 1b maintained* It ia, therefore, 
possible that the. depolarization oWervad in veratrinized
excitable tiBsue. I's due to an imbalance between the normally
f , , H"
existing extra and 1 nt race 1 lul'a r Ha »
162, 163,164
Xt has been suggested by a number of authors
that the Ma ând E ions are. distributed between a cell and
Its environment according to a Donnan eguilibrium, but 
165 4^
F'emn ' ' has shown that la could freely cross the cell
membrane and the-theory in its original form was found to be
untenable* ' Thé concept of active.extrusion by a”sodium
l66
pump’’ was introduced by Bean to account for this discovery:
and the existence of linked carrier systems for Ha and 
4- , - ; "167,168
K has bean suggested by Hodgkin and Keynaa . * On the
 ^ basis of this theory alterations In the rate constants and
total K would result in cox^responding changes in the rata
of Ha transpox^t and the final x=esting concentration of this
ion# Agents which altered one of these factors for one ion, 
<-
£*g_*IC p would thus be expected to give zdee, to changes in 
the rate of transport. or"' final odncentratiori of the other
4-
i,e, Ha # . ,
169
Recent evidence .has indicated that In frog muscle 
neither the Donnan.concept nor a linked carrier system can 
•' fully/
6 l ,
fully -explain-:• anumber of experimental finding©» Shan©© 
has shown that in frog nerve there is a relationship 
between E .■reelea.pe and Ha -uptake'but wider eonditloziB of 
anoxia the proceasee may be independent of/each other* He 
has also demonstrated that a low Ma concentration in the 
bathing medium can reduce the InareaBcd K output after 
veratrine hut. from himdata he 1© unable to ©ay whether this 
effect is primarily-due to•change An permeability.to Ha
-^4 ' .  ' ' . V  ' ' . .
or to iC
. ' - / / - . . 107,108
The 0]#trophys1ologlca1 data obtained-by Straub
are cited by him as evidence“that the Veratrum alkaloids
alter the.permeability of frog nerve to Ha # -''Ho used
frog nerves which were continually washed by Ringer'a
solution and demonetrated that veratridine could not
depolarize the nerVe in an Ha free medium# • A .small degree
of depolarization could be .produced if ,thc concentration 
4* : •’ ■ ■ 4-
of Ha within and without were- the same, and if the Ha
concentration in the bathing fluid was increased above that
occuxTing under -physiological ■ condi.tions veratridine could 
produce a greater degree of polarization/than was possible 
whan the concentration of external Ha was the seima as that
.existing in frog Ringer's solution#
- - In/- - ' .
108
Im oriticising Shanoe' conclusions, Straub , , basing
Ms. explanations on Ooldmann's theory claimed that if 
the depolarization of frog nerve ?hiich develops following 
treatment witb the Veratrum alkaloids was due to loss of
4" ...
some Intracellular K , the ensuing potential change would 
develop slowly over a number of hours but In fact it reaches 
a Biteimum within a few minutea# Whilst, agreeing with
‘Î*
Shanes that the. permeability of the nerve membrane to K
may be Increased he claimed that the depolarization produced
by the alkaloid Is entirely the result of an Increase in 
i' ' rt'  ^ 122 ,
la permeability# In Shanes' experiments the concentration
of intracellular Ha was.shown to be Increased after
V0ratrin 1 za11 on and was explained by M m  as due to an Influx
4* 4“
of Ha in compensation for the intracellular K lost*
108 , ■ ,
Straub has’ suggdoted:'that this'Increased intracellular
4* . . . 4  . „
Ha ' content is due to a greater Ha influx as a direct result
■4* - •‘b
of ah increased Ha peiMieability and to the Ha pump being 
unable to compensate for this increased influx by extrusiioia 
of Ha # He concludes that the effect of the ¥eratrum
alkaloid© in .producing depolarization can be .explained as
' ' . V  ■ : 4'
being clue to an inhibitory action' upon the Ha carrying 
system of the nerve membrane*
The/
.. bA.
The role of- aâlon© in the production and.malntenanoe 
of blo*^eleotrio potential© W ©  boon studied to a much leBBor 
extent than that of oatlon©. The ohlorlde Ion (01") 1© the 
only anion thought to participate in,the lonlo ohangee 
OQourrlng durihg the prodhotion of resting potential and -  ^
the, action potential# ' ' ' , - .
The affecta of the Veratrhm alkaloids on the. permeability
of cells to 01"^  have only b e W  rëportéd in two papers,
129 . ' -- '/  ^ ' 
ehanes et .alii - make the tentative auggeetlon that the
negative after potential ooçurrlng in Loligo axon© after
treatment with the alkaloid covSdin©./ could be'' due to an
increase In the permeability of the fibre to 01'* Mo
analytloal' data wae obtained in thla study, and the authors /
BUggeationa are based upoh theorëtioàl obnoepts aloné,
108
'Straub found a eontradictlon.L oetween his resulte '
. 1 2 9  ' :n
using-frog nerve and those-of'-Stones with Loli^o
axons, È0 was nnable to demonstrate any inoreaae Ih .the,
'anionic permeability of frog nerve on treatment with
'Veratridlne and W  explained the negative after potential
as being due to a ©imultaneoue increase in permeability for 
both Ha and K . . .
The .Oalcitmi Ion.
- .Transference/
64.
Traneferenee of the calcium ion, (Oa ) acroBo the cell
membrane eeeme to play no part In the geneals of either the
resting or action potentials of excitable tiBsuea. The
part played by this ion in the normal fnnotioning of living
170
oella la still largely unknown, Ringer wae the firet to
- 4*4*
demonstrate that Oa was neeeagary for the normal 
ftinotionlhg of excitable tiaaues,
l6X ■ '^4'*
In a recent monograph Heilbrunn has considered Gà
to be the most Important single cation found in living ,
cells. It ia M b  view that the difference of potential
acroaa a resting cell membrane is due to the preaenoe of a .
caloliam^eleotrode system in the cell* He hae postulated
that the Oa Is firmly bound to protein moleeule# in the
cortex of the cell but exist mainly as free Ions in the
cell interior thus setting up a calcium electrode system;
migration of the free ions from the interior to the cortex
being responsible for the potential dlfferenoe between the
interior and bxterior of the cell. In this theory the
excitation of cells is thought to be due to the release of
44
Ga from a protein bound complex at the cortex which 
penetrate© to the interior of the cell and there acts as an 
enzyme activator,
Heilbrunn's theory has, however, not won général 
acceptance but all theories of cellular excitation agree 
that/
that the Ga plays an eaaentlal'part In the control of;
\ ' \ . 130-
cel.lular parmeablllty* -
The relationship between the %ratrtm alk&lolde- and '
■*• 44 . ' ,
Oa are as oomplex as thoee existing between tWee àlkaloide
. ■ ■ : _ - 4  -, 4
and the monovalent oatlona Ma and K and a cqnelderable
maéa of .published wqfk on thla ©nbjeot hàe aeoumulateë during
the last two deoades, 7" .
j All the effebta of the Verat%*%m alkaloids on Isolated
' - ' ' \ , ' : A - .
tlssnee are'modified-In-aome way-'bÿ a-lteratlohe Inrthe'Ga -
oonôëntratlon of th#/bathing'médium* - /These effeota oan 
he qleariy demonstrated In the Isolated heart preparation 
upon wlïioh the alkaloids ehow a oardlotonio notion
similar to that ©hown by the eardlao glyeoeldes* In 
hearts Whioh have been made hypbOynemlo by perfuelon with
. 4-Ï" , . - \ . ■ . . .
Ga- free Rlngerte solutloh tAe addition of the active '
alkaloid© of the % ^ trum epèelee eah restore the beat of
/: vl71 to 173 . - . -
the heart to normal* The development of oardlae
' 44
IrregularltleB# however# aohleved by Ga lack oooura more
 ^ 173
readily in the preeenee of veratrlne. These résulté".'
44 - '■. ■ , -
indicate, that Ga and the Voratrum alkaloids have opposite
effeote on the excitatory prooeeeee but similar effeote
on the proGeaaeB Involved In ophtraotion*
"  - ' - ^
In nerve and muscle preparation© Ga markedly
antagonizes/
6 6 ,
antagoïiiïses the effeete of veratrlne, the minimal 
'Peratninialng âose varying with the Ga content of the
174
bathing medium# Lack of Ga generally reduces the
175
stability of cell• membranes and $e£s§,, Lamm
44
demonstrated that Ga lack may produce an effect on frog 
muscle-similar to that produced by varatrine,
'*’4
In addition to the antagonism show between Ga
and the Veratrum alkaloids on Isolated preparations of
nerve and muscle the marked antagonism to the effect of the
44 , / ' ' ' : ' / .
alkaloids by Ca on the intact aniîïial has been demonstrated.
The elicitation of the Bezold^Jarisch reflex by the Vbratrmi
44101
alkaloids can be prevented by pre^treatment vAth Ga,
The' findings already presented- indicate that the 
maintenance of membrane stability is favoured by the
44
presence of physiological oonoentrations of Ca and reduced 
toy the presence of the Xejsaiam alkaloiâs. If the
stability of the membrane is reduced depolarization occurs 
more readily, and aa this has been shomi to be a process 
involving changes in the permeability of the cell membrane 
it is quite possible that the increase in permeability of 
the cell to cations following its exposure to ¥erat rum 
alkaloids Is a result of a decreased stability, - axid this 
ia eecondary to the effect© of the alkaloids on the surface 
structures/
D f
Btrwt%rega of the ;Wll# !Fra#tènha0%$^ Hodgkin have . /
enggestoâ that ohangea in the pa ponoezitratlonG and ohangeB 
In membrane potentials .l*e» .depolarization^ have elmllar
' ■ ' \ . . i'
effect 8 on the eyeteme controlling the movement a of Ka and
' ' ' , '
K adroee thë membrane daring the development of the spike^
They have pnt forward.evidence/ehgg#$tlng that depolarisation .
Ihoreaaëe.Ha permeability from epeolflo - ;
oarrlere or eltee in the cell membrane^
.A number of agents which can remove Oa from eo lut ion
by forming unionised'oomplekës ban provide épdntaneoua
, , / : . /:. ' ' ' //;; ' 18g,ll# ' . :
autorhythiiilC' aotlvlty In isolated arthropod nerve^
a similar oonditlon may be seen ; in vertebrate nerve during
low oalolum tetAny,^  Tetraethylamaonlum lone can produee
' ./ . . ' /17Sr ^ ' ' .
similar responses In nerve and It haa been euggeeted
. 180 .
by Oowan and.-Walter that this effect la due to the
oompotitive; antagonism between thé- two. Iona at the surface ■ :
of the nerve membrane# Veratrlne has been shown to ;
Inoreaee the tendency of motor axone taken from oruataoeans
131,]Uil^l82
to exhibit apontançoua activity and show repetitive dléçhârgoa#
These phenomena are almost Identical In appearahoe vltk those
demonstrated ae ooourrlng In seneory nerve fibres from the
. ' .. " 91,93. '
oardiac^pulBHoiiary region'of, mammals. . - ' :
Ho evidence can be found to Indicate that the Veratrum 
alkaloids/ ■ ■  ^ ,
alkaloids can oomblne chemleally with Oa and due to 
their large moleoulea it eeeme unlikely that they compete
-  ^ ’ ■ 131
directly with Ca at the receptor altee* Qordon and Welsh 
have suggested that the alkaloid may become adsorbed at or 
near the surface of the nerve aXon, thus preventing the 
normal reaotlon of Oa with the surfaoe etruotures#
If this hypothesis is correot it will furnish an 
explanation for thé observed effects of the Veratruq 
alkaloids upon cellular permeability and the eleotrlcal 
changes produced as a conseguenoe of theso&
The enhanced oscillatory behaviour which follows the 
exposure of arthropod axons to veratrine has been explained 
by Whanes as being due to the increasing displacement of 
Oa from the membrane by successive Impulses, a process 
which may be reversed during rest* he suggested that the 
slow repolarisation following veratrlne is due to a
delayed reoalclflcatlon and consequently a prolonged
, ‘
disturbance of ionic permeability^
The suggestion put forward by Frankenhaeuser and
176 . 1 -
Hodgkin , that Oa exists combined with a Ha carrier
4**1*
system and that depolarization releases the bound Oa
and'makes''.the ômrrléryëyètem availably for Ha': transport ^
fits In with the ooncluslohs drawn by Straub  ^\ that the
.'■... t , ; '. . ■ '■ ' V ■ : ■ / ■ ' ,
Increase in Ha permeability is a result of alterations
in the normal prôoesa of Oa binding by the membrane*
Weidmanng aa the; result of Btddiee w d e  on thé effect 
of mtabllizlhg agenta oh the %rkihje fibres of mammalian
. _ . 4?'4' ' "
hearts, has Wggeeted that Ga dan alter the equlllbriim
state normally existing between ,thè three atates' of the Ha
' . ; '' .. ' ; . 'iv: - 126
carrying system envisaged :by Hodgkin and Huxley* In this
' '/  ^ ^  %  ' ' ' - ' ' .
ayatem the Ha carrier existe in three, forma,- -àn active
■' '■ ■■■■ : ; , • 4-• , ,
state in which the, membrane .peiweabillty to Ha le high,
. 4-, ' '
a ' reetlhg state in which the Ha peimeablllty is low but
can be raised by depolarisation, dhd an inactive state In
v/hlch the permeability .remaina'low* Weidmann auggested .
; ■ ; . .4*4* ' "' ' '  ^ - - .
that Oa can shift the equilibrium in favour of the reeting 
btate,. this effect wonld be to produce e. decrease in exolt**
ability, BtraWb suggfets tftat. tli© Vgretrm altololâs can
. ' ' i ’ . . , ' ‘ . 4*4" ' '
act by antagohleing the effect of Ga and favouring.the
foimation of the Ha carrier in an active state with a
„•. -, '. ■ ^ : '■ ■ ■ /' ■' 
conséquent increase in Ha perm#bility and the tendency
to develop epon.taheode repetitive impulae^ ^
The evidence^revlewed here shows that the
actual .mechaniam: by which: the; alkalolde elicit
their/ . ' ' f
/U,
thelr/Oharacte.riBtio''effect' on nerve and muGole-ie 'etlll
not fiilly understood, much more le mow imown than when the 
, ■ ' '■ . . :. ■' ' ,'" :' 5
BUbjeet wae lest reviewed In full* A@ yet no work has
been publlBhed on the intimate relationahlp between the
Ve^r^trum alkaloids and lone, àt( the probable site of their
therapeutlo aetiohe, j^ *g,* .8on$ory nerve endings* An
Indication of the dlffioultlee oQdnrrlng in atudiee of thèse
- ,  :
types l8 seen in a recent .paper on the movement of Ha and 
. -  ^ ^ ^  ifWt"
other lone in Paoinlan oorpuBolèm*
The main effect of the Veratrum alkaloids noon isolated 
nerve bêeme to be at the point on thé excitable membrane 
where Ga 1$ bound, Ae a result of an interference in 
thle prooese thè pemeablllty of the membrane to catlona and 
posGlbly ..anloas may :be Inçreàaéd giving rise to the 
oharacteristld blO'-eleetrie ohangee,
#hi@ prooeee may not, however, ooeur in other tieeuee 
in.whldh ionlo traneport la known to take place, e,g* 
ëi:{(throoyte@ and striated mueele and caution must be observed 
in applying ùonoïuàlonê reached from the etudy of one 
excitable eyatem to another functionally different syatem#
Metabplio 33ffeota of the Verg%gi^ Alkaloids
The eleotrophyelologioal ohangee brought about by the: 
»ratrm/
{ J-
alkaloids may 'be d’lxe to an interference with acme
raotabollo-procesB of the cell which is responsible for the
maintenance of normal - cellular-aotiyitÿ but at the time of
writing this , the a Ip. hb evidence of any. enzyme inhibition or
activation by any of the Veratram alkaloids has been
pnblishecL ' '  ^ . ' .
' 185 ''; ' '
-Schmitt and Gaasèr reported that in a veratrinlaod
nerve in which a niarkedly- augmented negative . after potential 
was present nerve volleys at 2 per second led to a .higher 
oxygen consumption than 120 nerve volleys per second in a 
non<^veratrihized nerveo'
186
Using all000- of’ gulnea^^pig cerebral cortex Wollenberger 
has shown that a mixture of pro t ove rat ri ne a A and B etimulated 
reepiration and aerobic glycolysis and'depressed anaerobic 
glycolysis,.both of these acticme could be antagonised by. 
local anaesthetics* It. is of interest to mote that increasing
_ 4"
the external K eoncantration can\ also increase respiration '
and-depress anaerobic glycolysis, ' - "■
108,120,122
Recent studios ■ with a variety of metabolic
inhibitors including 2%Ip^dlnltrophenol, KOI, iocloacotic acid 
and KaGIf. and also the of fact of anoxia'have'shown that the 
voratrlne effect,on'nerve' and'muscle Is not significantly 
affected by any of these factors*
The/
/ C- .
The Increase In oxygen uptake by the nerve and by alxcea 
of the aerebral cortex can be explained on the baaIs that 
due to the reduction of the stability of the cell membrane 
by the Veratrum alkaloids provloualy described, the extra  ^
work must be done by the ooXX to maintain ae nearly ae 
poeaihle its nomial reatlng state and thus more energy is 
expended with a corresponding Increase in oxygen uptake*
The experiments showing that neither an atmosphere of
X2G
nitrogen nor blocking oxygen transport by eodium cyanide
have any effect on the response of mueclo fibres to
Yoratridine make it unlikely that the alkaloid acts by
interference In oxidative metabolism*
187
Grupp has demonstrated that the alkaloids
have no effect on acetylcholine metaboll am and the résulta
180
obtained by Witt and Bwaino with 214'^dlnitrophenol and 
iodoaoetio acid make it highly xtnlikely that the alkaloldo 
affect either lactic aald formation or the coupling of 
oxidative phosphorylation in muscle.
From the work described it seems unlikely that the*
Veratrum alkaloids exert their charaoterlstla-pharBâaoologiGal 
actions by intcrfe??enoe with the 'general, motabolio functioning 
of the cells but more probably act by affecting a apecialised 
Bimtmi existing at cell surfaces*
From Consideration of the work reviewed' in thèse pages it ^ 
w&8 oonoiudod that much more must yet he done before aohleving a 
fuller understanding of the precise mechanlem by which the 
Verstrun; alïcalolde produce their oharacterietio pharmacological
effect a* - , ' ■ ...
The greatest gap in. our knowledge concerne the Inter^ . €;|
relatlonehlpe between the various.metallic cations in particular.fJ
4* 4* 4-4» , ' : ... / ' ' ■ ‘ ; . - ' . ‘ ,
Ha p I( and Oa,} and the Verat rum al kal o Ids * From this the ; /I- 
question ariàee a$ to whether the exaltation of seneory recep.tors/ 
and ths eenBitization of Striated mWole tq the stimulant action-^ 
of K produced by- the Vera trim alkaloids ^ 'lnvolVé''ythe^  /A/i.
cellular meohanlome*
The inveetlgatiohe described ih this theei# were undertaken i 
with a view to clarifying the relationehlpB hetWeen K , and Gà . \ 
and the Vera trim alkhlqite* . Tha\..ëkper intents were planned to ’ ' > 
determine u'f the ^eratrum alkàloï% altered the dietriWtion 
K between the cell and lie environment in oonceiitratione which : f %. 
were sufficient to oêneitlze rausci© to the etimiilant action of . ; 
1 g and to find out what.Other chhngeaih.lionlc'distribution
/  \  ' I - -  y - . "T ' ' ' ^ : ' : - ' . ; ' /  ^
octrurreoU ' ' \ -  ^ ' ' ' " '
PART ,J.
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: -*IHTRQB:U0TION '
In aèoordeiicë with current pr&ctloe the full names qf a 
number of drugs and active substhnccB have been abbreviated*
...The abbreviatione/uGed.hre*'^ - . ' ' . '
1, Aeetyloholine for àaetyleholinebromid^ê,
8* Atropine for atropine sulphate# /
3# ..A6rehallne..fo'r'(^ y'»*'adrenaline bltartrate, ..'
4*4* > - .
h# ■ -Oa,- for the stable commom calelum ion, - '
45 .. , - . ' \ '.
5* Ça for the ion of the radloaotlve Isotope of ealplûm u
.% ' ; -.in-this work*' '% ' - .-ry/'
6# 5 H/f* for. 5*^hydroXytryptamlhe hreatinlneusulphate. •
* . - ' -I- . ' ' " V
' 7* K for the stable oommon potassium ion#' /  ^ ; 7.
ks-i- , : , , . ■;,;■ ,,„ ■ :- : ‘ ■ :
' 8# K .for the-ion of. the radioactive isotope of'potassium / .'%
. '' . used in thle.'work# - - .. . /
'* 9# . 'Protoveratrihe for* the,#lxture/of protoveratrine A- and - .
' - protôveratrlne B-ae/their hydrophloridee -
in "thè', fixed proportion of 2 ; 1# >
10# Protover^trine A for the hydroohlorlde of protoveratrlne A* f
The eomposition of the varions physlolbgioal saline solutions 
and the method of preparation of the protovez^atrlné solutions ?
are âeaoribed'lnvAppendik I# '
In addition the following abbreviations for volume and :
weights of the metric system have been)hsedt.
i# Kg# / for itiiogrmmne# .. ' " 7, -.
8* g'#. for granme#. ' ' . . . .  ^ -
3,' rog# .' for milligramme* ' \ , . ' 7..,'
, 4#/ ' . - - .... '- ' ■/ '
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4. ug# for mlqrogramie*
9* ng* fornanogreime gramme)
6# mEq# for mllliequlvalont#
7# for-microequivalent* \
8# mQ, ' 'for mllliourle*  ^ \
9*. pO# for mioroourle*.'
10* %* for degrees centigrade,
11* em* for-.centiîiietré#
12. 1* for litre*
13#. ;îb1*. for millilitre*
The common ohemleal symbole for the elements have also 
been used throughout.
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Baoq In 1939 was the first to demonstrate that
low concentrations of veratrine (0*5 to 1 pg per ml,)
increased the reaponse of frog skeletal muacle to the
^ 137
stimulant effect of K, Ooutler using a number of
purified Veratrim alkaloids ha$ shown that they can also
eensitlze frog muscle to K.
Both striated and smooth mammalian muscle exhibit the 
189
same phenomenon but the effects are more difficult to 
reproduce than with frog skeletal muscle. In order to obtain
4*
a clearer picture of the relationshlpa between the K and 
Oa in muscles #a number of experiments were performed in 
which the influence of varying the concentrations of both
of these ions was studied.
ISîMâ
Oommon frogs (Baiia tetnporarla). ims(5lected asto age, 
weight or sex were need. The animals were rendered Beneelese 
by a blow on the headg rapidly decapitated and pithed.
Gotten threads were attached to each end of one rectue 
abdominis muscle and the muscle dieaeeted out. The muecle 
was Buepended in an isolated tiaaue bath of 10 ml, oapaoity, 
by attaching one thread to a glass oxygenation tube and 
the other end to an ieotonic frontal point writing lever^ 
giving/
giving a megaifloation of 1 to 6* The load oa the mueolo 
was adjusted eo that the %macle was stretched to the aama 
extent ae before dleeeotloa.
The hath wae filled with frog Hingar^a eolution or 
with a modifioatioh of frog Rimger^e eoltuloa in whioh the 
amoimte of Ga and K had been either varied in order to 
reduce the ooaeentratloae of these loae to one half of 
that normally present or omitted altogether* For details 
of the oompoaition of these solutions see the Appendix.
The muscle was oaused to eontraot by adding a 
GuffIcient volume o f '5 per cent w/v potasalum chloride 
solution from a 1 ml, graduated tuberculin syringe* In 
order to he able to demonstrate the sensitisation 
satisfaotorily it was neoessary to preduoe only a small 
contractioUg, the amplitude of a suitable record being 
between 0,5 and 1.0 cm. The sensitivity of the tissues used 
varied considerably but a dose of from 0.1 to 0.5 ml* of 
the KOI solution was found to suffice in most mcperiments. 
Some difficulty was experienced In obtaining uniform 
oontraotlons but in all experiments at least two 
oontraotlons of the same height were obtained before 
proceeding with the addition of the alkaloids.
The eontraotlon to K developed rapidly and usually
reached/
reaoWâ a maximum wlthln 30 seconda and on waahlng out 
t w  writing point returned to the base line within 90 
aeeonde enabling the KOI solution to be added at 3 minute 
intervale«
In the earlier experiments a mixture of protoveratrlnea 
A and B (henceforth referred to aa protovez*atrine) was umedj 
but in later experiments pure protoveratrlne A was uoeâp 
both drugs were added ae their hydroohlorldee dlBsolved 
In distilled water# After uniform eontraetione had been 
obtained,protoveratrlne was added to give a final bath 
oohoentratlon of between 0,1 and 1*0 ml# The
drug warn left In contact with the muscle for 15 minutes 
then without washing eutp the earns doee of KOI need 
previously waa added and the oontraotion reeorded#
The muscles of winter*^  frogs were more sensitive to
4"
the K senaitislng action of protoveratrine than were those 
removed from "spring** or "mummer" frogs. In the fomier 
ease eonoentratlon of 0,1 ^ g.per ml.were used ae a 
sensitizing dose W t  fo%" the "summer" frogs It was uaually 
necessary to Inorease this to 1 %.per ml* Ho distinction 
oould be made between the sensitizing effects of 
protoveratrlne A and the mixture containing both 
protoveratrlne A and B#
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The of the mwoleB of frogs to
protovemtrloQ A in a aonoontratlorn of I ug. per ml* gave an 
average laeroae# im the height of the response to K of 
1(^ 400 per ooato Boduoiag tne eoaoeatmtlom protoverati 
à to Ool ug.per ml.reaultad in a mean ooroontage IneroaGO 
of 975 per cent,
% 0  degree of eenaltlaation produoed by 1 ug*per ml-
of px^otoveratrlne A im "emimer" frago vims mooh lees amd 
the height of ooatrmotien produeed by Œ I  aolutloa ahoweê
mï average Imeraaeo of 7 0 per oeat after 15 expoour#
to the di%A
When the ao'fael Uingm?^B solution vjbb replaced by o
4*4'-
almllar eolutlon in whloh Oa oonteat had ïDeom 
reduead to f.ne W3,f^ the degree of aoneltlmtlon produced
by the protoveratrlno was markedly eato^iood* It vmm 
approximetely double that which was produced In the normal
4’4*
Eingôp’s solution but aomploto omission of Oa gvcm tli©
bathing fluid cî;lâ &&t- hewev%# load to eriy furthep iaaraafae 
in the Qonslt&satioti ps’oiuosa lay the Amxg.
i«
%ï0 eeneitimatlom to K by protove;^*atrime A wee 
generally/
80.
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Fig. k.
Effeot of altering the ionio oompoeition 
of the bathing fluid on the sensitization to K 
of frog reotua muscle produced after exposure to 
protoveratrine.
At 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, protoreratrine 0.1 ug 
per ml added to the bath and allowed to act for
15 minutes.
From A to B and £ to F Muscle exposed to 
normal Ringer*s solution.
From B to C Muscle exposed to Ringer*s 
solution containing half normal Ca
From C to D Muscle exposed to Ca 
Ringer*a solution.
From D to R Muscle exposed to K free 
Ringer*s solution.
Time trace 3 minutes.
9
free
8 1
generally recliioeâ by replacing the normal Ringer*a 
solution by one Cvntaining half the nomnal quantity of lU 
The responaas tended to be Irregular and the ba©o lino
4* 4"
frequently roee in the low K solution. In K free Ringer’s 
solution the % aeneitlBing effect of protoveratrine was
sometimes completely abolished#
The effects produced upon K ©enaitization by 
protoveratrine A by altering the ionic composition of the 
bathing fluid are shown In Fig 4*
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BXPÏSRIMSMÏS USING PRBPABATI0W3 OP ISOLATED, 
mAMA^ALIAH. BMOOTH PJjU8GLE#
Many of the pliamacologically active eater alkaloicls
of the V'e}?0A>T\mi apeeies have been shown to have little or
no effeot upon the typical pharniacological actione of
50
acetylcholine j, adrenal! ne g histamine and oxytocin#
Since most of the p%*evlonsly published work on this 
aspect was carried out using impure alkaloids or mixtures 
of alkaloids g a number of prellxnlnary experiments to 
ascertain whether these earlier findings could be confirmed@ 
were carried out usi:ag a pure sample of protoveratrine A#
In addition to the physiological agents mentioned 
above the effect of protoveratr1ne A on the stimulant action 
of 5 hydroxytryptamine (5 1L.T. ) was studied. Mo reports 
of any relationship between the Ves^atrum alkaloids and this 
interesting phemacologically active amine have so far 
b e en publ i she cl #
Protoveratrine A has a direct stimulant action upon
smooth muscle in concentrations of tixe order of 1 ug per 
59,134.
ml* Experiments were undertaken with a view to
substantiating the earlier reports which claimed that 
protoveretrine A showed no antagonism to the effects of the 
neurohumoral agents cited above#
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fig. 5.
Diagram aborning apparatua uaed for automatloally 
adding drug solution to Isolated tissue.
The drug solution la added from the right hand 
asvlrator.
The expérimente were oarrled out using as test objects 
the Isolated lleim of the gulaea"^plgg the Isolated duodenim 
of the rabbit and the isolated uterus of the rat#
Intestinal segments were removed from the guinea-pig
or rabbit after it had been killed by a blow on the head 
and exsanguinated#
A segment of intestine approximately 4 om# long was 
taken from the Ileum proximal to the ileo-eaeoal junction 
of the guinea-pig, and from the region about 5 cq distal
to the pylorie sphincter in the rabbit#
The uterine tissue was obtained from young virgin
female rats which had been brought into oestrus by the 
subcutaneous injection of etllboeatrol, 1 mg.per Kg.of 
body weight, administered 2k hours before the start of the 
experiment# One cornua of the uterus was used as the test 
object*
After cleaning, the tissues were set up in 2 ml. or
5 mX organ baths by means of cotton threads attached to 
each end of the segmente. See Fig# 5*
One end was fastened to a hook fixed to the bottom of the 
bath and the other to a counterbalanced frontal point 
writing/
writing lever having a magnification of 6 ; 1# The 
Gontraotlons of the muaole were recorded upon a emoked 
surface In the oonventionel manner,
Gontractionewere induced in the tieenee by exposing 
them to phyelologioal eolutlona containing a concentration 
of stimulant drug which was sufficient to cause a 
BUbmaximal contraction. This concentration was determined 
by the manual addition of the stimulant drug in a quantity 
sufficient to produce the required response* The final 
bath concent rat1on was calculated and a stock solution of 
this strength was made up in the physiological saline used#
The tissues were exposed to the drug solution and 
washed out automatically# The drug was added at Intervals 
of 3 minutee and allowed to act until the maximum response 
had developed which was usually within 30 seconds* At 
the end of this period the drug solution was washed out 
of the bath. These additions were performed automatically 
and the bath was filled, to overflow by both the drug 
containing solution and the washing solution# These 
processes were controlled by means of an eleotrically 
operated control system* For details see the Appendix.
The organ bath and heating coils were immersed in a 
thermostatically controlled water bath maintained at 35^G. 
The/
u u ,
The bathing ©olution had a pi of 7.4 and the solution In 
the hath was oontinmously oxygenated and stirred by a 
stream of oxygen bubbles,
The physiologioal solutions used were Tyrode’a 
solution for experiments carried out using the guinea-pig 
Ileum, Locke’a solution for the rabbit duodenum, and 
De Jalon’s solution for the rat uterus. The composition 
of these solutions is given in the Appendix.
Wlien a constant response to the stimulant drug had 
been obtained, a solution of protoveratriiie A in amounts 
sufficient to give a final bath concentration of between 
10 ug. and 1 ug. per ml# was added by hand# The solution of 
protoveratrlne A. was added from a 1 ml. tuberculin syringe 
So seconds before the addition of the stimulant drug*
Experiments were also carried out in which protoveratrine 
A was used to induce contractions in the guinea-pig ileum* 
This tissue was found to be very sensitive to the stimulant 
action of protoveratrine A and concentrations of 10 ng.per 
ml. were sometime© sufficient to produce a contraction, but 
the usual concentration© used were 0# 1 tig.per ml or 1 ug. 
per ml. which ^ave a responee of 80 per cent of the maximal;
If additions of the drug were madea.t 3 minute intervals
tachyphy1ax1b/
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taohyphylaxi© rapidly developed to the stimulant actions 
of protoveratnine A,but reproducible reepon©es were 
obtained if the time interval between successive additions 
was increased to 6 minutes#
A number of workers have shown that an excess of caloimn
4-4"
ions (Oa )oan antagonize many of the phamaaological
actions of the Veraurum alkaloids and the evidence for this 
has been reviewed in the Introduction to this thesis. The 
aaitagonistio action of Ca to the spasmogenic effect of 
the Veratrum alkaloids on smooth muscle, however, has nqt 
80 far been fully investigated*
To investigate Oa antagonism to protovoratrine A-
induced contractions of the guinea-pig Ileum, excess Ga 
was added to the organ bath as a solution of calcium
4-'î'
chloride, and the total Ga added calculated in terms of 
microgrammes of the ion per ml*
In some expérimenta the effects of adding Oa 30 
seconds before the addition of the protoveratrine A 
were studied* In other experiments the pz'otove rat nine A 
was added first and the contraction allowed to develop to 
a maximum, the drug was not washed out, and this led to 
the establishment of a plateau* Oa was then added 
whilst/
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Fig. 6.
Effect of protoYeratrlne on histamine induced 
contractions of guinea-pig ileum.
At A. 0.4 ml control solution added
B. 0.1 ug per ml of protoveratrine added
C. 0.2 ug per ml of protoveratrine added
D. 0.5 ug per ml of protoveratrine added
B. 1.0 ug per ml of protoveratrine added
All contractions due to 0.1 ug. per ml. of 
histamine.
oy.
whilst til© irmsola was in a state of oontraotion.
Results
BxDei4meats on the Gulnea-Plg Ileum
then protoveratriae A was tested far antagonism to 
aoetyloholine and hletamlne-induoed oontraetioBS of the 
guinea-pig ileum no evldenoe for any antagonlatle notion 
could be found*
Gone entrât Ions of 0* 01 ^ 0*1; 1 and 10 tigv . per ml. of 
protoveratrine A were used* Although concent rat ions above 
0* 01 ug. per m l .  frequently had a direct stimulant affect^ 
thie stimulant action was never followed by an depression 
of the magnitude of subsequent histamine or acetyloholine- 
Induced ©ontractions*
A typical trace is shown in fig* 6*
At least five additions of protoveratrine were made at 
each does level*
The physiological state of the tissue seemed to 
influence the effect which protoveratrine A had on 5 H*f* 
Induced contraotione^ i,.when the gut was comparatively 
fresh)^*g* after it had been exposed to doses of 5 H*T* 
for less than an hour a small dose of say g 10 ug.per ml, of 
protoveratrine A added 60 seconds before the addition of 
the/
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Fig. 7.
Inhibitory effect of protoveratrine A on 5 H.T. 
induced contractione of guinea-pig ileum.
At A. addition of 20 ng per ml of protoveratrine A.
Contractions due to 10 ng. per ml. of 5 H.T.
the 5 H.f. produced a marked contraotlorn toe to a direct 
action of Its own# Tlils contraction usually masked the 
subsequent direct stimulant action of the 5 H.T# After 
washout the muscle returned to its normal length hut the 
succeeding additions of 3 H.T# gave rise to a smaller 
contraction than those produced before the addition of 
protoveratrine A. The normal control height of contraction 
was usually reached after about three further additions of 
5 KT. See Fig/ ?.
The addition of the control solution had no effect on the 
response of the muscle to the stimulant action of 5 H.T.
After a period of more than an hour during which 5 H.T# 
was added to the muscle at regular interraï'è^ the height of 
contraction usually decreased slowly but became constant 
again with an amplitude of contraction lower than that 
previously reached. When the tissue was in this condition 
the addition of a dose of protoveratrine A^hich had 
previously produced a direct effect followed by an 
inhibition of the 5 H.T#-Induced contraotlon)^ produced a 
©light contraction followed by a sanaiti^ation of the 
muscle to the action of the 5 H.T# This direct effect was 
less marked than In the fresh muscle but served to 
potentiate/
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Fig, 8.
Sensitisation by protoveratrine A to the 
stimulant action of 5 H.T, in guinea-pig ileum.
At A. addition of 10 ng protoveratrine A,
Contractions due to 10 ng. per ml. of 5 H.T.
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fig. 9.
Sff.ot of protoT«nitrim A on oxytooln iadaeed 
contractions of the oastrus rat uterus.
At A. 0.4 nl control solution added.
At B. 1.0 |ig par ml of protoveratrine A added.
At C. 0.5 |ig per ml of protoveratrine A added.
All contractions due to 0.02 i.u, per ml. 
oxytocin.
9 4 .
potentiate the effect of the 9 H,T# On waahout the muac3.e 
returned to the original length but the ©uoceedirig 
addition of 5 li*T. also gave rise to a contract ion the 
height of which was greater than that developed before 
the addition of the protoveratrine A# This is clearly 
Bhoiirn in Fig# 8*
The degree of both Bensltisîation and inhibition shovm by 
protoveratrine A to the stimulant action of 5 H.T. on the 
gut varied considerably^ 10 ug.per ml.of protoveratrine A 
in fresh tissuea gave an inhibition varying between 20 and 
70 per cent with a mean value of 48 per cent. The degree 
of sensitisation shown by semi-fatigued tissues after 10 ug. 
per ml.of protoveratrine A varied from 20 to 80 per cent 
with a mean of 24 per cent* When this dose was doubledtho 
mean percentage increase was 48 per cent* The control 
solution had no effect,
Expérimenta on the rat uterust=ei?uj?s»w5MHX:C::=c4‘*A»iiteïJïs: i^sr."5b5!:S2r‘.'!riçtafW«^^=xi<rDr:s?n’wj»^'* 't*>3Si«vi^^
Pi'otoveratrlne A in doses of up to 10 ug. per ml. had no 
direct effect on the rat uterus but In concentrations of 5 
and 10 ug.per ml it reduced the height of oxytocln-induoed 
oontraetiona^ eee Fig. 9 #
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Fig, 10,
The effect of protoTeratrine A on the inhibitory 
effeot of adrenaline on isolated rabbit duodenum.
At A. addition of 0.1 ug per ml of protoveratrine A, 
At B, addition of 0.2 ug per ml of protoveratrine A.
0.5 ug. per ml. of adrenaline was used to induce 
relaxation.
9 6 .
The epontanooue eoratraotlonB which occur In rabbit 
duodenum may bo inhibited by the addition of small quantitiee 
i,.£.0.2 ug.per ml of adrenaline# The reduction in tone of 
the muscle following adrenaline is rapidly abolished on 
washing#
It was found that the addition of 0»1 ug.per ml of 
protoveratrine A prevented the development of the response 
to adrenaline# Lai’ger doses gave an even greater 
Inhibition of relocation and also had a direct stimulant 
action of their oim. The effect of this stimulant action 
was minimised by adding the protoveratrine A 90 seconds 
before the addition of the adrenaline^ the contraction 
produced by protoveratrine A was usually only transient 
and norsnal tone was regained prior to the addition of 
adrenaline.
The effect of 0*5 and 1.0 ug. per ml, of protoveratrine 
A can be aoen in Fig. 10. which snows a typical trace.
Three additions at each dose level were made and 
although the degree of inhibition varied the effects 
produced were qualitatively similar  ^ the control solution 
had no effect#
ÎJââHaeâ,Gont^çtioM^
Protoverat riîi®/
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fig. 11.
Effect of Ca on protoveratrine A induced 
contraotiona of guinea-pig ileum.
At Pv - 0.1 ug protoveratrine A added.
At Ca^^- 1 ug per ml of Ca^^ added.
At W - Bath washed out tvioe.
Time trace at 1 minute intervals.
9 8 ,
Protoveratrine A in a concentration of 1 ug.per ml, 
produced reproducible raeponses if the addltlonsmre made 
at intervals of 6 minutes and the contraotiona were well 
maintained for a long as the drug was in contact with the 
tissue. The contraction could be prevented from developing 
if in a dose of 2 ug,per ml was added either before
the addition of the protoveratrine A or by the addition 
of both Oa and protoveratrine A from the same syringe*
While a protoveratr1ne A-Induced contraction was being 
maintained^ the addition of Oa to the bath caused a rapid 
relaxation of the muscle and a return to the base line*
Any Blight spontaneous activity which was present in the 
muscle was Invariably abolished following the addition
'h**'
of Oa to the bath*
It was noticed that when Oa was added to inhibit the 
protoveratrine A induced contractions^ the subsequent 
washout always caused the development of a contraction of 
the muscle which maintained an increased tone accompanied 
by an increase in spontaneity* Frequent washes were 
needed before the mueele returned to normal*
These effects are shown in Fig 11* which is a
trace obtained from a typical experiment.
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KXPÎilRIMMÏS ÜPOH ÏMÏAGÏ HABSIÏ3 TO 33KÏ1BMIMS 
TiïS m - ’BGT OF PROÏO\npîâTailB] OK.ÏIŒ OfMClfflTRATIOM
tTie*îW«ÆiifâqrtWïfS#iiîfwiC!^tü:5»«*sïin.i&iÈas£Uït»t«wei»3sn6^^
OF POTASâïÜM lOBS IN VMOUS FLASm.
Ib tlie Introduction to this the al a eviclOBce has been set 
out which supports the view that one of the effects of the 
administration of x^ rotov era trine and its congeners is to 
cause an Increase in K release from nerve* A aeries of 
experiments w-ua planned to determine if this release was 
a more general phenomenon and whether it occurred in 
sufficiently large amounts to be measured in the blood 
emanating from a drug treated, organ or vascular bed#
Rabbits were chosen for this study because of the ease 
with which multiple blood samples could be obtained^ the 
animal could therefore bo used as its own control#
Method
Rabbits of either sax weighing between 2*25 end 5 kg. 
were chosen^ all animale were in good condition having been 
fed on a standard laboratory diet with the addition of fresii 
vegetables and water ad_l:fbj^^m* Witn one exception (rabbit 
nuihber one); all the rabbits were between three months and 
one year old.
The rabbit was gently restrained and both marginal ear 
veins mad© visible for a distance of 2 cm# by removal of 
fUB; the exposed region was rubbed with a little xylene 
followed by JO per oent ethanol and when dry a small 
incision/
1 0 0 ,
laclsloa was made In the vain by means of a soalpel bladOg
the blood was allowed to flow freely and then two 1 ml, 
samplee of blood were oolleotad Into a graduated oentrlfuge 
tube containing 100 i.u*of heparin*
The drug to be tested was made up in 0*9 per cent 
BaliiiOj, and injected 10 minutes after tlia first sample was 
taken ; Into the marginal ea%* vein of the other ear. Two 
minutes after the Injection of the dragua further two 
samples of 1 ml* of blood were collected in a heparinlsed 
centrifuge tube  ^ and two additional samples were taken after 
a further 20 minutes.
The blood samples were then centrifuged for ten minutes 
in an angled head centrifuge at a speed of 3^600 r.p,m# to 
separate the plasma from the cells* 0,2 ml^ of plasma were
removed from the centrifuged blood and diluted to 10 ml, 
with double glaes-distilled water in a graduated^ stopperedg 
volimetrio cylinder, After shaking well; the potassium 
concentration in the sample was determined by comparing it 
with a series of standard sample a on the B.E.L, Flame 
Photometer. For details of method used see Appending,
The animals were given not more than one dose of 
alkaloid on each day* This restriction was thought necessary 
in/
1 0 1
la order to eliminate taahyphylaxia and the possibility
of oumulative toxic offeeta.
As the main object of the study cleBcribed in this thesis 
was bo Investigate certain aapeota of the meohanlem of the 
hypotensive action of the Verqtrum alkaloids»it was felt
to be aaaential to know If a hypotenalvo response was 
oGGUrrlng at the dome levele uaed*
Accurate determinetlon of the blood pressure in intact 
animals such as the rabbit presents a number of teohnloal 
difficulties. In these experimenta^ accurate determinations 
were not undertaken because the only information required
was whether protoveratrine reduced the blood pressure in 
the Intact rabbit in doses of 10 ug per
Estimates of the arterial blood pressure of the rabbits
were made using the method first described by Grant and 
190
Rothschild who state that the systolic pressure meato%*0d
In the central artery of the ear can be taken as a reliable 
index of the systemic arterial pressure*
To measure the blood pressure in the central artery of 
the ear, the hair iras shaved above the central artery at the 
base of the ear and the tips of the eare were fastened 
together with adhesive tape. The animal was put In 
restraining ‘box and allowed to ext quietly for about 10 
minutes/
102.
B
c
j?ig. 12.
Grant*s oapaula uaed fer the measurement 
of arterial blood pressure in Intact rabbits.
A. Plan.
B. Side elevation.
a. To manometer.
b. Transparent membrane.
c. Glass window.
mlmutea la order to allow the blood pressure level to 
st6ibill80 before taking the meaeuremeate.
The principle of thie method la similar to that of the 
aphygmqmanometerg the mala dlfferenoe being that the point 
at whioh the preaaure prevents the blood from flowing in 
the artery la noted viaually.
A B;pacially designed preaaure oapsnlG^ as described in 
the original paperp was uaedg see Fig. 12.
This is esaentially a small ojlindrioal chamber which is 
Gonneoted to a pressure ayatern. One end of the chamber is
closed by a. glass circle and tiie other by a transparent 
membrane of thin latex rubber^ which when inflated is need 
to occlude the artery « The cylindrical chamber :1b mounted 
on one limb of the Instrument^ opposite this chWber on 
the other limb is a glass window which enables transmitted 
light to pass through the ear and enables the column of 
blood to be seen mo:re clearly.
The pressure capsule was applied by slipping the ear 
between the limb of the capsule until the central artery 
lay directly beneath the transparent membrane. The capsule 
was then slowly Inflated by means of a efhygmomamomoter bulb 
until the pressure in the capsule was just sufftaioB.t to 
prevent the passage of blood along the artery. The pressure 
in/
_LVn.
TABLB 2
Ja«îaliisâJls3i.Miii
I Mean eystolio blooâ preaamre mn %,
RxDei'lment
â#efoM
2
3
69
101
8^-î*
92
b3
i FoFoaatage 
' Heiuotion
25.8
33, S
25.0
mean 27.2
1 0 5 .
in the capsule which prevented the blood flow was measured 
‘by means of a mercury monometere and was taken as the ayatolic 
a F t e ri al blood p ressure«
The effects of the injection of 10 per kg. of 
protoveratrine on the blood pressure of four rabbits is shown 
in fable 2. Bach figure Is the mean of three estimations
made over a period of twenty minutes following the injection 
of the drug. Prom fable 2 it may be seen that prot ova ratrine 
produced a marked fall is systolic blood px^essure in closes 
of 10 ug% per kgh The results showed a mean fall in systolic 
blood pressure of 2 7.2 . ]per cent.
Hesuita
This series of experiments was carried out to determine 
the effect of an intravenous injection of purified %egatrum
•I*
alkaloids upon the plasma E levels of Intact rabbits.
ho reports of any similar work have been published and 
it was felt that these studies might indicate if any gross 
Changes in plasma K war© prodviced by the Veratrum
^  < ï ï î 5 f t « * B i S » ^ î r W S T i t f i . ' r « n t r t ï ÿ : * i c « i*1'*
alkaloids. The evidence fox* a possible role of K in the 
pharmacological effect of these alkaloids has been reviewed 
in the introductory chapter of this thesis.
Th© results of the twelve experiments perfoarmed have 
been simMnarleed in Table 3^  Each figure is the mean of
two/
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two determinatioriB of tne plasma K concent ration*
Fairljr high doee levels of %)rotoverat1 me were used In 
order to produce readily measurable changes in the plasma
'V-
li level. When p3?otoveratrine in doses of 10 ug. per kg.
dose level comparable to that used clinically in man g 
no marked subjective changes in the rabbit oould be seen. 
Bradycardia vms observed In two out of the four animale 
treated with 10 ug« per kg* of protoveratrine. In three 
out of the four animalb the plasma iC. level was increased 
in samples of blood taken two minutes after the injection 
of the drug. 8 maple a taken 20 Biinutes later showed that 
tne levels ware at or approaching the original level in 
three out of the four animals.
Larger dosas of protoveratrine^ i*£* 20 ug. and 30 ug. 
per kg. produced marked signs of distress in the rabbits.
The symptoms shown by each rabbit have been indicated in 
Table 3« The pattern was eimilar in all animale which
received the higher doses of the drug and was characterised 
by a series of symptoms which were manifested as the toxic 
effects of the drug developed* The first symptom mas 
restlessness which was followed by signs of definite 
discomfort within one minute of the injection. The animals 
began to salivate freely and this effect was freqiiently 
followed/
followed by movements similar to the retching movements
preceding vomiting which occur In meng dog and other animals
after the administration of pi^otoveratrine. The rabbits
never actually vomited although the maximwa dose used per
kg. was greater than that necessary to induce emesis in
191
mang dog and oat* It has been suggested that rodents 
do not have the ability to vomit due to the absence or 
inherent defect of those areas of the brain stem reticular 
formation which are essential components involved in the 
central noi^vous control of the vomiting reflex. The retching 
movements were accompanied by tachypnea which in some cases 
was succeeded by periods of apnea^ which was probably due 
to elicitation of the Be sol (W J a r1ach reflex* In two 
rabbits there was a pronounced decrease in muscular tone 
which re vented the animals from holding their heads erect.
Muscular tremors which vmre followed by slight convulsions 
occurred in two rabbits^ one of which died later. In both 
of these animals the convulsions developed following a period 
of apnea and it seemed likely that they were a result of 
cerebral anoxia rather than of a direct stimulant effect 
upon the central nervous system.
Some degree of bradycardia was detected in all the 
animals treated but this could not be measured accurately 
due to the irregular breathing and oonvulBions.
The/
1 0 9
The toxlo symptôme observed are elmilar to those
50
deaorlhed by Kreyer and Aoheeon ae ooourrlng In mloe whioh
had been given %o%ie doeea of various Veratrum alkaloids,
1-^
The plasma E level before the injeotioE of the drag fell
192
within the range given 'by Bpector 2.7 to 5.1 mlg/l
in eleven out of the twelve experiments. In all oases the
n.t
plaema K level was algnlfio^ly raised following the 
in jeetion of the protoveratrine at the 20 %  .and 30 pg. per
kg. level. A value between 0.02 and 0.05 was found when 
the differences were compared to zero by "8tuden1;B paired 
®t® test. In experiment 12 the rabbit died following
■4“
oonvulsionsg the ÏC level in the plasma was very high and 
the values obtained in this experiment were not included
in the atatletleal test.
These results show that the intravenous injection of
protovoratrine in doses of 20 ug. or 30 ug. per kg. produces 
an increase in the plasma K level. When all the résulta  ^
excluding experiment 12 g  were pooled^ the difference 
between the levels of plasma K before and after 
protoveratriB.e was still found to be significant (p - 0#05 ) #
Although at first eight the results of theab experiments 
seem to support the claim of Bhanes and other workers (for 
detailed/
1 1 0 ,
detailed reference see Chapter l.of this theeli^ tiiat the
Veratrum alkaloids can give rime to an increased K output
from eellSg no oonoluelone can be drawn from these
experiments ae a large variety of different phyelologieal
changea have been ahown to eauae an inoreaee In the K
193
level of the plaama.
Beoauee of the large number of poeelble eouroes for the 
released K ^It was decided to attempt a determination of 
poeelble altes for this action of the drug.
As the heart and lungs have been auggeeted as regions 
in which the afferent fibree for the Be^old^Jariaeh
reflex originate^ see Chapter, 1^  It was decided to try to
t
determine whether K was released from the oardio~pulmonary
region by protoveratrine*
Ill
g
®0?lRIiSifS OH SPINAL OATS TO HKTERMl®
OE POTASSIUM IONS II THE.PLASMA OP
m OM Tim ÇjWÏP-PWMpm^^ nTnnnT AfnT^ AT
tiStf9n's««ï55^»^Vt"*4Â‘-ïyi«^'Asï39a«^wis?se^*iitaeWySi»yi^^
The use of rabbits to continue the study
“î*
source of the released 1 demoaatrated in the 
previotis chapter was disoontlaued because aneaatheti^atiom 
and spinalination of rabbits la more difficult and résulta 
in e higher mortality than it doea in cats,
Oats were therefore used in all the experiments
described in this chapter. These animals are aensltlva
to the hypotensive effect of protoveratrine and numerous
66g67g68(,69.
lies have been made using them.
MethodiRVî«AC!SyjïfrMeyvWJa.ïfA-V^
Healthy oats of either sex weighing between 2.5 und 
3«5 kg. were used in these experiments* All the animals , 
were fed. on a normal diet of meat g  fish and milk but were 
denied food on the day of the experiment#
The animals were anaesthetized by blowing warm ether 
vapour from a Wolff^a bottle immereed in water at about 
50^0g into a sealed wooden box with a glass observation panel 
This method was found to give much more rapid induction of 
anaeatheala than the normal method in use at the time which 
entailed/
1 1 2 .
entailed soaking cotton wool In ether and placing it in the 
box with the animal. There was also vary much less 
irritation of the respiratory tract as bronchial secretion 
and salivation ware almost absent#
As BOOB as the animal lost consoiouBneee it was 
removed from the anaesthetic box and tied down on to a 
heated operating table# The animal was kept anaesthetised 
by mi asaiétant while a tracheotomy was carried out. The 
tracheal cannula which was then Inserted was connected by 
means of rubber tubing to a bottle containing a mixture of 
air and ether vapour. Both carotid arteries were oxposedp 
freed from connective tissue and the adjacent vago^ 
sympathetic trunk and then tied off below the carotid 
bifurcation.
The animal was placed face down on the table and an 
incision of about 7 cm, made through the skin over the 
cervical region of the vertebral column. The muscles 
above the aolumn were separated by blunt dissection and the 
spine of the second cervical vertebra exposed^ this was 
removed using bone forceps and then the laminae were 
removed in a similar manner^ care being taken not to sever 
the vertebral arteries. The spinal cord was now visible 
and this was sectioned with scissors. At the moment of 
section the tracheal cannula was connected to a Starling 
respirali on/
1 1 3 .
'..respiration pump and the animal warn artificially ventilated* 
Destruction of the central nervous System was then achieved 
by the passage of a probe through the foramen magnum to 
destroy the brain and than down through the neural canal to 
destroy the spinal cord* Bleeding was minimiized by forcing 
a cone of plasticine into the neural canal and packing the 
surrounding space with pledgets of cotton wool soaked in 
vary hot saline* The akin was drai¥n together and clipped 
by means of metal aurgioal clips and the animal was then 
turned over on to its, back*
Heparlnlzed glass cannulae were introduced into the left 
comaon carotid artery and into the xdght external jugular 
and left femoral veins* The cannulae in the carotid artery 
and femoral vein were used to obtain samples of arterial 
and venous blood respectively^, and the cannula In the 
jugular vein was attached by means of rubber tubing to a 
burette* To replace fluid loes^ 25 ml* of normal saline 
was slowly run into the animal from the burette* The 
Bpinalisation was carried out with as little delay as 
possible* The time taken from anaeetheti^ation to the 
completion of the splnalisation never exaeedecl 15 minutes*
After running In the saline the animal was left for 
90 minutes to allow for the elimination of the volatile 
anaesthetic and for the li released by the trama durlag 
the/
1 1 4 .
the operation to equilibrate with the total body 
potaaalim*
Bamplee of blood were obtained from the carotid artery
or femoral vein by loosening a bulldog clip on the artery  ^
allowing the first few drope of blood to run to waste and 
then collecting 1 ml, of blood In a graduated^ heparinised 
centrifuge tube.
All drugs were injected through the rubber tubing 
attaohed to the cannula in the external jugular vein and 
were washed in with 2 ml, of 0#9 per cent eodium ehlorlde
solution from the burette.
Two 8ample8 of blood from the carotid artery and femoral 
vein we%*0 taken for control purpoaee before the
administration of the drug| after the drug was injected 
blood samples were taken from the artery after Integrals 
of 2 and minutes. The samples were centrifuged in an 
angled head centrifuge at 3^000 r.p,m. for five minutes^ 
then removed and 0,2 ml, of plasma withdrawn by means of 
a pipette fitted with a rubber teat^ and then transferred 
to a 10 ml, graduated stoppered volumetric cylinder and 
the volume made up to 10 ml. with double distilled water. 
After mixing welly the concentration of potassium Ions in 
the diluted samples was determlnedg using the IhlS.L. flame 
photometer. Details of the method of determination will be 
found/
1 1 5
found in the Appendix*
Two dose levels of protoveratrine were used in these 
experiments and they were given as a total dose of either 
10 ug or 20 ug. The number of doses was limited to not 
more than three in each cat so as to prevent as far as 
possible the development of tachyphylaxis.
Results
HI*
The K concentration of arterial plasma showed a
marked variation between experiments and it was also
4"
found that as the experiment progressed the K concentration
tended to increase, Following the 90 minute equilibration
period the first sample of blood showed a mean plasma K
concentration of 3* 66 4; 0.23 mEg/l^ after 4% hours, i.e.
just prior to the completion of the experiment the K
concentration of the plasma had risen to 4,86 1,5 mEq/l,
This steady rise occurred both in animals which îiad been
injected with protoveratrine and in animals which were
untreated. These figures compare with those given by
194
Cattel and Civin which show a wide variation in K 
levels of from 2.5^ to 6,68 mEq/l,
195,196,197
Other workers have shown that a marked rise
4*
in K concentration occurred during the course of 
experiments involving some degree of traima and that the 
K level of the plasma may be increased fourfold unô.er
these/
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these elreumetaneee.
The injection of protoveratrine into the jugular vein 
frequently gave rise to varying degreee of bradyoardia.
This was not a reflex action as the oentral nez'voue 
eyetem had been destroyed^ but was probably the result
50
of a direct negative ohronotroplo effect on the heart.
Ho other subjective effecta following the administration 
of the drug were noticed in any of the experiments performed^
The results of eleven expérimenta are summarised in 
Table 4, All I concentratIona are expressed ae
4”
mEq of li per litre of plasma# The increase in plasma E 
ooneentration during the eourse of the experiments can be 
Been from this table# In some experiments the rate of 
increase was greater than in others, a steep rise usually
preceded cardiac arrest.
Following the administration of 10 ug, of protoveratrine 
the blood concentrât ion rose in 6 out of 8 samplings.
4»
In 3 of these oases the K level of the plasma 30 minutes 
later was lower than that of sample removed before the 
injection of the protoveratrine. This Indioatee that the
-I»
drug may be causing some increase in the 'K level of the 
plasma, limn a larger dose of protoveratrine^ i.e. 20 ug. 
was used a similar result was seen. Out of 8 experiments 
a rl88 in plasma K ocearrsd following tlie administration , 
of/
± J -0 .
of the darug in 7 of them and In the remaining one no
•I’
change warn seen. In 4 of the positive experiments the K 
level aubBequently fell to below the level following drug
ateini e trat i on.
The results obtained in this series of experiments
'¥
Indloated that the plaema It level of the blood from the 
oardio'^pulmonary olroulation tended to riee after the 
injection of protoveratrine Into the external jugular vein,
Eo Information about the eource of the released 3( 
was obtained from these experiments. Three possibilities
existed;
4*
(i) The drag tme causing the direct liberation of K 
from the tissues of the heart or lungs,
(li) That the bradycardia produoed by the drag led to an 
inoreaeed plasma E by reducing the rate outflow 
of blood in the coronary arteries and thus alloivlng 
more K to aeoumulate In the plasma.
(ill) The drug may give rise to the 113^eratlon of adrenaline 
or noradr enal ine from either the adrenal glande or 
from chromaffin tissue In the. heart itself, or 
from both. This may lead to alteration in the ionic 
egiillibrium between the celle of the heart and 
their environment.
It/
119.
It was obvious from theme results that more refined 
teohnlques were neaeeaary to determine If the Veratmm
alkaloids as exemplified by protover'^^hri.ae were actually 
causing the release of K by a direct effect upon ionic 
transport mechanisms#
120
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T w  skeletal imeelee were considered to be a poaeible 
source of the release of E which waa demonatrated follow 
the administration of protoveratrine# To determine If 
protovez*atrlne did. release K from skeletal musole^ the
4"
plaema K level of venous blood was measured after the 
intrg'^arterlal injection of protoveratrine#
Spinal eats or 
prepared by the me
fltone^^aneaethetl^ed cats wer< 
deeorlbed in Chapters 5 and 7.
Arterial blood pressure was re^  
thod'B from left oomaon
conventional
The musculature of the hind limb was taken ae 'being a 
suitable area for study, it was readily accessible and the 
venous blood from the opposite limb could be used as a 
control*
The animals were stretched out on a warmed operating 
table and the fur over the Inner aspects of both thighs was 
removed# Inclslona were made In the akin of the thigh of both 
limbs, this was reflected to expose the femoral artery and 
vein of each hind 1
licparin
1 2 1 .
Heparlnlî^ed aaeâle-^type irajection oannulae ware tied 
into the two adjacent branches of the femoral artery and 
vein in both limbs. These are branches of the femoral 
voBsele and have been termed by dlffextant authors the 
venous and arterial rami or the muBcular artery and vein. 
The cannula8 were placed ao that their tips were situated 
at the junction of the branch with the main vessel.
The drug was adminiatered into the vascttlax^  bed by 
intra-^arterial injection, this was achieved by placing a 
bulldog clip on the femoral ai’^tery proximal to the cannula 
tip and injecting 0.1 ml. of àimg or control solution into 
the lumen of the artery, the stiletto was replaced in the 
cannula, the bulldog clip removed and the drug distributed 
to the vascular bed by the arterial blood flow.
Bamples of venous blood were obtained by withdaw/lng 
Q.5 ml_ samples from the cannula in the venous ramus *
These samples wore taken before the arterial injection of 
the drug or control solution and then at intervals of 
5, 10, 30, 60 and 120 seconds after the injection. The 
procedure was carried out almost Blmultanooualy on each 
leg, a solution of protoveratrine was injected into one 
limb and a control solution into the other. Total doses 
of 2 and 5 )ig. of protovex^atrlne were used, one dose at 
each level was given to each animal at 30 minute intervale, 
or/
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1 2 3 *
orp ae la the two oaaee lyi which the dose produced a 
fall in aic’teriaX blood pressure, #wx3, the blood preeour© 
returned to the control level*
4"
The plasma K levels for ceoh aample were determined
using a flame photometer, for details of the method ■ see 
ApoeixdiB*
£(;îWidJ!-4Tt-.w*ï>;:ri5V«;Sïfa;a
The injection of drug produced no muaculmr 
twitching In the limb mid only isi two aaaes out of eight 
was there any fall in arterial blood pressurec, This was 
only alight la both oases and returned to normal after 
30 minutes#
. ,  4'*
The ccneentrationG of K in the venous plasma for all
the experiments performed are listed In Table 3#
4»
The mean K levels with their standard deviations for 
the venous plasma after the addition of 2 ug.of 
protoveratrine was 3*84 ± 0*31 mBq per 1, the corresponding
figure for tiie plasma from OiMtrol limb was 3^  86 0*27 mSq
per 1* Similarly after 5 ug.of protoveratrine the figures 
W0ire3#67 0*32 tor the treated' and 3*89 :L 0*38 m%q per 1,
from ‘the eontx^ol limb#
When these means were compared statistically by the 
test the differeaaea were found to toe not significant
i « ® * /
waa greater than 0*9*
These résulta Indloate that protoveratrine in the 
doeea used doea not elgnifioantly effect the oonoentratlon 
of In the plasma of venous blood from skeletal muaoleA
j2_0 y
GHAPTER %
POTASSIUM Ï0M3 IN TiïS OOHONARY VpOUS BLOOB
ïïti«Mî<tahi3ï3jtus»iSTï!îS5<itfatty.yyvtai!i#xViiewf#i.JiwrîayAtivu%<»wwW^.#Xt<xt:A:7^'kS5rkdI
M'fl ÊOTIffiTïllD GAS.
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The moet marked pharmaoologleal effect following the 
administration of the active Vera tram alkaloids Is a x^ apicily 
induced hypotension accompanieci. by bradycardia and transient 
apnoaa# fhia reflex effect was first described by
70
Bezold and îîlrt in I667 and was rediecovared and more
71p198
thoroughly investi gated in 1939 by Jar Ieoh and his eo-^ w^orlmre. 
The reflex :le now known as the "Be2olcHJarlaoh Hefiex^ ® and 
will be referred to as such in the remainder of this thesis. 
That this effect was reflex in origin was suggested in the 
original paper by Bezold and Hirt and this view was confirmed
72
by Krayer, 'Wood and Montes who used a dog heax^t-lung
preparation with a separate perfusion of the head and
concluded that the afferent recejptors foz" the reflex were
situated in the thorax* Jarlsoh and Richter, and Richter 
71,196
and imiann also concluded that the reflex was thoracic
in origin and that the probable origin was in nerve endings 
of the ventricular myocardium.
More recent work has confirmed these views and shown
that the reflex consiste of a number of afferent components
68,84,91.
involving spec 1 a 11 aedlecepto%'s In the ventricular^
±<^o
89,98,199,200 69,201
and atrial myooardlma, the lunge, the aortic arah and
93
the gastric imicooa but by fai' the largeat component arises 
from the region of the left ventricle which receives its
68
blood supply fz'om the left common coronary artery. Dawes 
has demonstrated this fact in a number of very elegant 
experiments in which he injected the Ve^atrmi alkaloid, 
veratridlne, directly into the individual coronary arteries 
and recorded the effect on blood pressure, heart rate and 
respiration.
202 147
Amann and Jarisch and Lecomta showed that
a certain degree of cross sensitisation betvmen potassimi 
and the Vqraitirhg alkaloids existed in the receptors in the 
heart in a similar Bianncr to the senaitl^ation Bhowa by Baoq
169,293*
and his oo-^workers on thc^  frog rectus abdominis muscle.
These- workers used large domes of potassium giving 20 mg. of
potassium chloride intravenously and showing that this dose
only elicited a reflex fall In blood pressure and reflex
bradycardia if the animal was pretreated with 0.05 to 0.1 mg.
68
per kg. of veratrin© hydrochloride. Dawes attempted to 
oonflm these findings by the injection of veratridine and 
potassium into the cox’onary arteries but was unable to show 
any significant degree of aexisltlzatlon by veratridine to 
the injected potassiumg he did, however, demonstrate that 
a minimal dose of potassium chloride when injected 
s imUlt ane ously/
127.
mlmultaaeously with veratridine into the coronary olroulatlon 
oaueed a larger fall of blood preaauro and Wart rate than 
either t W  aame doeee of veratridine or potasalim ohlorlâe 
given alone.
Beeauae of theae differing findings it wae thought 
worthwhile to attempt to determine the influenoe of 
protoveratrine upon the K level of the blood plasma la the 
ooromary oiroulation.
MBTBW
The method used to isolate the ooronary vaaoular bed in
68
cats warn modified from that used by Dawes. Thla method wae
204
similar to that developed by Hregg and Bhlpley for doge.
The animals need were large eats in the weight range 3.5 
to 6 kg# In good oonditlon, having been fed on a diet of 
meat, fish and freeh milk. To reduoe to a mlnlmim operative 
trauma and to keep the reflexes ae normal as poeelble 
eplnaligatlon wee ruled out.
Although eome barbitnratee are Imown to deprees
baroreoeptor reflexea, pentobarbitone sodium seemed to be
205
inactive In thle reepeot. T w  effect of barbiturates on
the potassium Gonoentratlon of coronary blood in oats has
^ 206
not been studied, 0^Brian gave a figure for t W
Qoronary/
1 2 8
coronary venous blood of imanesthetiged dogs which did not 
differ from that obtained In animale aneethetl^ed with 
pentobaxbltone eodlim.
The animale were aneethetised by Intra^perltoneal
injeatlone of pentobarbitone sodium at a doee of 50 mg* per kg# 
When the animal wa# completely anaesthetissecl It was tied 
down on a warmed operating table and the fur clipped away 
from the left thoraelo region and the ventral eurfaoe of 
the neek# An inolsion of 5 am* long wae made In the midline 
above the trachea* The trachea was exposed by blunt 
dl8800tIon* A metal traoheal eanmila with a variable aperture 
window was Inserted Into the trachea and firmly tied in 
place* The left common carotid artery was exposed and 
carefully separated from the vago'^aympathetlc trunk and any 
adjoining oonneetlve tlssuea* Gl-lass aannulae of the 
standard pattern were introduced into the left femoral artery 
and the right femoral vein* The blood prcaaiire was recorded 
from the femoral artery and saline infusions were made into 
the femoral vein from a burette attached by rubber tubing 
to the cannula* The femoral artery was used for the recording 
of blood pressure because the left carotid artery was 
cannulated to perfuse the heart and it was felt essential 
to keep the head supplied with blood to maintain the activity 
of the cardiovascular reflexes*
Electrocardiograph/
129.
Electrocardiograph records were taken from Lead II by 
auboutaneoua implantation of noodle eleetrodos and the record 
was displayed on an Ediswan Dlreet Writing Pen Recorder.
A heparinl^edp glass venous type cannula was tied Into 
the left common carotid - artery, the blood flaw being 
Interrupted by a rubber sheathed bulldog clip placed proxlmally 
to the eennula. After making an Inolelom In the ekln of 10 
cm. along the mldllne of the etemum, the ekln wae reflected 
from the left thoraelo region and the bleeding points were 
sealed off uelng electro~"Gautery. The mueoular layers 
between the fourth and fifth ribs were separated by blunt 
dlsBeetlon and aa soon as penetration into the pleural cavity 
was achieved the animal was artificially ventilated through 
the trachéal cannula from a Starling Respiration Pump of 
conventional pattern. The apace between the two rib© waa 
enlarged and the ribe separated by means of aelf'^retalnlng 
rib retractors* The Internal mammary artery and the left 
intercostal vains of this region were tied off and the costal 
cartilages of the third, fourth and fifth ribs out through 
with bone forceps and the rlbe retracted, using the rib 
retractors. All bleeding points were sealed off by electro*^ 
cautery* The left subclavian artery was cleared of connective 
tissue from its junction with the aorta to the emergence of 
the Internal mammary artery and a loose ligature was placed 
around/
130,
Fig. 13.
Exposure of heart and great Teasels prior 
to oannulation of coronary artery and coronary sinus
131
aroimd It. The appearanoe of the preparation at this stage 
of the proeedure la shown in Fig. 1 3#
The perloardlmn warn Inolsed and refleeted bade from the 
heart exposing the base of the great TesBels and the diambere 
of the heart. A loose controlling ligature was passed 
around the pulmonary artery where It paasea acroae the left 
auricular appendage. A pair of artery forceps5 the jaws of 
which were sheathed with rubber^ were clipped to the apex of 
the left auricular appendage which was reflected anteriorly 
to expose the root of the aortic arch and the origin of the 
left common carotid artery. In the cats usedp the origin of 
the left common coronary artery was invariably obscured by 
large amounts of fatty and connective tissue and some 
difficulty was experienced in exposing this vessel. In 
the majority of animal© used the left common coronary artery 
varied in length from 2 to 5 mm. ,but in 20 per cent of the 
cats both branches emerged directly from the aorta with a 
complete absence of the conmon region. This made the 
preparation impossible and the experiment had to be 
abandoned.
The common portion of the artery was carefully exposed 
and cleansed of adhering fatty tissue. The tips of a pair 
of blunt^pointed curved forceps were passed between the artery 
and the auricular wall and a loose ligature passed around the 
artery./
132.
CL
fig. 14.
b.
o.
Coronary sinus oannula showing rubber 
ooilsr near tip to ooolude the 
coronary sinus ostia.
Coronary arterial cannula lateral view.
Coronary arterial oannula antero** 
posterior view.
All figures full else.
133.
Àfig. 15
Insertion of oaonul* into tne ooronsry sinus. 
A - Tip of oannula in coronary sinus.
artery. By means of a fine ourved needle a ligature was 
paaaed through the muecular wall of the ventricular apex 
and tied into place. Thie wae done to enable the heart to 
be manipulated with the minimum of handling. Using this 
ligature the heart was reflected anteriorly exposing its 
dorsal surface and the larger part of the right anriole.
An Inoision was made into the right aurloular appendage and 
a spaclally designed oannula ( see Fig. 14. ) rapidly
introduced and tied into the auricle with its tip placed 
within the coronary einue. Correct positioning of this 
camrnla was determined b y .examining the colour of the 
collected blood. Blood coming from the sinus was much 
darker than the blood in the auricle due to the much lower 
oxygon content of the coronary blood. The tip of the cannula 
could also be seen through the wall of the veeael^ this may 
be seen from Fig. 15, Blood from the ainus which iaaued 
from the distal end of the cannula waa collected and 
introduced back into the circulation through the cannula 
in the femoral vein,
A specially designed coronary artery oannula (see Fig,14. )
68
similar to that employed by Dawes was then introduced Into 
the left subclavian artery and guided by touch it was pushed 
caudally until its tip was in the region of the lumen of 
the/

Pig. 16.
Position of osnnolao during experiment.
A. Coronary sinus oannula.
B. Coronary arterial oannula passes
dovn left subolsTian artsiy.
C. Cannula in Isft sommon osrotid artery
the left common ooroaary artery. Its dlatal end was oonneoted 
by a piece of flexible rubber tubing to the oannula In the 
left common carotid artery thus forming a closed cironlt.
Bee Fig,16$ The bulldog clip on the carotid artery was 
releaaed and when It was ensured that a clear olot"*free 
olroult existed the tip of the enbolavlan artery oannula was 
gently introduced Into the lumen of the left common coronary 
artery and tied into plaoe#
Changes in the normal eleotroaardiographic pattern were 
prominent during this manoeuvre but if a good blood flow 
existed the normal pattern was soon resumed. The animal 
was heparinl^ed before the passage of the coronary oannula 
by injection of 200 i*u$ of heparin Into the femoral vein 
and this was repeated mt half hourly Intervals following the 
completion of the manipulative techniques#
Before the addition of any drugs 15 ml* of 0$ 9 per cent 
saline solution was given Intravenously to restore the blood 
volume decreased by the unavoidable bleeding# Drugs were
introduced into the closed system by injecting them through 
the rubber tubing joining the carotid and subclavian artery. 
Electrocardiograph and blood pressure records were taken 
throughout#
BesuitG
In this series of experiments there was a very high 
rate/
1 3 7 »
rate of mortality In the animals used, There were two mala 
eaueea of thls^  ^ the large oata whioh had to be ueed to obtain 
a preparation of suitable sl%e frequently showed large
deposits of fatty tissue in the region of the origin of the
left oommoa coronary artery and during the clearing of this
and the subséquent exposure of the vessel and passage of
the ligaturedamage to the artery or to the wall of the
auricle sometimes occurredg this led to fatal haemorrhage#
The second cause of death was the auricular or ventricular
fibrillation which often occurred whilst the two cardiac
cammla© were being Inserted# Thismay have been due to
stimulation of the pacemaker region# In some animals the
blood flow into the coronary artery yig the cannula was
Insufficient to permit normal cardiac fimetioaing due to
cardiac Ischaemla and led to the development of irreversible
ventricular fibrillation and death. The routine administration
of procaine amide In an attempt to prevent the onset of
cardiac irregularities was tried^ but this was discontinued
because procaine la toowxi to antagonize some of the actions
of the Veratrum alkaloids and also because of the possibility
207to 209
that procaine amide acts like gulnidine^ which may produce 
its anti-fibrlllatory effect by slowing the rate of the 
repolarisation process^ possibly by decreasing the outward 
flux/
138.
K _ L 5 5 £ _ K K
B
I s e c k K — IV.
Fig. 17.
Sleotrooardiogram of oat, lead II, showing 
the bradycardia produced by the intra-coronary 
injection of 2 ug protoveratrine,
A. Before injection.
B, 5 seconds after injection.
139.
210^ 211#
tlmz of E will oh occurs during this process#
In all the successful experiments intracoronary injection 
of 2 ug. of protov0ratrlne led to a noticeable fall in 
arterial blood pressure and marked bradycardia# Ho almomal 
changes could be detected in the electroeardiograias but 
the bradycardia following the injection of the alkaloid was 
readily seen. Fig# 17* The degree of bradycardia varied
considerably between animals^ but always oocuiTed to some 
degree* The incidence of bradycardia was taken as 
indicating that the drug was reaching the receptor sites. 
Bilateral vagotomy reduced the degree of bradycardia induced 
by the p ro t ov a rat %*i no #
Tachyphylaxis to the hypotensive action of protoveratr1no 
develops rapidly^ the mechanism by which this occurs is not 
yet known and it was, therefore, decided to leave a period 
of half an hour between successive add!11ons of the drug#
The first dose injected was of 2 ug. followed by a 
subsequent dose of 5 ug# Due to the deterioration of the 
preparation with tim% only two doses of protoveratrin© were 
given in each expo riment.
The plasma 1C concentrâtiom varied between cats and 
also tended to rise during the progress of the experiment 
(see also Chapter 5*)
The/
14U.
?ABLB 6
of
Exper- I Total Dose 
Iment I of'
Ho, 1Protoveratrine
2
2 ug, 
2 ug,
5 ug,
«!•
% oonon* In mEq/l
Ooniro 1 #' I Drug,
%e»res*$*tfÇT:^»!it^iiawtot7k<fpS^ij!esevîrirr*c€per««M«!:i&,^-ti3KSK^^
3W*33.(#:±5?aana%Kg%^t^]^k%i^
5 ug.
w ia« **< à w  »=ax«tf)aaaaaJifeBaiîgîîaaÉft5!ia^!^^ !T@giPüK,tie :^ a a iKriKy*iÿ3:f^#r ; *w*^ <i{AA4%^u^^
1.73
1.73 
4.02
1,54
1,91
1.7'
5.3<
Æ*19
2 ug.
5 ug.
2 ug,
r 4 a Ç t e l « s i ' < : ® < « i K S Ï f î . 4 : ! D 4 S t s » t i 5 3 3 t » : M o R » » t t l s s » r î f l ® # i ^
4. 86 
4.09
3,96
5.11
5.37
Fercentage 
change
9.8
+ 2,9 
-02,8
Ï^W^iî^sa|!p*s»ftBiîiS?XîWS(Wnïïï*^^
-05.7
4-15.8 
4-30.8
4.6
2 Ug,
5 «-g.
a.. 3,58
1.20 1.65
•s-16.2
-i-21,7
■37,3
Mean Percentage Increase in K concentration after 
2 ug, Proteveratrine =» 13,3 1.3*^ cent.
Mean Percentage Increaee in E concentration after 
5 ug.Protoveratrine 34,2 ^3.3 per cent.
1 4 1 .
The obtained la elx muooeeaful preparations from e
total of twenty4tbree attempts show a marked riae in plasma 
K concentrât ion following the injection of protoveratrine 
Into the coronary oiroulatlon. The résulta are anmmarleod 
In Table 6# After the injection of 2 ug.of protoveratrinO 
they show a mean perêantage inoreaw in plaema E of 13.3 _ 
per cent with a standard error of ^3*2. per cent and of 
34.2 t 3*3 P®r cent after 5 ug* of protoveratrlno.
-'■ ' . . 't ■ ■
Theae reeulta Indloate that the K oonoontratlon of the 
coronary blood rises after the injection of email quantltlee 
of protoveratrine into that part of the heart aupplled by 
blood from the left coronary arteriee* This region of the 
heart is believed be the region from which the majority 
of apparent Impuleee of the Bègold-^Jariaeh reflex originate,
From the data obtained It le Impoaeible to tell whether
, ■
the % le liberated by a direct action of the drag upon 
either the myooardiimp the nerve endlnge in the wall of the 
heart p or whether the bradycardia induced by -the drag led 
to a Blower blood oi real at ion and coneeqâëhtly a high plasma 
K conoentratlon. Bilateral vagotomy redWed bat did not 
abolieh the bradycardia by preventing the vagal inhibitory 
inrpaleee from .the vasomotor centre from reaching the heart# 
Beotion of the % g i  could not" be used as a meane qf 
eliminating/
142
\
eliminating the bradycardia beeauae tbie abolished the 
depreaeor reeponee which waa the only ladleatlon by which 
It could he ensured that the drag was reaching the receptor 
areas# ./The use of atropine wa§ oontraindioated as it has 
been shown to act as an antagonist to some of the direct
135
effects of the ^erat rum alkaloids on smooth musele#
Due to the very high rate of mortality before the 
experiments 00aid W  finished, and the large number of 
oomplleeting factors Involved in escperlments in which 
manipulation of the heart nnd great vessels ooourp It was 
decided to treat the results as Indloatlve rather than
oonolusive and to study the effeots of protoveratrine on
4* '
K release on simpler tissue systems#
143
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M B  IMffLüïïMCB OP PHOTCJVJÎRAÎRIHS OB M E  
RELEASE OF POmaSÏÜHÎ I0K3 FROM FHOO SKEILETAL MUSCLE.
p * ü K « S i 4 . , , , ^ t f t ) A , r a w * v * * ' F : ^ a * 3 .:i % q r : : * c z : TK ÿ m < A
The work already described has Incllcateci that one of the
4'
effoots of the Veratram alkaloids may be to release li into 
the blood stream but no eo no Inslone were drawn as to the 
source of the released Iona,
Baeq in M s  early work put forwarad some evidence that
4.
veratrinization causes a alight increase in the K content 
of the perfusate from perfused frogs ^ legs^ , but his 
exxjeriments were not adequately controlled so that the
213
validity of his results is questionable. Sohatamann and Witt 
have shown that resting frog sartoriue muscles bathed in a
'{* ' *î"
K -free Ringer^ s soluti. a lost significantly more li when
6Xx)oeed to strophanthin in concentrations of 10 ug. per ^1.
them when exposed to the control solution.
The alkamine esters of the Voratrum species and the
cardioactive glycosides have a similar basic steroidal
skeleton which may abcount foi" the similarity of effects
214 ^
of the two groups of drags.- This similarity ie most
marked.on the failing heart■ where both have been shown to
72  g 1 7 3  j) 2 1 5
have a positive inotropic action ?hiich is accompanied
■ ■ . ■ - ' ■ -■ 50
by an increased performance and oxygen conswaption.
During the last decade a large volume of published work 
has appeared on the effects of the cardiac glycosides on K
transport/
144.
transport In different tisanesg this work haa mainly been
216 to 220 221 to 223
confined to cardiac muscle and orythrooytes
213,224
hut some studies have been made using frog eartorlue muscles.
The general conclusion.', arrived at in those studies is that
4*
the cardiac glycosides cause a net loss of li from the 
tissues due to an inhibition of the proceea by which K is 
transferred into the cells#
In order to eetablish if in fact the effects of the 
active alkaloids and the cardioactive glycosides
'WQx^ e Bimilax% experiments were carried out using the isolated 
sartorlus muscle of the frog, this preparation was chosen in 
preference to the other methods mentioned because of the ease 
with w.hicli the material could be obtained and handled,
4" 4-
The amount of K released from a muscle exx)osed to E -free
Fenn^ idiriger^  B solution is of the order of 0#1 uBg per gm,
213
per minute# This is further reduced in nomial Fenn-Ringer^s 
solution# For details of this solution see Appendix# It 
was found to be impossible to detect these small changes^In
4"
K concentrâtion in the presence of the normal concentration
of li in Fenn-Hxnger’8 solution» i.e. 1.8 mlJq pei" litre
using the flame photometer available, and in the experiments ■
to be described, all studies were carried out using E -free
213
Femi-Hinger^a solution. Bchatzmann and Witt used a 
similar/ ' '
145.
4*
similar K -free so lut 1cm and were able to dermonstrate an
4"
increased % lose from .frog sartor lus muscles following 
exposure to stro;pîiantIiin.
A number of preliminary experiments were carried out to 
ascertain the effect of exposure of frog sartorlus muscles 
to protoveratrine for short periods of time*
Methods
r i t o t e . i g K ! * i > t r n * h { r n  r , i o - * * n s £ s f f g
Method A ^  .Preliminary % p e riments
Common f rop;© ? ( Rana t amnorari a ). mise lee ted as to age 
or aex but all approximately 30 gra. in weight, we3?e stunned 
by a sharp blow on the head and decapitated with a sharp 
pair of scissors# A probe was passed down the sj?inal canal 
to destroy the spinal cord and to %)revent any reflex 
movements. The skin covering both thighs and the pelvic 
region was reflected to expose the attachments of both ends 
of the sartorius muscles. Bîaoh muscle was very carefully 
dissected free, care being taken to prevent damage to any 
of the muscle fibres. The distal tendons were sectioned 
and the muscle freed by cutting through the pelvic attachment 
as close to the pelvis as possible* The muscle was theïi 
rapidly weighed and it was found that with very careful 
disaection muscle pairs could be obtained differing in 
weight by less than 2 mg. Threads were fastened to the 
tendinous portions of the muscle and the muscle weighted to 
extend/
extend It to its natural length#
In the preliminary expérimente each mneele of the pair 
was Buepended In a 5 ml. oapaolty organ bath oontalnlng the
K '^ free Fenn-Rlnger^e eolation which was continually
oxygenated and mixed by a stream of oxygen babbles from a
sintered glass distributor* Both muecles wore exposed to
the drag free bathing fluid for the first 60 minutas, the
bathing fluid was totally removed at 20 minute intervale
and replaced immediately by fresh solution. After 60
minutes It was aeeumed that K release was occurring at a 
213
steady rate and 10 ug, of protoveratrlne In 0.1 ml* of 
Fenn<:*Ring6r^8 solution was added to one muscle and 0.1 ml.
of control solution added to the other; after 20 minutea 
expoB\i:e@ to the drug or the control solution ,both baths 
were emptied and the solutions replaced by li ^free Penn-
Ringer 8^ solution.
4»
The K content of each sample of the bathing fluid was 
estimated using the flame photometer and the results
■4’
expressed ae uBq. per ml of K after correcting for the small
1C content of the bathing solution.
The results obtained with this method varied over quite
n Û
a wide range from 0.6 to 4*3 uEq. per ml. and/significance 
could/
147.
could be attached to them* To overcome this difficulty 
tne method was modified to enable the muscle to be exposed. 
to the action of the drug for a longer period of time.
Method B
Paired frog a art or lus muscles were ouspe-iicled in 5 rol* of 
oxygenated B'enn'-Ringer^e solution by means of two stainless 
steel hooka attached to the tendinous portions of the muscle* 
One hook was fastened by a thread to a wire stirrup which 
fitted across the top of a Pyrex glass test tube and the 
other consisted of a Ho* 16 hypodermic needle weighing 1*75 gm, 
which was bent into the shape of a hook* The museles were 
suspended in the bathing fluid for 20 minute periods after 
which they were removed, ahaken free from adhering moisture 
and re-suspended for a further period in a second tube, 
this procedure was repeated eight times* The control muaol©
4*
was exposed to the K -free solution for the whole of the 
experiment, but the test muscle was initially exposed to 
the control solution for three twenty ^ minute pei^iods to 
ensure that the rate of li release paralleled that of the 
control muscle* The five subsequent tubes contained the 
1C. -free solution to which had been added 2 ug. per ml* of 
protovaratrine *
The content of each sample was estimated by means of 
the flame photometer and using tne technique dOBcribed In 
the Appendix.
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Results 
Met ho cl A
213
Boliatzmann and Witt found that the amount of 1
liberated from frog sartor lus muscles be&irs little relation
to the weight of the mueclee* In these experiments care was
however taken to ensure that the difference in weight between
the muscles of one pair* was not more than 2 nig. The
'î^
relationship between the K released during the twenty 
minute test period and the weight of the muscle was studied 
but the results supported the findings of Schatzmann and 
Witt and no correlation could be found* It was, therefore, 
decided to ignore the weights of the individual muscles and
<ip
to compare directly the output of K from individual members 
of a pair#
The result© obtained ere summarised in Table 7,g
all K levels are expressed as total K in uEq released 
into 5 ml# of bathing fluid. From the Table the wide 
variation in the total K in the 'bathing fluid before the 
addition of the drug may be seen. This varied from 0,6
*î*
to k»3 uEq, Ho correlation between K output and the 
eex of the frogs could be found, but the majority of tne 
low values were obtained from experiments carried out during 
March and .April and the higher values came from ones 
performed in June, It is possible that in the spring frogs 
which/
_LpU
v'diich have been hibernating all winter- have a low muscle K 
concentration or release it lea© readily, and that the
4-
smamer frogs which virera well feci have a higher muscle li 
concentration or that it is more readily exchangeable* lo 
estimata of the ag© of the frogs used was made and some of 
the variation may have been due to age differences.
4-
It v/as expected that the total 1 concentration in the 
bathing fluid during the control period would be equal or 
leas than that uf the previous sample due to the rate of 1C 
release from the muscla either being constant by this time 
or slightly dacreased. This was not found to be the case 
and in four out of twelve experiments tne 11 concentration 
during the control period v/as higher than that during the 
prevloua period* In one experiment there was no change, 
and in seven tne expected decx’^ease occurred* Mo explanation 
of this discrepancy from the expected results could be foimd 
and it was assumed to bo due to biological variation,
A similar pattern was seen in the results from the
muscles exposed to the protoveratrin©, four showed a decrease
4’
on© no change and seven an. increase in the % concentration.
The figures in the Table refer to t.he total li level 
measured in 20 minute samples immediately before and 
iimtedlately after the addition of the drug, Bach muscle 
was exposed to the drug one© only#
tv
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Fig. 18.
♦
Graph «bowing total K raleaaa from a pair 
of frog aartorii in K* free frog Ringer*a solution.
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The clifferenees between the two successive samples in 
eacsh group p however g were of the same order in both the 
muscles exposed to the drug and the correspo-hding control 
muscles*
The results expressed in the table were analysed 
statistically using a paired test. This procedure was
.j.
used to c.mparo the differences between the K concentrations 
of the SBHiple before and after the addition of the drug^ 
with those obtained from the paired control muscles. This 
analysis gave a value of greater than 0,9s whlcn 
indicated that there was no significant difference between 
the amount of li released into the bathing medium by the 
protoveratrine and by the control solution.
ïtiiofl B
In the second series of experimexite the drug treated 
muscles were exposed to the drug for a much longer period 
in order to determine if the drug had a delayed effect upon 
exchange. To obtain a clear picture^ the total K' 
released was plotted against time and a typical graph 
obtained from one experiment is shown in Fig 1 g.
The results are summarised in fable 6. ^ and like the 
previous experiments show a wide variation in both the total
*î”
K released from the muscla and in the rate of release.
In/
TABLE 8:w«w%a
/s Y7’*^“ %
r o t a i .
Muscle.
Test I 12.70
Coîlt3?Ol
[^ P^TWtkK/w#üwa*$r.'$f#» i wt»k*«iYv4r^î>Ti!àasitit»é*.çi*tifc:£tiîte.&»tit*t «çîSti;»v-
Differ^ 
oïioe 
(T-C)
12.06
#pawcTm« iTWH n-m,i rnrr«a>
rtFk*Afcu<u!»vtfl«MWM*f»MrMy*'t=<<»*»»*»ti‘dN )i< i#vjyf*«w Tr3ri^uw*'tiW **^ h*v#rm»^yaspi*!tii)iAWF*'SK»4«vinrar6\*vp»ii*<!59>^<<#i^W'M*'e^l«Wi<sv^ttti¥iiiasr3»jeu36ri*'
7.62 12#07
10.16 12.07
r r - o i * t i î i f c # . - s % j i f » e i y w * i # r s 4 < : * e i w * s p
•2.96 0
6.98 kl.21 8.89 10.09
6.35 10.75 9.52
0.63 O.ls.6 po.63
12.10
Test 13.98
?KWr%e?;4"nYr«W !% ;^^3W X:tW  j  *AFfAar«3»-#^ f T » - r 4wAr«fi:YrL;%::;pe  ^ ft±aqiHirt*34<*»jAwtif1hri.xs^t4rc*C4i&f^i
Control 11.90 9.55
9.27 8.25 11.57 8.90
5.U1 11.45 6.37
Differ*^ 
enoe 2.08 *^0*28
(T-e)
Pgyt;frtSB«yawitwrsti-|a..w.ar.n.rtfttrf.iafe63t?aatetet^K*ni:ws?^;3gS.wjgr<tX:i>tTjiiiag;aa;i*iaiV^
2.84 0.12 2.53
8.56
^ 'tfiht
7.30
5.40 6.03
3.16 1.27
'îÇtiCi*.iwec23BCtïStF;>kti*ÿi>¥*e*<i
Test
ontroi
i w t * a - e î e i e t 6 = A i U r ' î V
if fer*
enoe
(T-C)
12.78
iA/ffp#rr3<aa:*vrwi»f*Ltaciwfü3'Aw^f:yiüawcKTU&tk*=t«eiT;iawi*i,#ruï6f4oAk.#viWP*MT**53ffW4».T%wê^t3^
rirf*^  w L t j i a * j f c * 4 % * '
7.94 9.34 10.73
6.03 10.21 10.65
1.91 ■0.87 0.08
A U  figures refer to liBq of K released into 5 ml. 
of bath fluid during five 20 minute exposures to the 
drug or control aolutlon#
0.8 >p>0.7
1 5 4 ,
In every experiment the first two samples showed a 
relatively high K content^ this liras followed by a decreased 
rate of K output which remained alraoet constant throughout 
the experiment.
Table 8 shows the mean differences for 20 experiments 
between the total amount of 1C liberated from the treated 
and the untreated muscle during the test period.
When analysed by the paired test no significant
Î-
difference in the amomit of K released was found between 
the tIdeated and the untreated muscles (p >0*9).
being the two methods described above^ no significant
difference between the treated and the control muscles could
be demonstrated. This was in contrast to tne results
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obtained by Sohat^imann and Witt who used a similar
tec.hnlQ.ue and were able to demonstrate a significant
increase in K output from frog sartoriue imiscleB under the
influence of strophanthln* ' These results also differ from
122
those obtained by Shanes who used isolated frog nerve 
and showed that veratrlncôausocl a greatex^ loss of K from 
treated nerves than from the corresponding control nerves.
One marked disadvantage of this technique is that the 
use of a li free bathing medium p2?ovides unihiysiological 
conditions/
155.
conditions for ionic exchange and this process is therefore
•{“
liable to be disturbed. The absence of K from the bathing 
medium would lead to a marked shift in equilibrium conditions 
causing an increased outward K flux from the muscle. The 
K thus released from the muscle would be replaced by an 
equivalent amount of Na v/hich would give rise to a changed 
ionic composition of the muscle fibre. Preliminary 
experiments described earlier, (Chapter 2.) have shown
t  4*
that in a K free or low K medium^ frog muscles are much 
less sensitive to the li sensitising effect of the Ve rat rum 
alkaloids. It may, therefore, be possible that the effects 
of the alkaloids are not manifested under these conditions.
-*r
A second possibility may be that the total amount of K
liberated by the drug was very small in relation to the
amount released by the muscle into the K free medium to
maintain ionic equilibrium. Thus it may be that although the
Ve rat ruin alkaloids were causing an increased K j?elease the
“i*
methods used to detect the K , i,. e. by the flame photometer 
were too insensitive to detect such small differences of 
concentration.
To overcome the difficulties mentioned, methods were 
developed for studying the exchange of ions during 
circumstances in which no large ionic gradients existed.
These methods involved the use of radioactive trace techniques 
and are fully described in the following sections.
BXPBBÏMEHTAÏ. WOKt
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THE ÏHFLUiaCE OF PROTOVERATHIHE A OH THE 
HSLÎïJASÏÏ 0.P RAMOACTIVB POTASSIOI.JOMS FHOMMOÔ
SKELETAI, MtrsqiÆ,
These experiments were carried out with a view to 
overcoming the disadvantages previously mentioned as 
occurring in the methods described in Chapter 7#
Throe different methods ware used to study the efflmc
ij.2 'î“
of radioactive potassium ions, K from frog aartoriua 
muscle.
Frogs weighing between 25 and gO g, were used in these
experiments, lo distinction was made between sexes and
both winter and summer frogs were used. Calculation showed
1^-2 *î"
that a sufficiently high concentration of li could be
achieved in the tissues by the injection of 1 ml. of a 
42
solution of KGl. This solution was obtained from the
A. E.H.1Î, j, Harwell as a sterile Aaotonic solution containing
42
1.15 cent KGl and had a specific activity of 
uppi'oxlmately 0.15 mC.per ml. at the time of despatch.
The radioactive solution was administered by injecting 1 ml. 
into the dorsal lymph sac.
After an equilibration period of two hours, the animals 
were killed and the eartorius muscles dissected free by the 
method/
157.
method êemorlWd prevloumly in Glmpter Oao of t W
musolea of the pal)? wae ueeé aa a toet objoot and expooeê 
to protovoratrine A aad tue othei» ae a control*
The experimental procedure was identical with that meed
42 4
for the determination of K output^ Chapter 8, but 
the muaolea were e%o80d to 10 ml* of bathing solution 
inetead of 5 ml* and the time of exposure was reduced to 
10 minutee* At the end of the experiment both mueoles 
wore dlemolved in 10 ml* of e&noentrated nltrle aold and 
the total aotlvlty remaining in the mueolee was detemilned#
The radioactivity of the bathing eolntionp e. the 
42 4
total amount of K released Into the solution ,wae
detei^lned by eonnting the total volume in a #eig0r«*MSll0r 
liquid oGUntor tube^ type M6 or #6h* The counter tube was 
Qonneeted through a probe unit to am Boko Type B53GD 
automatic aoaler* The aamplea ware usually counted for 
a period of 5 minutea* After oorreotlng for lost eounta, 
background and deeay^ the oowte W03?@ expreaaed as eounts 
per minute.
OilllB and lew!a have shewn that this method oan
42 4
be used to study the effeote of drugs on K release from 
frog skeletal muaole*
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Fig. 19.
Apparatus used for the continuous measurement 
of the radioactivity of the bathing fluid used to 
perfuse frog or rat skeletal muscle*
When frog aartorii were used tne cooling coil, 
shown by the broken line, was inserted into the system,
When rat soleus muscles were used the constant 
temperature water bath was used.
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In an attempt to overcome the erroro which occurrecl when
Method A was used and which were due to the transference of
the muscles and the consequent entraiment of a certain amount
42 4
of the released K and to unavoidable changes in the 
environment of the muscle, a method of continuous circulation 
of the bathing solution round the muscle was devised*
This method v^ as developed in conjunction with Dr*G.E. 
Dillle and Dr* W.H* holmes formerly of this depaz^tment* In 
this method the muscle was exposed to a cone taut environment 
of Fenn-Binger^s solution* The released into this
solution was measured continuously bs?' circulating the solution 
by means of a pump around a closed circuit in which m&b 
placed a small tissue bath containing the muscle, a Geiger^ 
Millier Type FM& liquid flow counter and a cooling coil. The 
flow counter was connected to a ^Labgear^ z^ eooxxiing rat erne ter 
which was used to give a continuous written record of the 
activity of the circulating fluid* A cooling coil was 
included in the circuit because a slight rise in the 
temperature of the circulating solution after its passage 
throxigh the circulatory pump was noted. The circulating 
solution was koÿt at 17° t. 1°G. The arrangement of the 
system is shown In B'ig, 19. The I'coord obtained was a
continuous/
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95% Ox + 5% CO
So/ut/on
Constant t^mp^nstur^ 
co/7 --
Th^momotcr
'Sncf ïvincfow Sc/çe* 
Truffer tube7b ra tem eter-
Fig. 20.
Apparatus uaad for the oontinuous measurement of
ho ^
the dlsappearanoe of . K from frog or rat skeletal 
muscle.
1 6 1 .
contima.o'as measure of the K released Into the cii»oulating
h2 4"
fluid. Substances which increased the release of IC3 
reserpincp from the muscle increased the slope of the curve 
obtained on the record and substances which depressed the
k2 -Î* ■ 225
K release produced a decrease in the elope. Drugs were 
introduced into the circuit by adding them to the small organ 
bath ?/Moh contained tae muscle* Any effects on muscular tone 
were recorded by means of an isotonic frontal point writing 
lever recording on a smoked surface* The total volume of 
the system was 100 ml* and sufficient protoveratrine A was 
added to give a final concentration of 1^  10 or 100 ug* per ml*
&thga_c
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This method is a modified version of that used by Keynes*
It différa from the two methods previously described in that
'Î*
the radioactivity of the IC loaded muscle was measured*
Rapid washing of tne muscle by non^radioaotiv© Wemi^ 
Ringer^a solution resulted in the azehajiged K being washed 
away with a consequent decrease in the radioactivity of the 
muscle* This activity was measured by placing the chamber 
containing the muscle above a radiation detect ox**
The apparatus is shown in Pig* 2 0. It consista of a 
perspex flow chamber into which are ed platlmm electrodes 
by means of which the muscle could be eleatrically stimulated. 
The bath differed from that described by Keynes in having the 
muscle/
muscle chaîïi'ber sea3.ed with a watertight cover* This mad© it 
possible to increase the perfusion pressure^ thus enabling a 
rapid rate of Inflow to be maintained without risk of the 
chamber overflowing*
The aartorlUB muscles of a frog were dissected free by 
the method described earlier (Chapter 8). Two stainless steel 
hooks were fastened to each end of the muscle which was then 
placed across two platinum wire electrodes which were raised 
3 mm* above the floor of the chamber* This procedure raised 
the muscle above the floor of the chamber and pemitted the 
flow of non'«-radloactiv6 solution over the whole of the surface 
of the muscle* The threads attached to the muscle wei*e pulled 
through the Inflow and outflow tubes and the muscle was 
stretched to its normal length* The glass cover plate was 
then placed over the top of the chamber and secured by means 
of elastic bands.
The effect of protoverettrine A on the release of 
from the muscle was determined by adding the drug to the 
perfusing fluid in an amount adequate to achieve the required 
concentration* Ixperimente were done on both stimulated 
andmm^stimulated musclea.
Mon-^radioactive oxygenated B%nrWllnge%^^ a solution was 
run through the chambei' at a constant rate of 20 ml. per minute,
rn-E™ ^ /
1 6 3 .
The di8aipx:>earance of radioactivity from the musel© mas 
measured by connecting the Geiger'^MIlller tube to an Boko Type 
522B ratemeterp the pul sea from which were fed into a 
Cambridge eleatronic pen recorder and the %'ate of di a appearance 
of radioactivity from the muscle was measured and recorded 
continually.
This method differed from that deeorihed by Keynes in two
important points. In Keynes* experiments the muscle, after
being dissected free and mounted was immersed in Ringer*8
h2 i-
solution to which had been added K and the muscle allowed
to equilibrate for several hours. Secondly recordings of the
activity v;©re made at IntervalG ^ whereas in this method a
comtlimous record was obtained. It was felt that a more even
distribution of the li within the muscle could be achieved
42
by injecting the animal with KOI than by soaking in
42
radioactive Ringer*© solution because the K would be 
distributed to the muscle colle from the capillaries within 
the .muscle rather than by diffusion through layers of musolo 
fibres. The us© of Keynes* method is more likely to give 
rise to conditions in wMoh the fibres in the oute^ r.,layers
of the muscle contain much more K than those in the centre
il.2 4'
and would probably establish a K gradient within the
muocl©. On the other hand distribution by the blood stream
42
would be expected to give a more even concentration of K 
throughout the tissue,
To/
164.
To determine the effect of pz^otoveratrlno A on the release 
42 “Î*
of K from actively cont3?acting muscle /the muscle was 
stimulated electrically by intermittent square wave pulses 
of 10 volts having a duration of 10 msec. Various frequencies 
were used but a fregueney of 100 per minute was usually 
taken as a standard. The atimulua was applied by oomiectlng 
the platinum electrodes of the bath g and rârl&a support the 
muscleg to the terminals of the stimulator. All muaoles wore 
made to contract ieometrica3J.y*
Results 
Method A
In the earlier experiments (Chapter 8) the total amount
-Î*
of IC passing into the bathing solution was me a sure but
l|2 'Î" i"
with the use of IC as a tracer the total IC flujc oould only
138^226^227.
be determined with great difficulty^ but it may be assumed
42 4*
that the IC flux Is proportiomil to the total K flux.
There were two major factors which made the determination 
4* 42
of the total IC effl\nt difficult* The proportion of iC
4*
to K in the muscles could not easily be determined before 
the muscles were used* This proportion differed from animal 
to animal depending upon the abeorption of the isotope frorii 
the site of injection.
The second complicating factor was that the surface area 
of the individual mueclea differed and the rate of exchange 
of/
155
42 t 4'
of muBcle IC with the K of the bathing fluid wee not 
conrataBt between experiment8,
Baoause of these oomplieating factore,no attempt has been
42 4*
Blade to determine the total amount of K exchanged or the 
rate constante for exchange of this Ion* Brror© due to 
these factors were reduced by using paired muscles. One 
muscle acting a© a control for the other.
The data o btained we re ©xpreseed in a graphical fomi 'by
drawing a graph of the number of counts in each sample^ 1,. e*
42 4"
the amount of IC released against time* Curves were drawn 
by plotting the logarithm of the total number of counts 
released per 10 minute period as ordinate against time as 
abscissap and drawing the best curve through the points*
In addition Integrated curves for the data were also drawn.
Attempts were made to fit the curves to a mathematical 
equation of standard fcm^ but this was found to be impossible*
The exact mechanism by which K is transferred from
intracellular sitae to the bathing medium is still not
understood» a number of theories have been put foxnmrà to
138^227
account for the known facts but none have been found
to fit all cases.
223)228 4"
Solomon and his co-workers have explained li
exchange as involving a three compartment system and they 
have/
have derived a number of complex aquations to fit their data 
but their studies have been based on simple ByBtema^ e*g^ . 
érythrocytes  ^ and cannot be applied directly to the more 
complex procèseea of muscle ion exchange.
To eliminate the errors due to the variation in the rate 
lj-2 4*
of K exchange) smooth curves were drawn in preference to 
histograms* The difference between the control and the 
treated muscle was determined by measuring the difference 
in the ai^ eas subtended by the curves for the treated and 
the control muscles, The dlfferexice In areas ¥7as measured 
¥/ith a planimeter by determining the area of the space 
bounded by the curves and two lines drawn parallel ivlth the 
ordinate so as to cut the curves at the points where the 
drug ¥ifaB administered and where the experiment terminated,
42 4^
%en the total amount of li released by the control 
muscle was greater than that for the treated muscleg, the 
difference wastaken as being positive, when less^ ae negative,
A null hypothesis that the difference between the test 
and the contx^ol muscle was not significant) a probability
of greater than 0*05 ( p>0,05) was proposed. To 
determine if this assumption was correct the differences 
were compared to ^ero by a paired H* test and the probability 
that the differences were due to chance was time determined.
The graphs drawn from the data obtained from typical 
©xpex'lments/
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U2 +
The output of K from indlTiduals of a pair 
of frog aartorius muscles previously loaded with
Points show the actlTity of each 10 ml# sample 
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analysis.
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Total K loss from a loaded frog aartorius
muscle.
# Total activity of bathing solution frcxn 
control muscle.
Tot#l activity of bathing solution from
muscle exposed to a solution containing 
10 ug per ml of protoveratrine A.
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experiments are ohom in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. It may he
42 i"
seen from these figures that the loaded muscle loses li
very quickly at the start and that the gradient of the curve
Is at first steep. This stage is thought to represent the
42 t
exchange of the extracellular K with the non^^radioactive
ÎC of the bathing medium. This rapid exchange is followed
by a period during which the gradient of the curve ia
relatively constant and is much less steep# It has been
suggested that this portion of the curve represents the
42 "39
exchange of the intracellular 1 with the K in the
bathing fluid. It is this process which is moat likely to
be influenced by drugs as it may be that this exchange involves
the utilisation of energy by the cell.
The results obtained in these experiments are shown in
tabular form in Table 9# This table shows the differences
if2 -î*
betide en the areas under the curves and also the total IC 
remaining in the treated and the control muscles at the end 
of the experiment.
The significanca of the results when determined by means
of a paired test gave a value for*p*of greater than 0.9
42 4-
for the rate of IC released by the muscle and the difference
42 4'
between the amount of K remaining in the muscle was not
significant^ p>-0#7# This value shows that no aigmficant
42
difference exista between the amounts of K released by 
the/
1 7 0 .
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ColUTiin 1 eiiowB tiie areas beneath the curvesj, the sign is
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whan the control muscle releases more K than the t3?eated
and vice versa#
Column 5 gives the difference In residual counts between 
the control and the test muscle..
the treated and the control muBClee, Thoae reeults aapport 
the coneXuBions reached in the earlier vfork that protoveratrine 
in concentratIona whlch are euffiolent to eensitisa frog 
skeletal muscle to the stimulant action of K do not cause 
any increase in the K efflux from the nmaclo*
225
OilllB and Lewis have shown that comparable results
i.f.2
were obtained using both Methods A and B to measure the K 
output from frog skeletal muscle#
Ten experiments were carried out in which this technlgue
was employed, and using final concent rat lone of I^IO and
100 ug. per ml* of protoveratrine A* Ho evidence could be
42 f
found to Indicate that the rate of K efflux was increased
following exposure to protoveratrine A* Under the conditions
of the experiment acetylcholine ami reserpine were both shown
42 t
to cause an increase in the rate of K effImc*
42 4"
The rate of release of the K from the muscle was not 
constant but there was a gradual decrease in the rate of 
release during the period of the experiment*-
The slope of the curve could be measured directly on the
record, this gave a measurement of the rate of release of
42 t 42 4^
from the muscle* The total amount of K remaining in
172
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the muscle showed a deoreaae when the rate of sttoulatlon. 
was doubledg increased from 100 to 200 atlmull per minute,
The record from a typical experiment is shown in Fig. 23.
42 'î^
This record shows that the rate of washout of the 1C
from the muscle was increased if the rate of stimulation was
doubled* In fifteen experiments carried out by this method
protoveratrine A in a concentrâtIon of 10 ug. per ml. had
42 'I'
no effect upon the release of K from frog eartorius 
muscles whether stimulated or unstimulated.
174.
ffoat of tbe worZc aone 'usiag isolatçjâ tissues as toot
o'&;}sets has "been carïâeâ out. uslag Svob elceletal lauQole* It
155)156^163
Is generally believed that the boundary membranee
of the muaole oells ehow aimilar properties and have similar
219^829
in all typea of muaelo* 8erne authora havep
howeverÿ reported qualitative différences between the effeota
of cardiac glycoaidoB cm C transport In ampdiibian ami 
mammalian, muaoles* '
To determine whether the alkaloida differed in their
effoots upon amphibian and mammalian muaole a series of
experiments was done using rat skeletal muscle* These were
similar to those already carried out using frog skeletal
musole* In addition some investigâtions WBve made with the
object of dotermining the Influonee of the protoveratrine A
42 -f
on the output of K from the beating Isolated perfused m t
heart *
Rat. Skeletal Muscle
The majority of œperi'ments using frog muscle wore done
with the sartorlus muscle^ a few being carried out with the
gastroonomiitB muacle# The use of the sartorius muscle in
the rat was Impossible g however^ as this mueale is absent
from/
173.
from rodants. The gaetroeneBilus iimsale is a large thick 
branched muscle^ thia raado It xmsuJ.table for oxaliange atuâiOB 
duo to fa) the large axtraaallixlar volume of the muscle and 
(b) the aubsecjuent delay in ion releaeo into the bathing 
medium*
The Boleua muacle was ehoaen aa being suitable for the 
etudy of Ion le exohangea* Tiiie is a thin flat mueele readily 
aooessible after reflection of the gastroonemius muscle^ it 
has no branchea and la attached to the bonea by two easily 
visible t endona *
laboratory bred albino rate weighing between 200g, and 
300 g. uneeleeted m  to a œ  were used* The animals were fed 
on a standard laboratory diet and were between three and. 
five months old.
After prolimiaary œperimente to determine the optimal
dose and equilibration nerlod. for the isotope^ a volume of
48
2 ml. of Isotonic K 01 was chOGcni and a aux table
equilibration period was found to be two hours* Odnsbtirg 
231
and -Wilde showed that the spécifie activity of rat muscle
?/as 70 to 80 per cent of the maximum reached after intravenous 
42
injection of KOI. 2 ml* of the isotope in the fo%% of an
42
Isotonic solution containing 1,13 per cent w/v of ilGl was 
given by intraperitoiieaX injection to the rata* lo toxic 
effects/
1 7 6
offeetB were shown at this cloee level but they frequently 
became evident If more than 2 ml* was given at a time*
Two hours after the injection the rats were killed by a 
blow on the aeacl and exsanguinated by cutting the throat. 
T1i€j thorax was opened and the heart rapidly dise acted by 
cutting thrvvUgh the base of the great tosboIs and per fused 
in the way teacribetl in Chapter 11,
To remove the sartoritxB muscle the skin covering the 
hind limb was reflected exposing the muscles of the calf^ 
The tencio calcaneus was sectioned and the gastroonemilue 
muscle was reflected proxlmally to expose the soleus muscle, 
The tendinous attaohmenta were ont through and the muecle 
removed* Whan both sartoriue muacles had bean removed they 
were rapidly weighed, attached by means of stainless steel 
hooks to wire Btirrnps^ weighted with a 2 gm* weight and 
then suspended in 10 ml, of KrebB«4Wnaelelt solution (for
detailB 800 Appendix:) in 15 ml te st  tubea* The tubes were 
0kept at 37 G In a water bath and aerated and stirred by a 
contiimone at re am of a mixture of 95 per cent O^/g per cent 
OO^# Thof)H of the bath fluid was 7*4= The teat muscle was 
Immersed in K r eb no a le i t solution containing 10 ug. per 
ml* of ;protoveratrih0 A, The control musela was exposed to 
normal Krob®«»H©n©©Xeit solution throughout the experiment.
The musclas were Immei'-aed for 10 minutes  ^ after which
177.
they were removed, sliaken free from oxaosa ,mo;laturo and 
transferred to a second tube, This procedure was repeated 
8 to 10 times ami wae similar to that previously described 
for frog nmeele*
The radioactivity of each tube vmm determined ‘by oomting
all of the solution in an 16 liquid eommter*
42 ‘J«
The rate and total exchange of K iu the treated raueole
was compered with that for the control muBoXe by plotting
4*2
graphs of tae output of 1C against time* This method wae 
identical to that need for the sttuly of K exchange In frog 
muscle and has been deaaribed in the prOTious chapter*
A number of expérimenta were carried out using the method
of continuous perfusion previously described in Chapter 9.
h2
and which was used for the study of li efflux in frog
rauBoXOi» To maintain the circulating fluid at 37%, it was 
passed through glaoa colla Im-mraed in. a constant tomperat'are 
water bath and the cooling coil was dispensed with. The 
small tissue bath containing the muscle was also sot In the 
water bath, Protoveratrine A in conaontrations of 1, 10 
and 100 ug. per ml. was added to the circulating fluid. 
Krebe'^Heneelel t solution warn used in these expérimenta and 
the muscle was aerated with a 95 per cent Og/g per cent COg 
mixture*
42 4-
The effect of protoveratrine A on the releaee of K
from/
1 7 8 ,
from aetivoly ooritractiag electrically stimulated muscles 
was studied using the apparatus described earlier. Chapter 9$
Tills was a modification of that used for frog muscle| 
the bathing solution was passed through a water jacketed 
heating coil before it entered the perspex muscle chamber.
The temperature of the water in the water-jacket was adjusted 
BO that the perfusing fluid was maintained at 37%« KrebS"^  
Henseleit aoltuion was used as the perfusing fluid and was 
aerated by bubbling a rapid stream of COp/O^ mDcture through 
the solution in the reservoir.
Square wave impulses of 10 volts at a frequency of 100 
per minute were used to stimulate the muscle which was made 
to contact 1sometr1oally#
ismkts.
42 4'
The results for the release of K from the soleus muscles 
of rats which were exposed to protoveratrine A have been 
treated in the same manner as was used for expressing the 
results obtained wita frog sartorius muscles under similar 
conditions.
The methods used were similar in both cases, the chief 
differences being that for the mammalian muscles the 
experiments were performed at 3 7 %  end the muscles immersed
in Krebs-liensele 11 solution and gassed with a 95 per cent 
oxygen/5 per cent COg mixture.
Tee/
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Output of K from paired rat aoleus muaelea
Ll2 4"prerloualy loaded with K •
0 • Activity of bathing solution from control
muscle.
X • Activity of bathing solution from muscles
treated with 10 ug per ml of protoveratrine 
A from point indicated.
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Total K loss from K loaded rat aoleua muscles.
0 - Total activity of the control solution.
X • Total activity of the solution containing 
10 ug per ml protoveratrine A.
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The reasoîi.B for using the method de sc 3?i “bed and for the
statietloal prooedui^es hj which the reeults wore interpreted
are similar in both caseB* The curves obtained from a. tyj>iaal
experiment are shown in Fig 24 and Fig* 25* The first gra.ph
shows the result of plotting the logarithm of the counts
obtained from each sample as ordinate against time as ebscisaa
and the second graph is plotted from the same results and
4 2 **
was obtained by plotting the logarithm of the total K
output as ordinate against the time as abscissa* T Mb second
graph is5 therefore5, the integrated curve obtained, from the
same data* Far y little difference could be seen In the curires
obtainedg the results were analysed by measuring the areas
between the curves with a planimeter# When the control
42 i"
muscle exchanged its K at a lower rate than the treated 
muscle this value was given, as positive* When it exchanged 
at a higher rate the value was taken as being negative* The 
differences in the areas by the curves lyere compared to sero 
using a paired test* These differences are shown in 
tabular form in Table 1 0 * The result of t.he "t® test 
performeci with this data gave a value of between 0*7 
and 0 «8* :■
This value of is not considered to be significant*
It was g therefore 5, concluded that protoveratrine A in 
concentrations of 1 ug. and 10 ug\ per ml. has no significant
42 ’£"
effect upon the rate of exchange of K in rat skeletal 
muscle */
1 8 2 .
muGole# Tills oonolunion was support eel by the results obtained 
from oontlnuouG perfuei om experimaiits*
In 10 aontlimouB elroulation axpsrlmenta no inoreaee In
*î"
the rate of ÎC re 1 Em se from rat aoleus rauscles could be 
detGOtei using protoveratrine A in concentrations of 10 
and 100 ugs per ml,
Six experiments were carried out using the washout 
technique in stimulated rat eolcuis omeoXeB but in no case 
could any affect be noticed following exposure to protoveratrine
A in concentrâtione of 1 end 10 ug* per ml#
The results obtained from this series of expariments
Indicate that protoveratrine A in doses up to 100 ug* per ml,
4-2
has BO significant effect upon the release of E from 
stimulated or unetimulated rat striated muscle.
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for further details aee text#
These studies wore undertaken to determine whether there
was an iBcreaaed release of K from Isolated rat hearts 
following the administration of protoveratrine A, This has 
already been demonstrated as taking place la the heart 4ll .ilfSB: 
(Chapter ?)*
Because of possible direct drug^'lnduoed effects upon the
inotropic and ohronotropio mechanisms of the heart, the study
42 "I"
of K exchange in heart muscle is more difficult than it ia
in skeletal muscle, Tula difficulty has led various workers
Who have studied the effects of drugs on K exchange In
220^232
cardiac muscle to use electrically driven^ isolated auricles
218 21G
or ventricles in preference to the whole heart.
The earlier es-iperlmenta were carried out using
spontaneously boating hearts^ but the variation in the heart
rate following the administration of protoveratrine A and time
4.2 4"
in the efflux of K led to the adoption of a method in which
the heart was driven electrically*
iâ&àaâfi
Hat hearts disaectad out as descrihocl in Chapter 10 were 
removed and placed in a Petri dish containing oxygenated 
.Looks 0^ aoltuion at 34%» the blood was gently aqueoBed out 
and any extraneous fat and connective tissue vma removed*
185.
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k2 for the oontlnuoua measurement of
K efflux from the eleotrloally driven^isolated, rat 
heart.
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A glase aanrmla Qontixtnlng a little heparlm wae tied into the 
aorta with its tip distal to the aortic valvee and tlie heart 
perfumed with oxygenated L o c k e aolutloii at a temperati^re 
of 34 to 33 0 after the method proposed by hmngendorff.
Perfusion by this technique has been erltiolead by many workers,
334.
and Wogria In his review of the pharmacology of the coronary 
circulâtIon gives a number of referernees to these published 
aritioisms» The major objectIona to using this method for 
the accurate study of coronary flow are that a true measure of 
the coronary flow Is not obtained if the aortic valves are 
incompetent and that a constant perfusion pressure la not 
maintained in the original Langendorff system» control 
can be everted over the first of'thesetwo factors but the 
aeooncl objection was overcome by using a constant head device 
eae Fig*26. to maintain a cone tant perfusion pressure.
Administration of drugs was Achieved by injecting tiiom 
into toe perfusing fluid through the rubber tubing connecting 
the cannula to trie perfusion system.
42 4'
The K released lato the perfusion fluid was measured 
by two methods. In the first of these the effluent was 
collected for a 3 minute period every 10 minutes ttooughout 
the period of the experiment® The volume of each aampla 
collected wa© measured a.nd made up to 10 .ml® with water® The 
radioactivity of this solution wa© then counted using an 
m6 liquid counter conneoteii to an automatic sealer as 
described/
J.O f o
de s 0 ri b ed p rev :l ouely ®
After about 3 0 mlsmtem the heart was usually beating
regiilarly and It was a8sumod that by this time the K
exchange would be proceeding at a constant rate and that
42 "Î"
extraaelliilar K had been washed out.
Protovaratrine A in a total dose of either 2 or 5 ugm. 
was Injected through the rubber cozmectlng tubing into the 
pex^ timion fluid 30 seconde before a sample was due to be 
collected® The addition of the protoveratrine A frequently
led to a slight degree of bradycardia®
The volume of the affluent varied slightly during the 
collection period^ it was usually between 2 mis and 5 mis. but 
BO improvement in the shape of the graphs was obtained mwn 
the results were expressed as counts per unit volume and the
volume was ignored vmmi expressing the résulta.
Two major drawbacks in the method just described existed*.
One was that activity of the affluent could not be assessed
during the experiment and thus it was impossible to tell waexx 
42 'I”
the K flux wae constant. The second objection was that the
Injections of pxx>tov6ratrine A sometimes snowed a digitalis- 
like cardiotonic action due to the heart being in a hypodynamie
condition. This resulted in cardiac slowing which was usually
accompanied by an increased cardiac output and hence a
42
possible Increase In the output of li * In bu attempt to 
overcome/
lüO.
ovex'oome this dlfflemlty the heart ifae driven at a eoaatant 
rate. This wee achieved., by delivering square wave impulBe© 
from a stimulator at the rate of 120 per minute. The heart 
was stimulât eel by attaching a pair of fine silver hooks to the 
right ventricle in the r e g i o n  o f the A«^ V node. Xmpialaea of 
10 volts lasting 10 msec® were used to stimulate the heart.
It was found that the heart could be kept beating fur up to 
three hours before any 1 rregularities In rliytlim developed®
When this preparation was used protoveratrine A could be added 
to the perfusion fluid without producing any alterations in 
heart rat€^  or cardiac output®
The acquisition of a recording rat©metor maa© it
possible to determine the activity of the effluent as it wa©
collected. This was achieved by allowing the effluent to
flow through an FIO ethylene quenched deigerelMllar tube
eoimected to the recording ratemeter (see Fig.26.). The
amount of radioactlvity was reooz'dod on a moving chart and
42
when a smooth curved was being traced. I.e.the K of the
39
heart was exchanging at a constant rate with the K of the
perfusion fluids the drug wa© added and its effect upon the 
It exchange was recorded as a change In tae slope of the 
record#
He9i!ilt.a
In tiie preliminary eKperlinents samples of the ef.flixe.nt
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fig. 27.
Graph shoving the decline with time of the 
rsdiosctivity of the effluent frcw a loaded^
isolated^ perfuaed rat heart.
At A 2 ug protoveratrine A was added to the 
perfusate.
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aolleeteâ at. specified Intervals were comxteâ^ Wiicn the 
logarithm of the total activity of each sample was plotted 
againat time a smooth curve was ohtainod similar In shape to 
those obtained for rat a.nd frog skeletal muscle.
The cuwe obtained from the results of a typical 
e^cporimoBt is shown in Fig,27. From this It may be eean that 
the rate c;f .G^qaange of K occurs rapidly at first g this 
is represented by the initial steep portion of the curve#
This is probably due to the washing out of extraoellular 
K from the heart# This steep portion is followed by a
period during which the gradient of the curve Is less steep
and remaluB regular» This portion représenta the exchange
42 " lOpll
of Intracellular E. with the K of the bathing solution#
In the preliminary experiments the adminiatration of a total
dose of 2 or 5 pg. of %)rotcveratrino A some times led to an
42 4"
Increase In the K content of the effluent but it also 
frequently caused some alteration In the heart rate. The 
differences in radloaatiirity between the saaiple of effluent 
collected immediately before the administration of 
%)%%)toveratx?i,ne A. and the sample collected whilst the drug was 
acting were vary small and close to the limits of experimental 
error# They did^ however^ indicate that more refined methods 
wore required if results of any significance were to be 
obtained#
When tsie hearts were kept boating at a constant rate
tl
191.
BFig. 28.
ilO  ^
Record showing output of K from driven isolated 
perfused rat heart.
A. Start of experiment.
B. Addition of 0.4 ml, control solution.
C. Addition of 2 ug. protore rat ri ne A.
B
Fig. 29.
Record as above but at a later stage.
A. Addition of 0.4 ml. control solution, 
fl. Addition of 5 )ig. protoveratrine A.
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the administration'-çS*' :protovo-ratrlno A to the ' heart In a total
close of either 2 or 5 Mi* ' oauaed a consistant rise in the rate 
ij*3 'i" _ ' .
of . K output# This is clearly shown- In Fig*. 28# • A steep
rise in tuo trace oaaurred following the drug*- 3%i8. riae •
. . : "d ; ' ' .
was not toe to any ehaxige in- perfusion pro a sur a ■eaaaed ‘by the.. 
injection of the. small volume 0*2 ml# drag solution b e c a u s e - 
when double the volwr of Control solution, was added no change'
i|,2 *1(* • ' • '• M ' • ' ■ ■ ;
in K- output ooourred* , • ■■;' -,
Theeieoords frotm two typical/e^cperlimnts.are show'In'-'
Pig# 28 and- Fig* ,29-y '-■ hr Pig#-’ 28.#'"the heart, loaded with - . :
4^2 t " \ ' ' 42 -*>' :
li was . set., up at A and a steady- fall. In 'the output of li
occurred# At'3-B 0*4-ml* of oontro.1.solution wâs-adAed and
; '. ’ ; . h2 4* •
this had no sigalfiaaat effect on -the' output of. \K. # At Q^ \ .
2: ug* of protoveratrine A was 'adminiaterGd# was - ' -i
followed by a marked riea in the, level of radioactivity of . .
42
the effluent. As the drug was'.washed out the rate- of • li 
output returned to the previous level,
Fig#29# shows' that .effect of adding 5 ug* of
protoveratrine A to thé heart when. the rate of exchange of
l{-8 i" ..... . ■ ' ■ ' -
K had decreased., end was axatonging'at a' "coï.%tant rate# ■ In
-•V '
this, trace the 'time constant of the ratemote-Abte.e set at 80 
seconds compared with -a setting of 20 seconds in Fig* 28p 
conseguently the rate of Inerehao .appears to - 'develop and 
return'to the base line less rapidly* ■ '
The/
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42 4* '
fàa amount.of E released by the addition of
erotGvaratrine varied from preparation to preparation but in
48 4'
all 10 experiment a am inaraaae' im ' the rate of output of . IC
42 4^ .
ooettrred* Ho estimates were made of either the total JC
• . ' . ■
output or the total miouht of K roleasad' during the action of 
the drug. An Ineraase of \m to 100 per aaht In the oouutlng • 
rate was seen in some oKparimenta,
235
■'Slna© tliia . work was done a paper by Vi ok -and Kaim 
has been publishedJ these authors have shown that the perfusion- 
of guinea-pig hearts with a vermtrldlme containing solution - 
produced a greater, roleaee of E from' ioolated^perfused hearts 
than when a drug'^froe perfusion solution' was employed. ' '■
The findings dead rib e'd here indicate that small t o t a l ' ' 
•dosera of protoveratrine A introduced into .the - coronary '
- . - 42 4. .
circulation can cause an increased rate of output of % • 
from' perfuse^,, -isolated rabbit hearts which are ■ kept beating'. ' 
at a constant rate,
Theûe results support the findings obtained using 
mammalian hearts '
' i;|- ■ 19U.
OHâPÏBR lE:
To obtain a clearer picture of tiie relationehlpe exietlng 
between the mode of action of the Veratrum alkaloids'and the
Significance of the potassium ion it was'thought neoessary to ,
4*2 t ■
study the Influence of a pure alkaloid on the uptake of K 
by skeletal muecle from,-the external bathing'modiimn Three 
different methods were used in this study#
Methto A
A number of prellBiinary experiments were conduoted to
- 4-2 4*
determine the effect of protoveratrine A' on, the#take of 1C 
from the bathing medium# Progs of approximately the same gross 
weight were killed}, pithed^ both gastrocnemius muscles 
carefully removed and each one weighed# .One muscle of each 
pair was used as a test objeat and the other as its control#
The muscles,exposed to the.drug were taken alternately from the 
left and right legs of successive frogs and up to eight frogs 
were used in each experiment. The muscles ivere, placed into.
10 ml# beakers each containing 6 ml# of PâmMRinger^B solution,
'  42, f
some of the li of which had. been replaced by Kg (for details
of the composition .see the Appendix). The test solution
contained 10 ugm# per ml. of. protoveratrine A* The experiments
were carried out at a room temperature of 16^0# and the
BO lilt ion had a pH# of ; 7 # 4-.
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The teat muaolea and their controls were removed from the 
radioactive eolution at aueceaalve 30 minute IntervalSg rapidly 
"blotted with absorbent tlaeue paper and re--weighed# Bach 
muscle was then dissolved in 8 ml, of -Analar^ concentrated 
nitric acid and when completely diesolved the volume was made 
up to 10 ml* 'With the acid*
The total radioactivity of the muscle was 'determined by 
counting the acid in an M6 liquid counter deiger tubeg the 
counts woi'é recorded on an Boko Type, 55® automatic coaler 
and’expreaaed aa counta per minute#
The résulta showed a wide variation and the method suffered
froDi two majox^  disadvantages (a) the muaclae war© thick and
42 f '
the li exchange, only occurred slowly and (b) there wao a wi
varlation in the weights of muscles obtained from frogs of the
same gross weight. To overcome those difficultles a thinner
42
muscleÿ the sartorlusg was used and the K .uptake followed 
continuously In each muscle over a longer, period of time.
This also allowed the use of a smaller mmber of frogs.
Method B
k2 4*
Direct Determination of the Dptako of K of Muscle
The paired sartoi'ius muscles of a pithed frog wex'^ e 
carefully exposed and dissected freeg using the method of 
dissection previously described in Qhapter 8. The muscles 
were/ _ .
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were then rapidly weighed* It wae found that by oax^ oful • ■'; \ 
judgement and selection it was poeelhle to obtain paix^ed ' 
muBoXea differing In '.weight not more than 2 mg, ' .
■ ' -'I % ■ , '
Stainless steel hypoderrmio needles bent into Identically 
shaped hooks were attached to the tendons at each end of the 
muscle and suspended froki 'the barrel of a 1 ml# tuberculin 
syringe in a vessel centmining 15 ml, of Keynes^s modification 
of frog Ringer^s solution. In which some of the K had been 
replaced by radioactive K . The Composition of this solution
is based, on,the figures for frog plasma given by Renn. (For
. - ’ \  
details of the composition of ' this .solution oeo the Appendix, )
One muscle was used as a control and placed ixxto the
radioactive Fenn*^Rlnger^s solution and the other was placed in
a aimllar solution to which had been-added sufficient' ■/■■■-
,protoveratrine A to give a final concentration, of 10 ug,. .per-ml.
Before exposing the muscles to .the raclioactive .F6n>r^Hinger^3 
solution.}, aliquot %)ortions of both solutions wore diluted 1 ih- 
100 and the radioactivity of each solution determined by 
counting 10 ml* in an M6 liquid counter# If the activities 
of each solution differed' by more than 1 per cent they were 
discarded and a fresh Solution prepared.
The solution was kept agitated and oxygenated by a , *
constant stream of oxygen and was maintained at a room 
temperature of l6^ to 18% and at pH 6,6, The muscles were ' -= 
left/ :
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To rzcord ing
GM6 
A/umlnlum zn d  
window counter
Tub^cuhn syringe b a rre /
f  Tb/c/c 
Lead S /iie /d
Uooks s/iaped  
from hypodermic 
need/es
Sartor/us
muscle
Pig. 30.
42 +
Apparatus used for the measurement of K 
uptake by frog sartorius muscles.
l y o :
left Immereeâ for 10 ml mite or 20 ralnmte peri ode g tliay were 
then removed from the eolutlon and eaoli aide of the mtiscXe wae' 
waahed for 5 aeooncla in a at ream of nom^radi oao 11 ve 'X%mv- 
Hinger^B solution and lightly 'blotted with absorbent tlaeue 
paper to remove adhering moi attire.
The muscle Was then attached by means of the bent needles  ^
to a syringe barrel which was so arranged that the muscles were 
suspended IU5 cm# from the window of aluminium end«^wlndow 
Geiger counter tube with the centre of the .muscle approximating 
to the centre of the counter window - (Bee'ffigy^Oi,The muscle 
was placed in front of the counter for 60 seconds^ it was than
r , IS ' .
removed^ rotated through 180 and inverted^ re-'^ attaohed to the . 
syringe and replaced before the countez* for a further minute. 
This procedure ensured that both surfaces of the muscle were 
counted, and eliminated as much geometrical error as pooeible. 
After ooxmtlngÿ the musclé was returned to the radioactive % 
solution for -a further period.
The Geiger tube was oomieoted to a Labgear Recording 
Hatemeter^ the controls of which were adjusted to give optimal, 
recording conditions^ the degree of radioactivity being ^
recorded by a pan on the surface, of a moving paper.
The muscl68 were usually exposed for up to three hours^ the 
radioactivity being measured at 20 minute intervals^ but in 
some cases the muscle was left in the radioactive solution for
199.
up to 10 houï^ Bp after which time it was certain that
231
equilibrium had been reached. The total activity was 
measured at the end of this period by dissolving the muscle 
in 10 ml* of concentrated nitric acid and counting in an 16■ 
liquid counter,
42 •t'
This method was also used to determine the K uptake
by lobster nerve^ the only differences being that the lobster
saline described in the appendice was used in place of the frog
Ringer^s soltuiorip and that the hooks were attached to cotton
threads used to tie off the cut ends of the nerves.
k2
Method 0 - Indirect Determination of K uptake.
The method described below was devised in order to avoid 
the continual removal of the tissue from the bathing fluids 
and in the case of;rat musclep to maintain the muscle at a 
constant temperature.
The continuous circulation apparatus described in Chapter 9 
was used and the bathing fluid was made radioactive by adding
a small amount of IC to the circulating solution prior to
ij-2 Xj-2
the Immersion of the muscle. The IC was added aa ICOl
from a syringe until maximum deviation of the pen was obtained
with the ratemeter controls which were then adjusted to give
maximum sensitivity. This was achieved by the addition to a
circulating volume of 100 ml, of approximately 0,05 ml. of
42
carrier free 'KOI,
When/
2 0 0 .
When the counting rate became stable and had attained a
mean majcimum deflection (in mo at oases this was at 10 ooun.ts
per second) j, the muscle was . immersed in the circulating
42 .
solution. Uptake of the K was recorded as a decrease in
the counting rate which resulted in a trace^ the slope of
which indicated the degree of change and an increased or
decreased uptake was recorded aa a change in the gradient of
the recorded slope.
The method described was used with frog sartorius muscle g 
rat plantarls muscle and lobster nei^Cg but all attempts to 
obtain accurately reproducible effects failed. The causa of 
the failure seemed to be mainly due to an inability to achieve 
a sufficiently high specifIc activity in the circulating fluid 
because of the limitations of the counting tubes. If solutions 
of the activity used in the previous method were used the life 
of the Counting tube was of only a few minutes duration.
This limitation made it Impossible to achieve a sufficiently 
high proportion of K in the circulating fluid and hence the
total amount of E taken up by the tlseme when compared with
42 t
Hie circulating li was too low to show any significant 
difference on the record,
Results
The results of the x>reliminary experiments in which Method 
A was used were inconclusive. The total uptake differed 
considerably/ . :
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oonaldcrably between frogs and.also between both musolee of. 
a pair which were used ae oontrola to teat the validity of the 
method# The résulta, from two typloal experiments are shown ,
In Table 11$ From these two .experiments it was; seen that
there was some Indication that protoveratrine .A eansed an ,
■ ■ 42 "s'"
Inoreaaed uptake of K by the musele, 8ix experiments were 
perfoi%ed but beoawe of the variability this method was 
abandoned in favour of method B.
The results obtained by using the second method were much 
more uniform and although the rate of uptake^ differed between 
frogs the results obtained were more Batlafaatory,
In addition to eliminating the two majoz^  disadvantages 
previously mentioned as associated With method this seeohd 
method possessed the added advantage of giving a direct record. 
This enabled the activity of treated and the oontrol muscle to 
be oompared direotly without the need for a decay oorreotipn tb 
be applied.
The activity of the control and treated muscle at each 
counting appeared alongside.each other on the record and the 
heights of the record for each muscle could be compared 
directly. Part of the record obtained from a typical 
experiment Is mhown in Fig, 31#
From this record- it may be seen that the amplitude of the 
tracep X*M>* the degree of 'radioactivity of the muscle was 
greater/
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greater for the muscle exposed to tîie ' protOTeratrlae A 
containing solution than for the muacle oKpoBod to a control 
solution of identical activity» Both sides of each muscle 
were counted each time and. the mean amplitude for the tvm sides 
taken as a measure of the x^adloaotivity of the muscle»
The radioactivity of the treated and the control muscles 
were plotted against time to give an Indication of doth the 
rate of uptake and the total activity reached.
The curves obtained from, a sample experiment are shown
in Fig.3^* From this graph it may be seen that both the rate
of uptakeg shown as a steeper slope^ and the total uptake^
the point at which the curve runs parallel with the
As 4"
abscissa and at v/hich equilibrium betv/ean the li of the 
muscle and the , bathing medium was reached^ are greater in the 
treated muscle than in the control muscle.
The differences in rate and total uptake differed between
experimentBp this was possibly due to a number of factors/ a
more detailed discusBion of which'is given la Chapter 8g but
A2 4“
in every experiment performed the treated muscle took up li
at a higher rate than the control and also took up a greater
As 4*
total■ amount of
Attempts were made to express the form of curves obtained 
by mathematical equations and to compare them statistically.
Mo standard fore could be found which fitted all the curves
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K^uptake b y  Froq S a rto r iu s  M u sc le  
Tz&t PyA. Pàch musc/z /3mg.
6 Test
.g.-—
Control
4
u
2
0
320
T. (hr)
fig. 32.
42 ♦
Graph aaoving tae uptake of K by frog aartoriua 
musole.
Thla la plotted from tae reaulta obtained from a 
typical experiment aa ahown In fig. 31.
Ordinate - counta per second.
Abscleaa time In nouf*e.
c  v u
obtained ixi the eïcperimehtal aeries and these attempts were 
not pnrsned further.
Ten experiments were perfopined with protoveratrine A at a
concentration of 10 ug* per ml, and in each experiment the drug
k2
increasalthe rate of uptake of E » The prohahility that 
this increaae could have occurred by chance in ten experiments 
out of ten can bp. shown to be leas than 0»001. . An analagous 
calculation has been worked out in full In Chapter 13»
A value of of less than'0.001 may.be taken ao highly
eignificant and thus it was deduced from these experiments
that protoveratrine A aignifleant3.y increased both the rate
42 . ' ; '
and the total uptake of K by frog sartorius muscles exposed
2^ 4-
to a bathing solution containing IC .
Method 0 \ -Kiyf^ac; ;vy; fw» M k'. • ^
Ho results ivhich were of any significance were obtained 
using the method described^ the reasons for this have been 
described under Method 0. Lack of time prevented further 
modifications of this method but it la included here for 
completeness.
2 0 7 .
Tiœ IKÏî'LïfflKCB OF PROTÛVEMTSINE A Ül THË
HELBASE Off MBIOACTIVE OALGIOM lOl'iS FROM ff__
SJILIÎAI, ÎIUPCLI,
*J, ..J»
An excess of oalciiM Ions (Oa ) is known to inhibit many
of the phamacologicaX actions of the F^atiim aXkaloidos
thus the hypotensive action is reduced if the animal is
101
X^ratrented with an Injection of a calcium salt l the
■ ■ ■
degree of eensitistation to K shown in frog rausole 1b reduced
. ' gg - - :
or inhibited by axceee Oa and the affect of the ¥eratrum
alkaloids on the electrical changes In.stimulated nerve and
127
muscle is altered*
131 . ' , . ■ ;
6'ordon and Welsh ,■ suggest that y era trine acts by . '
"î-*î-
displacing Ca from the eurfac# of the cell membrane^ but 
they arrived at this conclusion as a result of studying the 
electrophysiologloal changes occurring'in .sirthropod nerve 
and not by any direct measurements of Oa aoxioent rat ions*
Experiments were -carried out to determine the validity of 
Gordon and Welsh’s hypothesis and to find out if this held 
true for striated muscle^
Method '
Paired frog sartorius muscles dissected by the method 
previously/
20,8.
previously doeoribeâ (Oliapter 8) and differing in weight by 
lees than 2 mg, were euaponâed la Fenn^Hinger  ^s solution by 
means of a stainless steel B'o.18 hypodermic needle beat into 
the form of a hookp and weighted with a eocond hook weighing 
1.75 gm.
The oalcium of the bathing solution waa replaced by
U'3
radioactive Oa (for details of preparation aee AppeadinO g 
the solution being stirred mià oxygenated by a eontinuoue 
stream of oxygen? the experiments wore carried out at a room 
temperature of 18 to 19^0 and the solution had a pH of 7,4#
The muaoles were left in contact with the' radioactive
Fenn^Rlmger’B solution for 3 hours to enable the BOB^radioaot:te
aaleimi already preoent in the amsele to equilibrate with the - 
43
Oa in the bathing medium* Mo accurate published
4‘5
information of equilibration times for Oa in frog muscle
236
could be found but Harris states thcat from lu to 25 pe%" cent
of the total .Oa of isolated frog eartorius mueclee la
4!3
replaced by Oa if the muscle is soaked for from h to 12
hours la a solution c out aiming a proportion of ^
After/
Ipy
After preliminary ©scperiments in which rausclaa were
i (3%
exposQcl to a Fom>^Hinger’s solution containing Oa for 
different periods of time a 3 hour Immersion time was chosen 
as this was found to give aufficiently high activity ?/ith a 
conveniently aliox^ t period of eiepoaxxre*-
At the end of the 3 hour period the muaoles were removed
from the labelled Penn^Rlnger^ 8 Bolution and each surface of
the musole washed for 10 seconde in a continuous stream of
noa‘-radioaotive Fenn*^%nger’s solution^ this was to wash from
45
the surface any non^fixed ' Oa* Bach muscle was then 
suspended in 10 ml* of oxygenated non-^radioactive Femn^ 
Ringer’s Evolution and left in contact for 10 minutes. The 
muscle was then removed^ slmken to remove excess Bioisture 
and transferred to a second tube, this procedure was repeated: 
10 to 12 times* One of the musclas of the pair was used-ès : ■' 
a control and was exposed to normal B’enu'^Ringer’s solution . 
throughout the ex:periment* The other muscle was exposed to 
10 ug# per mle of protoveratrine A for three immersions after 
being exposed for one hour to the same solution as the control* 
After exposure to the drugp it was returned to the ûmig^tvee 
solution for two farther ten minute periods*
The x^adioaotivity of the bathing solutions vms determined 
hy removing 0*5 ml* portions of the Bolutiorij, adding 0*1 ml. 
of ,a 1 per cant solution of cetrimide to ensure even spreading' 
and/
2 1 0 .
and evaporating to drynesa in a flat alnmlninm planchette by 
means of heat from an Infra^ ^^ red lamp# When dried the mean , 
depth of Bollda left on the planohette warn aalenlated to bé 
0.01 mm# This Was too wall to make any apprebiahlè dlfferenoe 
to the GonntB and no eorreotlon for èelf'^abeorption wa$ 
applied# The eamplee were oennted wing an ÊW3H type mloa 
end<^wlndow counter connected through a probe uhlt to an '
automatic ecaler# Three eamplee from each tube w^re taken 3 
and each one counted for @ minutee^ or where the count was 
very low for 1^000 aeconde# After subtracting the baclcgroùnd 
count the counts were expressed, as mean coimts per minute# g 
Bo correction for decay was applied because thé long half^ ^^ 'life 
of Ga of 164 days {. made this iinnecessary #
. . .  '
The depth of deposited eolids on the planchette was 
determined by measuring (a) the mean radius of a nmnber of 7 
planchettes selected at random (b) the mean weight of solids 
in 0#5 ml# of Fenn'^Ringer’e solution plus 0*1 ml# cetrimide 
solution# The density was taken as that of BaOl':;» 2# 16#  ^ ^
Mea%i weight of sblide (10 samplea) 0#53 mg#
Mean'radius .:(20 .plancMttes) r. 1>15 cm#
Density of'BaOl . ' ' ' %i'\2#16#
2 1 1
flm ûBptii ùt BoltûM 0B the plûhüh0tto m&M ©alomXûtéâ 
from t W  formula
â m
p
Wt, %: 7T E T "
wh@%'0 û w tleptiî w êemalty of ïïsOl
t=> ■ 0.53 X 3.1k z, 1,32
2,16 3: 1000
a « 1. C3S ï£ oai»
B.
45
4§
The normal rate oi' Oa wleaee frog aartorlm
muBGloa hae beea dotei^lned a%W It w a a that the reloaae
from tïklB tiBBxm follows an exponential pattern anâ la olmllar
236
to4hat ahown by lia:rrie, To eiiemre that the rate • of release
in the oontrol and the ' tost immole were alike the two mueolea 
were rm% parallel without expoeure of either to the drug for 
1 hour, % e  test muBCle waa- wpoaed to the p%-^ #tove%*atrinQ A 
eolation for three 10 minute periods than rstuwmd to normal 
FenO'^Ringer’s solution*
I|5
In all expérimenta carried oi.it expoaure of the Oa
loaded muscle to 10 % »  per ml, of pro t ova rat ri no A oauoad ’ the
4.5
releaao of mer<^  Oa Into the bathing fluid, them %?as 
released by the oontrol mueale during the same period of time
mà exposure to normal Fenn^inger.* s aoiatlon* la seven out of
. ', 45
then experiments the maximum Oa release occurred during
the firax 10 minute- period of esfposmre and la the remaining, ■ 
thi^ 'oe/
212.
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three g a maximam 'liras raaehed during the séoond. 10 minute
period. After return to the normal bathing aolutiong' the rate 
A5
and total Oa releaBo dropped in all oaaea to a similar 
level to that shoim 'bj the eontrol mus ole.
As far as/posBlhle frogs of a similar gross' weight were 
usedj hut no correlation hetween the body weight and weight 
of the ©artoriu'B muscles could-he found;, and the weights of 
muscles differed quite widely from experiment to experiment.
By very careful dlsnootloUg it was possible to remove the 
muscles so that their weights differed by less than 2 mg. but 
although the muscles of a pair were usually comparable for 
both uptake and rate of release of  ^ these factors were
widely different in muscles from different frogsp even in 
oases where the weights of the muscles were the same. Due to 
this lack of correlation betwo n expeidments^ it was found 
impossible to compare the results dlreetlyg using standard 
statistical procedures. In two experiments (Nos. 3 and 10 
in Table 12) the weights of the muscles were elmilarg but the 
total counts recorded differed by a factor of four. The rate
h3
of Qti release p the gradient of the curves obtained^
also differed widely from one experiment to the next* I?ig.31- 
shows the histogram obtained in a typical experiment*
Attempts were made to derive equations for the curves after ■ -
237
the methods employed by Soloway^ Welsh and Solomon and to 
derive/
TABLE 12.
45 Calcium R elease  fro m  Frog  S a r to r iu s  
M uscle  by P ro to v e ra tn n e  A IC ^q /m l
1
Exp*
N9
2
Wt
of muscle 
C*Control 
T*Tcst
3
Total n 
relec
ru n
4
umber of 
js e d  du  
exposure 
to drug
5
counts 
r in g  
exposure 
to control
6
Percenla 
re leas 
exposure 
to drug
-7
ge of total 
ed by 
exposure 
to control
Patio of 
results 
in column 
6  to 7
1 CT
8 0
8 0
17,085 
16.180 2,839
3,361
17 5 4
13 82 1 27
2 C
T
36
37
7,104
8,533 2,569
1,552
3 0  01
21 8 4 1-38
3 C
T
2 4
2 4
9,918
11,579 762
2 8 5
6  58
2. 87 2  2 9
4 C
T
4 0
38
2,044
2,030 307
2 2 4
1 51
1 0 9 1-38
5 C
T
4 0
4 2
2 .4 36
2,335 3 9 7
2 3 7
I 7 0
O 97 1 75
6 C
T
5 4
52
5,289
5,698 758
5 8 6
1 33
M O 1-21
7 C
T
78
77
7 0 9 9
8,543 1196
4 3 3
14 O
6-1 2 2 9
8
C
T
148
148
2,554
2,644 2 8 4
153
10-74
5 9 9 1-79
9
C
T
129
130
8.506
11,067 1114
801
10-07
9 -4 2 1 0 7
10
C
T
27
28
2,849
3,156 2 9 3
161
9  28
5  65 1 -6 4
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derive a aeriea of rate conatant© for the Ca release^
but due to the complexity of the curves it was Impossible to
find any standard form of equation to fit all the résulta.
The résulta were finally expressed without' refarencé to ' 
th# muBclo weights at all* The total number of counts -per 
minube released during the experiment was twenty times greater 
than the recorded counts^ because only 0,5 ml, out of the 10 
ml, of bathing fluid was estimated, The total number of
counts released into the bathing medium during exposure to the
drugy or during the corresponding control period^ , was 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of counts 
released during the run,
Xn every experiment the percentage of the total counts 
andp thereforep of Oa released during exposure of the 
muscle to the protovaratrine'A containing solution^ was 
greater than from the control muscle during the eorreeponding 
period of time*
The result S', of ten' experiments are sim%ma%*i@8d In Table 12 
the final column shows the ratio of the two percentages and 
in every case this is greater than one indicating a 
marked difference between the effect of the drug and of the 
control solution.
The/
2 1 6 .
ilXlty that out of ten experiment© the 
dlffereBO© between the control and the test experiment - is due 
to chance le given by the expression
p » 6
jvhere p is the probability that the difference is due to chance
n - number of expérimenta,
this case n ^ 10.
10
p - m
1004. 
p < #001
Therefore the probability that the difference between the
control and the test experiments is due to chance is loss.than
0*001 and protoveratrine A has therefore been shown to have
U-3
a highly significant effect on the release of Ga from frog 
sartorius muBclee*
OmPTER 14 217
OF MBXOAOTIVl g& LO IM  lOMSFROM LOBSÏÏSH H3SRV1, . :
In the prevlouB section it has been demonstrated that
4'5 "3"^' '
In frog sartorius musolea which have been loaded with Oa 
l0 I"'»"
more Ga, :la released from pr.otoveratriB,6 A treated musoleB 
than from.control .musolee.
The electx*ophyalologl0al studies made by Gordon and 
131^239
Welsh on to rat nine treated arthropod nerve led them to
conclude.that the'oharaatoriatia effects of vcratrlne were 
due to the displacement of Oa 'from the membrane surface.
The readily accessible nerve© of laboratory animal© are 
thickly myelinated and.the study of Ionia exchangee i© 
difficulty hut arthropod nerves have little Inyelin and they 
are more suitable for studies, of this type* Much of the 
classic work on ionic transport was carried out using isolated 
giant fibres, obtained from large a r t h r o p o d s & ^ L E q  and 
Sepia* hive specimen© of these were not obtainable in 
Glasgow and the ' work to he described was carried out using 
nerves taken from the chéliped of the common lohatex^ Homaras
The decapod crustaceans have large thinly myelinated 
nerve axons with a small number pf fibres in each, nerve 
bundle. The action of a nuniber of drug© including veratrine 
upon the ^ .ectrophysiological responses of the nerve mcons 
of the American orayflsh^ Cg m M a M  and other related
species/
215.
apeoie© ha© been deecribod by Gordon and Welsh* The
coramon lobster, llaaSSit S&Sâlia, was iis©a ’beGause of Its
ready availability and similarity to the Bpeolae atudiad by 
Gordon and Weieh* /
Motlmdc«sà;rrîïat*»t4rri>‘^i^*.iirw»v> ^
Freeh live lobstara- were obtained from a local fishmonger 
and ueecl directly* The animale g whioh were caught locally-^ , 
were in good condition and weighed beWeen Ô#? kg, and 2*4 kg*
The larger of the two ohellpeds which was ueually the 
left one g v/ae out off at the coxopodite* The ighole chela 
was placed under lobster saline" (for detail© see Appendix) 
and the nerve to the moveable ..dactyl - was oxpOBocl by removing 
with bone forceps a portion of_the exqakeleton of the 
daotylopoditOp and separating the muscle fibres by blunt 
dieaection* The nerve was traced through the caropodlte and 
into the meropodite by cutting; through the exoskeleton and 
parting the mueclea*
4*5
The method used for -'meaauring the release of Oa was
237
similar to the method described by Boloway^ Welsh £^ nd Solomon* 
A portion of nerve measuring about 8 cms* in length waa 
removed^ placed into lobster saline and careful3-y freed from 
connective tissue* The nex^ ve was then split longitudinally 
into two portions of equal thiclmess each containing about 
10 axons* Fine coloui'od threads were attached to each end of 
the/
the bundles and the bundles were then transverealy divided' , 
into halves* Half of each bundle was used as a control for • 
the other half " which was to he exposed t.o thé drug, Bach
portion of the nerve had thus one out end and one tied end*.
Tying of the'cut ends has boon shown to make no difference to 
45 - ■  ■ -■ 237
the rate of Oa release from lobster nerve.;
The nerves were then suspended In lobster salinethe
. . '  ^.. , 45
ThiOa of which had been replaced by radioactive. Oa , 
solution was stirred and oxygenated by a continuous stream 
ofoxygenp the solution was kept, at room temperature and had 
a pH of The nerved"were left in this solution for
'1 liouup after.which they were removed and each pair washed by 
a large ©zceisa of non^^radioaçtive lobster saline., for 10 
minute©. This was ■..achieved by tying- the threads Attached to 
the nerves to the arms of a glass f«»pieee attached to an 
aspirator containing the non^^radioactive saline* The rate, 
of flow of the solution was,', control led by a screw clip and 
was adjusted ' to, a constant rate'of; 120 drops'per minute.
After, washingp each nerve was transferred to a flat 
aluminium planchette^ ABB.B Typa A 35688  ^ containing 0,5 ml. 
of lobster saline^ the thread was- removed and the nerve left 
In the solution for 10 minutes. After this pex^lod the nerve 
was then transferred to a second planchette for a further 
period of 10 minutes. Altogether this process, was- repeated 
ten times, ■ The fir at five planchettes in the test :run 
containod/
2 2 0 .
contained loba'ter ©aline and the second five 3-obBter ealinê 
tp vfhleh had been added px’oto'verratrine A, %%an a solution 
containing 100 ug,/ml, of 'protoveratrlne was used the nerve 
was only lamereed in this solution for three 10 minute periods^ 
i'^ â* lu planchettes g 6 7 end 8^  after which It was returned 
to normal lobster saline for two further periods of 10 minutes. 
This was dona to determine the p pas lb le after effects of the 
drug* The control nerve was exposed to normal lobster saline 
throughout the experiment. At the and of the run the nerve 
was coiled on a tared planchetto and the weight of the nerve' 
determined by difference. All of the planchettes including 
the ones containing the narre  ^were then dried under an 
infra«-<reci lamp.
The radioactivity of each sample was determined by the ^ 
method deacrihed in Chapter 13# and expreèeed as coimt© per 
minute after making the requisite corrections. Beaaue© of 
the small amount of salts deposited see Chapter 13  ^ no 
correction for self ««absorption was made. Bach sample was . 
counted for three periods of 5 minutes each and the mean '
counts pex^  ml mite calcul at od..
Besuite
1|.3 ,
The effects of expo sure of the Qa loaded nerve to 
protoveratrlno A.at concentrations of Ip 10 and 100 ug. per ml. 
we ne studied.
2 2 1 .
4-5
No method could be devised to determine the total Co 
uptake by the drug after Immersion In the labelled lobster , 
saline and before the start of the experiment proper, The
45
total Oa remaining in the nerve after the initial washing 
period was determined.by adding the total counts released 
from the nerve to the total number of counts remaining in the 
nerve at the end of the experiment.
The determination of the total ootmts remaining in the 
nerve was made by ooiling the nerve on a plânohette  ^ drying 
it and then counting. This procédure suffered from the 
disadvantage that no correction for self ^absorption could., be.; 
made because no practical means of measuring the area occupied 
by the nerve could be founds this was estimated to be of. the 
order of 5 éq. îïïm. but varied consider ably from nerve to nerve.
45 ‘ ,
The total Oa ' could not be conveniently measured by the 
usual methods of dissolving the nerve in acid or alkali ae 
these agents reacted with the aluminium of the planchettes.
237
Boloway ct tried a number of methods without success
and they finally used the method adopted here.
To reduce geometric errors each planchette was counted 
three timesp this reduced the error as each time the 
orientation of the planchette■on the carrier differed.
Wide variations both In the total uptake and subsequent 
release/
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45
release of Oa eoeurreê "beWeen the experiments anâ there 
mam frequently a marked dlfferenoe between, the control nerve 
and the teat nerve before the exposnre to the drug, The -
nature of the experiment made It impoealble to detect the
45
variation between the Ga content, of the teat and the
control hef03^ ,e thé ©tart of the expérimenta, heoauaa the
geometrical errpra involved in oounting the activity of the
neiTO by placing the wet nerve beneath an end window counter y
45 t-i"
would he much greater than the variation in the total Oa ~ 
uptake, To reduce the$e variatione the total count© per 
minute released during exposure to the drug or the correopondüh; 
Control period have been expreeeed ae both, a' percentage of - -
the total number of counta. released from the nerve into the 
bathing solution and a© a percentage of the total number of 
count© contained In the nerve at the start of the experiment# 
The latter value wae determined by adding the number of count© , 
re],eamed during the run tb the number of counts remaining in 
nerve, ' ' _
By expreaoing the reeulto àe pencentageOp the variation^ 
between mEperlmenta were very much reduced and the dlfforencea 
between the contrbl and treated nerves in different experiment^ 
were of the eame order, - ' '
The résulté of the experiments are eummarieed in Table 13# g 
Table l4 and Table 15,
The/
22É
L0 4’“F
The figures refer to the percentage of Ga released 
during the exposure of the nerve to protoveratrine A. The 
three tables show the results for protovoratrlne A at 
concantratiouB of 1 ug. 10 ug and 100 ug respeotlvely*
The différences between the treated and untreated nerves 
are shown in the third line. These differences were compared 
tO'Sero by a paired ^ t e s t  and the probability that the 
differences from aero occurred by chance was determined for 
both methods of expresalng the results.
When protoveratrine A was used in doses of 1 ug, per ml. 
the probability that the differences between the test and 
control nerves was duo to change was determined from the  ^t ^ 
value obtained from the data by "Student^©" teat. When the
45
amount of Ga released was determined ae a percentage of
the total amount released was found to lie between 0,7
45
and. 0,8g when the released Oa was expreased aa a 
percentage of the total taken up lay between 0.1 and 0,2.
These values for indicated that there was no 
significant difference from aero and that no difference could 
be detected between the treated and the untreated lobster 
nerves under the conditions of this experiment.
Similar values for were found when protoveratrlne A 
in concentrations of 10 iig and 100 ug per ml. was used.
With coneentrations of 10 ug. i:>er ml. p ^ 0*9. When the 
released/
227#
40
released Oa during; treatment was expressed ae a' ’peroontag© 
of the total amount released when expreseed as total uptake
0.3/ p  >0,2,
For protover^atrtoe A In concentrât 1 one of 100 ug. par 
ml. the ropeectiva ■ 4p^ - values were 0.8 > p ;> 0.7 and 0*9>p>0*-3.
From these results it was concluded that under the
, ' , ■ ■ ■  - ’ 40
conditions of the experiment no increased release of Oa
could he demonstrated In nerves exposed to concentrations of
pr.otoveratrine A in conoentrationB of 1 ugj 10 ug and 100 ug.
per ml*
These findings were not expectedg both from a consideration
131,2j
of the work of previous authors ■ and from the ■ fIndinga ,
described for muscles in’ the -earlier sections of- this thesis.
The possible explanation of those differences between nervé 
and muscle will he discussed more fully in Chapter 15.
CHAPTER . 228.
DISCUSSION.
phoîiQmenoh of aeae 11 i s a t ion to K ahov/a by mgiay of-
the Veratrum alkaloids ha$ hot yet been - fully explained, - In
 ^ „ 55 ' ■ .
their review of the subjeot Goffart and hacq ■ put forward a 
nimher of hypotheses hut'were unable to develop any theory to 
hoooimt for all the known facts*
The experiments doscribed in Chapter 2 wore of only a 
preliminary nature but they indicate that further expérimente 
of a simple nature^. such aa the one© describedg may lead to a 
better undorstahding of this problem.
The degree of eenaiti'sation of frog skeletal muscle to
the stimulant action of K produced by protoyeratrine can be
varied by an alteration of the ionic composition of the bathing
medium. A reduction in the Oa content of the bathing medium
has been shown to potentiate the sensitising action of
protoveratrine* In a normal tissue bathed by a physiological
saline solution containihg a number of ions g the ions In the
solution are in dynamic eguilibrium with the ion© either within*
' Î'^
the cell or bound at the surface^ Lowering of the Ga 
concentration of the bathing medluin'would^ thorofoï*©g shift the 
equilibrium point ih'bfeiv'our of the solution and* lead to 
reduction in the nurirber of Ga bound to the call eurface.
Lowering of thq external Oa concentrât ion has been shown 
to result in an increase in the permeability of cell membran<es
. ■ 130g 131 g 156 . ■ ;
to Ha and II* Bvidenoe from previously published
work/
work summarised In the introduction^ and obtained from the 
original work de so id bed in this tiaeeiSg indioateo that 
protoveratrine also Increases the oationic peimieability of 
certain tissues, thus it may well be that the increased
bJ.
Bensiti2iation to K produced by xjrotoveratrine in Ga low 
and Ga free Hinger®s solution Is an additive effect#
The findings described in Chapter 2 may, therefore be
52,107,131
taken as supporting the suggestions of previous authors 
that the action of the Veratrum alkaloids may be due to the
4-4*
dieplaeament of Oa from the cell surface.
4*
The reduction of the K sensitising effect of protoveratrime
in a 1C «^ free bathing medium can be explained as being due to
an alteration in the Oa /li ratio of the bathing medium.
Reduction of the K concentration may therefore be looked upon
as producing a relative increase in the Oa concentration which
leads to a shift in the equilibrium in the opposite direction
to that which occur a in the low Ca solution. This shift In
equilibrium opposes the action of the protoveratrlno and
•«*
prevents the drug from showing its characteristic K - 
sensitising effect by reducing the inoroesed permeability 
brought about - by the pfotoveratr1no. '
Previous workers have shown that-mixtures or impure
1) rep a rat ions of the Veratram alkaloids have no antihistaminlc
90
or anticholinergic actions. These findings have been 
confirmed/
confirmed using pure protoveratrine A, and it therefore seems 
most unlikely that the mediation of either the reflexly induced 
effects of tills drug, or its direct effects on nerve and muscle, 
is brought about by antagonism to the actions acetylcholine or 
histamine.
The two effects3 ylg* inhibition, and later sensitisation 
to 5-NT induced contractions of the guinea^ p^.ig ileum which have 
been shown to develop following exposure to low concantratione 
of protov6.ratrin.e have not previously been described in the 
literature* From a consideration of the ohémical structure 
there seems to be no obvious relationship between either the 
alkamlne nucleus or the acid mo4dtles of the protoveratrine 
molecule, and it thus seems unlikely that the effects shown 
by the drag on 5-hT induced contractions are due to any form of 
competition for receptor sites« • '
A possible explanation of the .inhibitory effect of 
protoveratririe A on 5"""HT Induced contractions observed in fresh 
gut is that the contractile state of the gut differed slightly 
from that which existed at a later stage in the experiment 
and whilst in this condition it was more sensitive to the 
stimulant effect of S^HT. This decrease in sensitivity to 
5-iiT was frequently observed but it differed from, tachyphylaxis 
in that Constant responses.to a given does were eventually 
obtained* The large contraction caused by the addition of
px’otovei/a trine/ - , -
2 3 1 .
protoveratrine to the gut may have led to the exhauatlon of 
available reeerVea of metabolite© or to fatigue la the muacle,
during tills period dosea of S^BT# were leas effective In 
producing a contraction*
It has been reported that intravenous injections of
can elicit the Begold^Jarlah reflex and stimulate
2kl
carotid barereeeptore In addition has a marked
stimulant effect on sensory nerve endings, especially those of 
2A2
pain fIWess, These effects are also characteriatio of 
protoveratrine and it may be that the effect© of both 
pro to vara trine and are mediated yih ^ common afferent
nervous pathway and this effect may involve changes in ionic 
distribution at or across the cell membrane#
The sensitisation to the stimulant action of S«*HT shown 
after exposure of segments of ileum to protoveratrine may be 
analagous to the senaitlKation of the frog rectus to K which 
was disouesed earlier. It may be seen from Fig* 8 that the 
sensitisation is not a simple additive effect because the effect 
persisted in response to a subsequent dose of after the
protoveratrlne il had been washed out and the base line had 
returned to its normal level*
The stimulant effects of acetylcholine are believed to
involve the participation of and it may be that this ion is
somehoiiY/
2 3 2 .
somehow involved In t he stimulant action of S«ûi*S, Thus the 
seneltissatlon to ehown by protbvez'atrine may be due to .
4-
an effect which•involves sensitisation to the K participating
in the 5-^ HT reeponse*
The depreeolon by protoveratrlne A of oxytociiv^ inducecl. 
contract lone of the isolated rat titaruO was nnexpeoted, but it 
muet be noted that thia dépreaeànt affect only occurred with 
relatively large doses of protoveratrine A. ' ■.
The mechaniam by which oxytocin Induces contraction of the 
smooth muecle of the uterus la still unlmown* The metallic
4 » .
cationsp especially ÎC , may be involved In oxytocin induced
243,244
contractions as in other forras of muscle * No evidence .
of any IC sensitising effect'obûld be demonstrated in this 
preparation* ' - ■ .
5
The oxytocin molecule, is an octapeptide of known structure 
and It is conceivable that the molecule of protoveratrine, which 
is also a relatively large rigid molecule, may be adsorbed on to 
the cell surface and by direct steric hindrance prevents the 
molecule of oxytocin from reaching its receptor sites. The 
smaller molecules of histamine and acetylcholine might not be 
hindered to the same extent and this may account for the 
selective action of protoveratrine against oxytocin induced 
contractlone.
The direct stimulant effect of protoveratrine A on the 
isolated/
233. .
Isolated guinea-pig Ileum has 'been descnibed-^by -Meier, Tripod.
and BrÛnl. and for other Veratrim preuaratlons by various
5 0 ,116,117 -
authors. ' . Meier et,_aUg have shown, that
%)rotoVeratr 1 me A‘»:lxidii<3©d oont.ractions of the gulaea-plg ilewa 
caB be antagonisecl by atropine, and that phentolamine antagonises 
the spaemogenic effsbt of protoveratrine A on'the Isolated 
seminal vesicle of the guinea-pig* They have used, their results 
as evidence In favour of their theory of master reeeptox/s (see , 
Chapter l), but they have made no suggestions bb to how 
protoveratrine Inducea a contraction of smooth muscle*
The contractloo. of isolated Intestinal smooth muscle ia
believed to be the result of a process of. depolarization and
it has been shown that the eontractipn is accompanied by an 
4* 244 ■ '
efflux of K* This finding fits in well with the membrane
theory and on the basis of this theory it can be argued that
an increase in K concentration at the exterior of the cell or
*1-
a decrease in 'internal K concentration will produce 
depolarization and contractIon. The possibility, therefore, 
exists that the contraction produced by protoveratrine A is 
the result of depolarisation resulting from an alteration of - 
the distribution of ions across the cell membrane,
No.measurementB of the resting potential of protoveratrine 
treated smooth muscle cells have been madeg but it has been 
shown by other authors that veratridine markedly reduced the
resting/
2 3 4 .
116 to 124
resting potential of nerve and skeletal'musole$
file results of the more detailed studies on the Influence 
of protoveratrine A on the distribution of cations which have 
been described In part 2 of this thesis,may offer a possible 
explanation of both the stimulant effect of protoveratrine A 
and the antagonism to this effect by Oa* The results from 
experiments upon frog muscle (Chapters 12 and 13) show that
'S'*
protoveratrine A causés an Increased uptake of K and an 
increased output of Oa. It is poselhle that these two effectb 
are related and that a similar pattern exists in both skeletal 
and smooth muscle.
If protoveratrine A reduces the affinity of the cell
4"
surface for Oa and pennlta the adsorption of K to the
4”
anionic sites, the Increased concentration of K at the cell
surface would lead to a reduction in the potential difference ,
108
across the membrane and to subsequent depolarization. The 
addition of excesa Oa may reverse this effect and it is thus 
possible to account for the antagonism shown between Oa and 
protoveratrine A on the guinea-pig ileum.
188f,l89,2#3p 212.
Ever since the pioneer, work of Bacq and M s  school 
it has been generally agreed by all workers who have studied the 
basic mechanism of action of the Veratrmn alkaloidsn that 
definite relationships exist between the pharmacological actions 
of these drugs and the potassium ions present in the system.
The/
2 3 5 .
Thfâ-cyidençe pointing to this relationship Ims been fully .
BummarlBecl in the.'introduction: to,; this thesis and from a ' 
ooBBideration of the-oyidehce it appears that the 
pharmaOologleally active VWatnim alkaloids can altar the 
distribution of ioha between the intracellular and the 
ex trace XXular phases. This balance may be u%)set in a similar 
manner in all the çe3,lB''of the body affected by the drug, but ' 
no concrete evidence has yet been put forward to confirm this'■ 
view* • . ■ ' - ' '
It has been Imowii for many years that the metallic Ions 
K and Ha occur in all organisms and that, they are essential 
fox’ the normal functioning , of/living çells. It may therefore; 
be expected that . any./Imbalano,© in the- ratio normall y s t i n g ' 
'between the oonoèntrations of ••these two ions will be accompanied 
by alteration; ill ;the aioxmalactivity of the affected cells.
' ' " h
The hypotheses which favour the partiolpation of K in 
th€i actions of the voratruïïi alkaloids have been deduced. mainly 
from indirect evidence derived from the'study of two. different ■ 
typés of tissues, yij^.maiMalian and amphibian nervous tissue, 
and amphibian skeletal muscle. The' evidence'obtained from 
experiments made upon nervous tissue, has either''been gained . 
from the study of 'eléctrophyaiological changes produced by 
the drugs and ions, used or by studying the reflex effects 
produced by them (see Chapter l). The evidence obtained from 
amphibian/ ' '.
2 3 6 .
amphibian îiinsoïe (mainly of fnogej has been gained, aa a reanlt 
of studying the ©enBltisation of the frog muBCle to K by 
the alkaloids. Mttle work hae been donep however^ upon the 
©lec trophy Biological or permeability changes x^roduoed in 
muBClee by dpeea of IpxiiiSBi alkaloids In concentrations 
Biiffleient to produce their charaoterietlc effects on 
oontraotility^
' The work described in Part i of this thcBie indicates 
t.hat although protoveratrlnCp a typical .aster alkaloid of 
tha Varatinnn species<, can increase the level of K in the 
plasmap this increase is not the result of a release of Î1 
from skeletal muscle^ but more probably arises from cardiac 
muscle* The more detailed work during which the effects of. 
|)rotoveratrine on the release of K from frog and rat isolated 
skeletal musclee were studie.d and which' has been described in 
Part 2 confirms these observations#
Previous workers have either shown or suggested that
the Tofat,ram alkaloids may cause an increase in the efflux of
It from amphibian and mammalian nerve. The prevailing
opinion of workers engaged in the study of ion exchange ^
meehanlamB is that those mechanlams are similar for all cells
in which ionic exchange across the cellular membrane is 
1 2 5  p 1 5 5  p 1 5 . 6,163
involved. Thus it was expected that results similar
to those obtained by previous workers using nerves would be 
forthcoming/
237
forthcoming If skeletal muscle wee need,, in this study# It 
generally thought that the contraction of muscle fibres is
“h
aocompanied by a transfer of li across the cell membrane to
4“
the exterior with a corresponding influx of Ma #
It has, however, been found that doses of protoveratrine, in 
concentrations equal to or higher than those necessary to 
produce seiiBlti^etlon of muscle to 1C , and to initiate impulses 
from sensory receptors, have no effect on the efflujc of K 
from skeletal muscle of cat, rat or frog# On the other hand 
it hae been shown that small doses of protoveratrine A can
4-
Increase the efflux of B' from the heating heart#
157
These finding are supported by other workers, Kahn gt_.^ alla
were maahle to demonstrate any change in li flux in
erythrocytes treated with veratrldine and Harris found a
156
similar situation in frog sartorius muscle , but Vick and 
255
Kahn have also recently demonstrated that vei’atridine 
produces an increased output of K from beating hearts.
0?hese results when taken in conjunction with those of
122 4-
Shanes who demonstrated an increased K loss from 
veratrinised frog nerves, show that there may be qualitative 
differences between the action of the TaratriM alkaloids on 
tissues of different types# This difference may be explained 
in two ways, one is that the ease of access of, the drug to the 
cellular membranes differs between tissues and the other is 
at/
238.
4*
that in different tiBsues II exchange is ‘brought about by 
different raechanismB#
245
In a recent paper by Witt and Jaeger it has been ehom 
that electrically stimulated rabbit mu©olea exposed to 
veratridine in a concexitration of 0*1 ug* per ml* showed a 
decrease in K efflux if stimulated at a rate of 1 per second, 
but if the rate of stimulation was doubled the veratrldine 
treated muscles lost less ,K than the control muscles* It 
would thus appear that in addition to the two factors mentioned 
above a third factor, i*^* the physiological etate of the 
tissues, may influence K exchange* One major criticism of the 
results obtained by Witt and Jaeger is that the pe??fusion 
fluid they used was K free Tyrode ^ s so3-ution which provides 
unphysiologioal conditions for what ie essentially a 
physiological process* .
A final explanation of the effects of the Veratrum
r | p »
alkaloids up*on K exchange in any tissue must await a fuller 
elucidation of the mechanisms by which this ion crosses 
cellular membranes both from the extracellular region to the 
intracellular regions and vice versa*
A number of hypotheses have been proposed to explain these 
mechanisms and to account for some of the known facts, but so 
far Eo single hypothesis has been found which can explaixi all 
the findings* It is now thought possible that the 
intracellular/
2 3 9 .
intracellular cations do not exist in free solution within the
cell but may be localised in spécifié sites on the
246
intrafibrillar strueturoB* There is also evidence of
- 4-
differonceB in distribution of K between the cytoplasm and the
mitochondria vvhioli involves a further transport of ions across
247
the 1ochondr 1 al membrane, possibly by a different mechanism#
A further complication is that the metallic catione may first
of all be adsorbed oh to surface structures before passing
248
into the cell*
Tima there are at least three possible sites at which 
protoveratrlne may act* It may affect the adsorption of ions 
at the cell surface structures^ they may alter the distribution 
of the ions within thé cell, or they may disrupt or modify 
possible transport meolianisma*
A number of workers have claimed that the cardiac
glycosides produce their eharacterlstio phamacologioal effects
by influencing the ionic transport meolianisms of the cell 
213,216 to 224
membrane. As the call can concentrate ioîu^  and
other molecules against both an electrochamical. and a
concentration gradient the concept of active tran.Bpoi'’t has
been 'widely, accepted as playing an essentiel part- in the
maintenance of cellular activity. Activa transport is
dependent upon metabolic activity, the energy liberated being
used by the cell to overcome the adverse concentrati on and
138,249 to 251
elactrochemi cal gradi ent b «
It/ .
2 4 0 ,
It is tempting to suggest that cardiac glyeosides and the
chemically related alkaloids produce their effects by
interfering with the metabolic processes responsible for the
liberation of. energy, whlch is utilised by the active processes
which maintain cellular homeostasis. These drugs, however,
do not produce a generalised Inhibition of metabolism (see
Chapter l) and their effects may be limited to a specific chain
of ensymatlc processes involved in ionic transport. ' Borne
eny^ yme inhibitors can lower the resting potential of muscle 
252
fibres, but other, powerful metabolic inhibitors seem to be, 
without effect. Fluoride and 2*4 dinltrophenol (DMP) have no 
effect on either the resting potential or Ha efflux of
frog muscle « Xodoacetate and cyanide Etre also without 
i- 254
effect on Ha efflux.
For a time it was believed that the distribution of lone 
between the extracellular and intracellular fluid of living 
cells was in accord with a GibbB’«*bonnan type of distribution. 
When it was found that this concept was imadegunte the 
existence of a sodium pump mechanism was postulated (for 
referenoes see Ohapter l). In the light of further knowledge 
this concept has been further modified and a number of 
suggestions have been made as to the possible nature of this , 
system. It has bean suggested that in frog muscle the active
-j.
extrusion of Ha. iB accompanied by a passive inward diiXUBion 
of/
4' ' - 2
of li down the olectrociiemlcal gradient* Conway has ottggaBted
250,251
the existença of a redox pump meahanism and has shown
that in yeast there may he two separate carrier système, one 
4* 4" -
for Ha and one for K , The most widely accepted concept at 
the present time is that there exists, a linked carrier system 
in which K is actively transported into the cell by the same ,
meohanlam which is used to extrude Ha . This syatom is thought
to exist in both nerve and muscle*
255,256
Shaw and his colleagues have challenged the whole
concept of the sodium p m p  in muscle and have exhaustively 
analysed a mass of data obtained from frog sartorius muscles
which they have used to support their claim# This work finds
257 4.
support from a recent paper by Harris who claims that K 
distribution in both frog sartox^ius muscles and erythrocytes 
can be ex%)lained by the physical struct w e  of the cell*
It has been generally assumed by most workers in the field 
of general physiology that ionic exchange takes place by 
similar^ if not identical mechanisms, in all tissues* The 
evidence for this belief is, however, scanty, probably because 
the complexity of the px^oblem prevents the study over a wider 
range of cell types.
The studies reported in this thesis and those of other
workers show that the purified Veratrum alkaloids may affect 
!</ efflux in some tissues, aaréldac muscle and nerve but.
h a v e /
2 4 2 .
have no effect on the afflux in other tiaaiies, §„*[£* akaletal 
muscla and erythrooytes. Two possible explanations exist for 
this disorepanoyp the first le that the meahanlsma by whloh
4*
K  :1 b  .tranaferred diLffer in the different tlBeuaB, this may be , 
related in some way to metabolic differenoea between them. A 
second poBB:lbility is that in tissues where an effect has been, 
shown the driig may more readily gain accèsb to the particular 
sites at which the It exchange is taking place*
Beoults, obtaiïied from the study of the cardiac glyeoaides , 
on K fluxes may be taken as providing some evidenoe that the
4*
meclianlsmB of K transport do not differ between themselves#
4*
Btrophanthin hà© been shown to have a similar effect on K
fluxes on a variety of different tiBsuoB„ including resting frog
138,219
skeletal musole,' erythrocytea and cardiac muscle. This
drug and related cardiac glycosides prevents both the influx 
4* ‘ 'f 216 to 224
of K into the calls-, and also the ©ffXux of Ha # It"
would, thex^efore, appear that despite some pharmaco 1 og 1 oa 1 and
ohemioal similar:! tie a the Veraj)rmn alkaloids have a different
mode of action from that of the cardiac glycosides.
The finding; that the protoverat'rine treated muscles took 
4-2 *1“
up more K than their.controls is difficult to reconcile with 
any of the theories which have been proposed to explain the 
action of the Yeje%tmm_ alkaloids (See Chapter l).
This effect could he explained on the basis of the sodium 
pump;,/
pump theory by postulating that the drug aets by xncreEiBlng
f - :
the rate by whloh la la extruded with a concomittant Increase 
*1’
in K influx* There is, however, no evidence that this
107,106
occurs, on the contrary, evidence obtained by Straub , from
the study of nerve fibres indicates that the opposite condition
may exist in' vex*atrini2!ed nerves*
246 4’
Mohonnan has suggested that K may be adsorbed on to
the surface of the muscle fibres as a first stage in the
process whereby the ion ie transferred across the fibre membrane^
This adsorption process may be the formation of a complex
‘5"
between the K and a protein. The K may then be transported 
into the cell In this combined form*
256,257 .
Reoent work has shown that some portion of the
4"
intracellular K is adsorbed on to a px*otein complex and it 
Boeme possible that this situation can occur at the coll surface,
In Chapter 13 it has been demonstrated that p ro t o ve rat rlne A 
in concentratlone which can promote tha uptake of li displaces 
Qa from frog sartorlus muscle* It is possible that the 
displacement of Ga from a bound form at the cell suj?fac©
4"
frees certain anionic sites which then bind K in excess of 
that already existing at the surface*
In order to relate the results obtained with protoveratrine 
on K fluxes with the direct pharmacological effect
described/
2 4 4 .
deaoribed in Qhaptere 2 and 3, it la nedeeaary to take into 
aocount the present theories of the ionio baaxs of excitability. 
Previous attempts to explain the pharmaaological actions of 
the V'eratrnm alkaloids on this basis have been described in 
Chapter 1*
According to the membrane theoarvy depoXarisiation of the
cell membrane Is the result of a definite alteration in the - ,
distribution across the membrane of the major lone which are
normally rosponsible fox' the x^esting %)otentia.l. From
152
(loldiïiann^ s constant field theory the x'^ estlng potential E, 
acrose a cell membrane may\be expresaed by. the formula .
P„ (K), -i- (Cl), 'K '""'1 "Ha '""'1 : 01 ''’■'"'I
* * &  ^ % a  »»>e * % 1
In this forraula^  and are the permeability
constants for, K ,.IIa and 01 '•.res.pentively^  (E)., (Ea),. ^ (Ol)^J» ■ X ' x,‘
arc the aotivities of the ions within the fibres, (Ha) g
(Ol)^ area the aetivities at the external surface of the fibres :
For practical purpbeea the activities may be taken as
being equivalent to the coxidexitrationB of the ions*
Depolarization, :;Le. a reduction in E, may be produced 
by a decrease in the values for (K)., (Ha). , (Ol) ,
J , \ | .  # X #
of an increase in (Ol)^.
Evidence cited by previous authors and summarised in 
Chapter/
2i+5
GîiaptôP 1 iïicli celtes that the Va rat m m  alkalotas can proûuce
depolarization of both nprvo and musole* The e.?; périmant a with 
prot oTO.ra trine cleeoxd'Ded 'in .the experiment al 80et ion of this 
thealB have also shown that this drug can produce a contraction 
of smooth mus ole $ % ,WM©. .is likely to he the result of a procesa’ 
of depolarization, .
The experimental findings reported in this tliosls 
indicate'that 'protoVeratrine can affect'the movement and 
dletrlhutlon of "K , In two différent way a* It may Increase the- 
effl'im of 11 from the heating heart and IncréaSG the uptake of 
% .in frog îmEsolp* The incréaBod, efflux from the heart 
Indicates that .there must he a ".decrease in which will
produce some degree of depolarization*
It has already been suggested that the Increased uptake 
of li which has been demon at rat e d as occurring in frog muscle, 
may he due to an Increase In the E adeoxhod on the surface 
of the muscles and not to an Increase in which would
produce hyperpolarization and not depolarlaation. The 
adsorption on the surface would lead to an effective increase 
in (I^ )q with consequent depolarization producing in the case
of smooth muscle a contraction* '
. 12,2 - "t .
Bhanes has BUggestacl that the accumulation of K on
the surface of the fibre causes depolarizEition and can also 
account for the development of the negative after potential. 
Straub/
246.
108
Btrau'b has ©hown that the depolUiplzation produced by 
TOratridine persist© In à nerve which le being continually 
bathed with Ringer^@ solution. He claim© that the • •
depolarlzatioa cannot be clue to the presence of excess li at 
the fibre surface because the lone would be washed sway. He 
made no meaBuromente, however, of ionic concentrâtions* From , 
the results obtained in this study (see Ohapterr 12) it would * 
appear that the ions may be strongly adsorbed at the surface 
and that ordinary washing would .not remove them. This could, 
therefore, account in some measure for the de;polardzatlo:a 
known to be produced in muscle by the protoyeratrin©. '
' 4>
The Increased efflux of K which has been demonstrated
in heart muscle but not in skeletal muscle may be due to
differeixccB in the mechanism by which ion movements in these
two types of tissue are achieved. The heart is ciopresBed by
excess K in contrast to skeletal muaole which is stimulated
by this ion, and it may be that this is due to functional
clifferexices in thé Ionic transport mechanisms between cardiac.
and skeletal muscle.
108 -
.Btraub suggests that veratridlne actually raises the 
t . , -, : ■' '
K permeability in isolated frog nerve, but again this
conclusion is drawn frhm indirect ©léctrophysiologleal évidence.
258 -, y \ -
Ling has gone even further - and challenged the basic 
validity/ . . .
validity 'of the : membrane theory*' - He has claimed that the
Eerast equation from which the l#BhF* of the cell le calculated 
does not apply because the anions which the Hornet equEition 
requires to have zero mobility have bean shown to move freely 
across the membrane* • Am an alternative hypothesis Ling 
suggest, that a system of fixed negative charges exists within -
4*
the cell whloh selectively accumulâte K In preference to 
Ma because of the lower average dielectric constant and
4» ; 4'
smaller hydrated size of the IC when compared to Ha # This 
uneven distribution of ions Is thought to be responsible for 
the .differenceB in potential between the inside and the outside 
of the cell.
This alternative hypothesis o,f Xing/a is based entirely
on work carried out with frog skeletal muscle, and until
further studies of a similar nature to those which have been
done With frog, muscle are performed on other excitable tissues,
this hypothesis must be considered with reserve#
. 251
In a recent review Gommy hae heavily criticised both 
Lingvo experimental datEi and his conclusions* lie claims that 
all the anomalies found by Ling can be adequately explained on 
the membrane theory*
It is difficult to explain the results obtained in thie 
study from the standpoint of Ling’s hypothesis, according to 
this theory protoveratrlne would have to be widely .distributed . 
throughout/
throughout the qoXl 'before it had any marked effect* There is 
as yet no evidence that protoveratrlno.actually, penetrate© 
into the cell and its rapid onset of action suggeat that the 
drug acte at the cell eiirface.
Much BIO re work must he done before a critical assessment 
of Linges hypothesis is made* Studies upon thé effects of
protoveratrine and other siotive steroids on the hiophysical 
properties of cellular proteins may shed further lig:ht on \ 
poeeihle effects of this nature.
The steroid hormones from the adrenal cortex are known to
be essential for thèraintenance of salt balance in the body
and some evidence exists that these substances can Influence
the distribution of ions between the interior and exterior 
259
of the cells* It hae been suggested that the structure of
some of the mu cop olysaccharides existing at the cell surface
Eaay be altered in the presence of certain of the
minaralocorticoidSg and these alterations may lead to changes
260
in the electrolyte permeability of the cell# The steroidal 
nature of the.alkamihe of protoveratrlne may be■such that it 
interferes with the normal action of the mlneralocortieolds# 
This suggestion la entirely speculative and no evidence in Its 
support has been obtained in this thesis* A closer 
Investigation''into the relationshipa between these hormones 
and the purified Veratrum sillmlo 1 da,may, however, prove
profitable#
One/
249. :
One of prlmolpal aim© of thla study was an attempt 
to achieve a fuller underatandlmg of the meohanlems by whloh 
the aotive ester alkaloids of the epedies :.
protoveratrlne, stimulate afferent eenebry nerve endings. It 
-was hoped that étudiés of ionlo movementa made upon non^^hefvoua 
tiasue might provide information whloh Bright bo useful in 
attempting to explain the action of these alkaloids at aenaory 
reaeptora# These hopes have not been reâllaed beoanae it would 
be imwlee to preaime that analagoue meêhaniâme of lonlo 
transport exist both at eenaory nerve endings and In thé mneole 
cell when it appeara that thepe may be, dlff^renoee. eVen between 
two different types of between eardiao and
skeletal muscle* It may he aeeumod, however, that depolariaatioi 
of aensory nerve endings would, ooour if the concentratione of K : 
at the external surf ace of the nerVe endlnge was to be :
inoreesed. This assimption la supported by the work of' 125,106,153,^167,168 .
Hodgkin and hie school who by the use of.
3%lorO"^electrodes placed within :the giant axons of arthropod
' ''' ' -4- ' - ' ,■•'"
nerve© have demonstrated that an increase In K ^ can reduce the■ . - :0' '
resting potential and give rlse tO; deppl%:K*i2:atiqn.
One explanation for the elicit at ion of the Bezoldf^J arisch, 
•reflex may be that the ionio transport mechanlsms' of the heart ,
are more sensitive to the action of protoveratrlne than other
■ . ‘ ' ' f ‘ h- ■ . ■ .
tissues, and that E released from cardiac muscle cells in very
close/ ; ' -
250:'
c l o s e  p r o x i m i t y . t o  t h e  s e n s o r y  n e r v e  e n d i n g s  o f  o a r d l a o  - ; /
afferent fibres; 1$ eUfflolent to produce a depolarization in
the ending and initiate the Bezold-Jarleqh reflex# .
■ '' ■' ■' :
Intra-^ooronéry lnjeotlon.8 of K will not normally elicit
the Bojzold'-Jarièoh reflex W t  if a previous dose of an eotlve
%%;'atru);H alkaloid has been given a subseguent doee of E may
IB
©liolt the reflex# ; One explanation' for this may be that the
: i" . '
alkaloid in addition to Inereaalng the loeal K conoentratlpn :
In the region of; the nerve ending, also seneltlzèa the ending
to the Btimulant action of the ion in a similar maimer to Its
. -
aetion upon frog Skeletal mnsqle,
The reaulta obtained using protovèratrlne, whloh have been 
deBorlbed In Ohapter 2 and 3 of thle theeia, support the 
oonolUBlone reaohed by prevloUa workers who used vei'atrine* 1 - ^ 
One of these ©oxioInaioBB w&e that many of the phamaoological '  ^
effoots of the yer^^trim alkaloids èould be antagonized by exoees 
Ga * ' ' ' ' '
A full understanding of the part played by Oa in »
oellular prooeeses la atlll far from being achieved, much more 
work muet be done before any of the ^ypotheeee put forward t o ' 
explain Its actions can be accepted. Any attempt tq explain 
the action of protoveratrlne or the other Yeratrum alkalBlde ; 
on the baslB of an effect upon Oa ■ metabollern muet, tneroiore, 
be of a epeoulatlye nature# /
from/ ■ .
2 5 1 .
From the evidence summarised In Chapter 1 it may he 
assumed that the l^araJXM alkaloid© do reduce tha atahlllty 
of the cell memhrane, and that this effect is related to 
alteration© in the normally,exiatlBg relatlonehipe between
Ca and the cell membrane.
The findings described in Chapter 13 auppo'rt the 
hypothesis of Cordon and Welsh that the Veratrum alkaloids 
produce their effect by a process which involves a reduction 
In the power of the forces which are responsible for the
4 .1. 4
fixation of Ga to the Biembrane. surface# The evidence in 
this study, however, was obtained from skeletal muscle and 
no support could be gained for this hypothesis from the results 
obtained with nerve. These conflicting findings may be due to 
the differences in the structures of these two tissues, or' to 
the different techniques employed in these studies* One 
obvious difference was that the volumes of the muscles were 
much greater than those of the nerves and the radioactivity 
of the bathing fluid was therefore much higher. Differences 
due to the effect of the drug were thus more readily detectable 
when muscle was used.
The most probable explanation, however, of the difference 
between the amounts of Ca displaced by pro tova rat nine from 
nerve and muscle lies in the difference in structure of the 
two tissues.
The/
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The expérimenta using nerves were performed on arthropod
nerve with the hope that influenoe of the myelin sheath on
ionic movements would be minimal in this tissue# At one time
these nerves were thought to he unmyelinated, but more recent
261
work has demonatratod the presence of a myelin sheath#
This is much thinner than the corresponding eheàth of v 83? bob rat;
nerve but may still be sufficient to prevent any release of
Ga into the bathing fluid. It has been demonstrated that the
262^263
eplneurium of frog nerve bffers.a considerable barrier
to ionic exchange and it may be that the myelinatxon of the
lobster nerve acts in a similar manner.
266 1^.
' Prankenhaeuser and Hodgkin have suggested that in 
LoliMP» nerve axons free diffusion of K may be prevented by 
the presence of a second diffusion barrier* This is a membrane 
associated with the Bohwanh cells and is distinct from the 
cellular membrane of the nerve. The authors suggest that the 
negative after potential is due to the accumulation of K 
between these two membranes*
This diffusion barrier being associated with the Schwann 
colls would only bo present in nerves and may wall be the 
cause of the difforenoas in the findings for nerve and muscle.
A third factor which may aceouht for the cliBoropancy 
between the resulta obtained using nerve (Chapter 14) and those 
fj?om studies witli muscle, (Chapter 13)p 1© that the muscles 
studied/
studied were bWpeaded In a large'volume of solution whiehyWao 
continually mlxed/by a stream of o;Kygen Wbloa#. Tnie mixing
4’*î^ • ' '
would prevent any unbound Oa from remaining in the vioinlty - 
of the muaole and the released lone would be distrlbuted 
throughout the bathing fluid, In the eialperiments with the 
nerve© the bathing fluid was not agitated beeauee of the 
limitations imposed by the method* fhua the Oa which may 
have been dlsplaood by the drug in a similar manner to that 
observed In musele, amy have remained In oloee proximity to 
the nerve and not been detected*
Great oar© was taken In both the dlsBootlon and eubaeguent 
handling of the nerves during the experiments but no 
observations on the viability of the nerves were made, and it 
may have been that the nerves were no ionger reaponslve to the 
effect0 of the drug# Limitations of time and equipment iiiada 
It impoeelble to develop a method by which these dlffloultles 
could be overcome, but measurement of the conducted action 
potential of thé nerve at the end of a rim would seem to be 
one method of overcoming this uneertainty* \
All of the hypothesem which have been summarleed in
4.4, ' _
Chapter 1 require that the Ga be bound to the cell eurfaoe in
some way# The most likely method of which is one involving 
surface adsorption. The most likely site for this adsorption 
is the lipoprotein layer which Is believed to exist at cell 
surfaces# /
2 5 4 ,
Burfaoeë. ■ ■ ■ .Monne : hae BiiggOBted that polypeptide chains
of the surface proteins' may be linked.by the divalent Ga ' - 
which links a nucleic aolci residue with a phosphatide residue# ,
The making and breaking of tMs-î link producaB ohanga© In the 
configuration of the protein surface which could account' for /
the pemoEihility changea produced by alteration of the Oa 
concentration# ■ ' .
. Protoveratrino • may. act 'either directly upon the.- surface 
structure of the cell membrane to alter tha protein 
configuration* or 'by ater:lo hindrance to prevent the adsorption 
of the Oa* * The possibility that the molecule of
4" 4"
protoverati?in0 acta by forming a chelate compound with Ga 
waa considered, W t  this explanation Was conaidered highly 
unlikely due to the absence of a ouitable lone pair of 
electrons in the protoveratrine molecule, this configuration 
being nocoBsary for chelate formation.
Although the exact chemical nature of the protoveratrine / 
molecule is still unknown it is believed to have an alkamine
skeleton which 1b ,hydroxylat©d to an even greater degree than 
that of cevine (see Chapter l). .
From a eonBideration of the stereoohemlatry of the cevlne 
skeleton the molecule may be visualized as having an eeseattally 
planar structure with a numb©3? of projecting hyd??oxyl groups. 
These groups.form convenient,points for hydrogen bonding and it
*is not unlikely that the molecule may be adsorbed'.to-the 
cellular surface by hydrogen bonding* This 'binding of the 
moleoule to a polypeptide chain of the surface protein may . - 
affect the fixation of Oa la two ways,*
As B. result of theVhydrogen bonding the configurration of
I
the surface proteins may be altered in such a way that the 
space between adjacent polypeptIda chains,which is normally
4“’!“
bridged by Oa is too large or too small to allow effective ;
binding by the Ga * .
A second possibility ie that the binding of the molecule 
of protoveratrine at the surface prevents the access of the
4* 4'
Oa to the receptor sites on the polypeptide chains* This 
possibility seems the less likely of the two because of the 
large difference In size between the two molecules.
It has been shown ’both in the Introductory chapter of this 
thesis and in Chapter 3 that the pharmacological effects of 
protovaratrine casi be antagonized by increasing the concentration 
of Ga in the bathing solution* This would suggest that a
dynamic 6guilibrium exists between the protoVeratrine and Ga .
This fact supports the view that both /these agents - aet at 
similar sites* The reversibility of the protoveratrlne effect 
favours the suggestion that the forces binding the molecule to 
the protein surface are not chemical, in nature, and makes it 
unlikely that protein dénaturation occurs*
Shanes/
2 5 6 .
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Bhanes ' , has suggested that veratrine delays
reaaloIf 1 oati,on during the repolaui>^at;lon cphase of the-action -, 
potential in eXeotrlcally stlîmlated nei^ ves, and although in, 
this work the' measurements of Oa displacement-were mad©. on. 
resting muscle it.is probable that a Blmllar mechanism Is 
affected in both oasee#
Insufficient evidence has been obtained-in this study to , 
allow any con dus ion a to be toavtai as to the actual part played 
by Ça in . the. control of cellular permeability* The
- ; 176 '
suggestIon of Frankenhaueser and Hodgkin that in the resting
state of the membrane Oa is combined with a la carrier ■
108
system is of great IntereE^t# Bty?aub suggests that veratrine 
interferes with this combination and frees the carrier for = 
la transport#
These suggest ions must still, remain spootxlsxtive but the 
evidence obtained in this Study gives Indirect, support to 
these hypotheses, but it is impossible to tell from the 
experimental, data obtained whether the Qa which has been 
shown to be releaBCct by protoveratrine does in fact arise from 
the Ha transporting system or from a general source on'the -
cell surface, -
Straub suggested that veratridine inpreaae the
4* 4*
permeability of. the cell membrane, of nerve to both la and li , 
but/
■25 7/r;
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SUMMARY .-AND .G ONCLUSiIONS. ' -258,
1> "In' the 'Introductory chapter--o'f thLiS'thesis ‘both the past, and, - • 
present vaJnxe of the uae of the Toratrum alkaloids In thorapeutiOB 
has been reviewed-^ ^ :A^ 'nmhber.-of ' theories which have 'boon put 
forward to explain the mode of action of the active eater '•' 
aXkaXoida. of ye'ratrum- have been eumiafleed audios?!tlcally 
examined* From a bènëlder'atloh, of ithe previously publiéhed work ■' 
a number of expérimenta ware planned ¥/ith. a view to elucidating ■ 
further the ralatipnahips...>étwé0îi the action of the purified 
Vêratrum alkaloid prqtoveratrlne and the metallic cation®- of ' 
potassium and" 'calcium# ■ ' . : '
2» In Chapter 2 are doscribed the results of the 'alteration \
of :tlïé ionio composition of the bathing fluid upon the
.sensitizing - effect produced' by protovératrin© upon the stimulant •■'
action .of IC on frog skeletal muscle# The results-obtained
- . 4* 4*4”
indicate that VEiriationa in the 1 C/Oa ratio can affect the IC 
sensitizing- po'wer' of protoveratrine* _
3» The effect of protoveratrIne'on-the' responses of preparations 
of isolated mammalla.n smooth muBole to the neurohiHaoral agenta; ,
acetylcholine, adrenal in©, histamine', S^^hydroxytryptavaine and:-: 
pxytobih was studied*. Protoveratrine did not r ant agoni b o  ■■. %  
acetylcholine or histamine; IhVdoses up 'to 10 ug* per ml# but 
this drug showed both antagonism and sone 11,1 za11 on to the 
stimulant effect of 5'H«T, in small doses. These different 
effects may be due to differences In the state of the tissue#. \ 
Oxytocin/ ' ;
• 25Ç
Oxytoéin induced contrastions of the rat iiteraa were Inhibited 
by-10 ug# pe3? ml. of px'ptoveratnrlne* Possible explanations of
these ©ffeat have been'dleoussed. . . .
4* A'number of experiments were earrlad out to determine the
effeot of the acWinistratioji of protoverat%'lne on the level of
li In the plasma of blood taken from different anatom!ëal areas *
. 4*
of rabbits and cats. A rise in plasma K concentratIon was
shown to occur and it has been shown that the probable Bourae;of
■’4" ■
the released K la'qardlao muscle* • •
5. By various teclmlques It has- been shown that protoveratrine f
in doses sufficiently high to produce its normal pharmacological
■ 4*
effects, has no effect on the efflux of K from amj)hiblan or 
mammalian skeletal imscle oa?
6# By the use of radioactive tracer techniques it has been 
Shown that protoveratrlae can cause an increase in the li afflux 
from eleatria'aXly - driven^ isolated^X^erfueed maimialiah hearts# :
7* Exposure of amphibian skeletal muecle to protovez'atrine has
4’- ' -, /
bean ahown to cause an increase in tha uptake -of % from the . :
bathing medium#
8# Amphibian skeletal muaclea which had been previously loaded . 
with Ga and'Sübèequeratly exposed to protoveratr 1 ne A were .
TT
shown to release more Qa into the bathing fluid than, did 
tha corresponding control mus dee.
9./
ZbU.
9* Frotoveratrine A in eoncantrationsof up to 100 ug, po;e ml*
45
had•no effect on either the rate of Oa, release or the total ■ 
45 , "Kt .  ^ 'i.j.5
roleaae of Oa  ^from. Oa loaded arthropod nerve*
10* The findings doBOrlbed in the experimental seotion have “been 
discussed in relation both. to px^evious theories of the mode of 
action of the Veratrmn alkaloids^ and also in the light of 
present day knowledge of. the structure of the cell and the 
possible prooeases responaible for ionic transport açrosB the 
cell membrane.
An attempt haa been made to explain the different effects of 
pro t eve rat r Ine on Gardiae and skeletal muscle and also between . 
muscle and nerve^ and to relate these findings to the.action of 
the alkaloid at sensory nerve endings.
The results obtained in. this study support the theox^ y of
Gordon and Welsh that the Veratrum alkaloids act by dleplacing 
Oa from the membrane and reducing the stability of the membrane 
with a possible increase in Ionia permeability in some tissues^ 
£,£. cardiac muscle* The suggestion is also made that the 
increased uptake of K demonstrated In Ghapter 12 may be due to
the binding of K at anionic sites normally occupied by the
*^’■4* . . .  -
displaced Oa .
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of the p3:wBiolpgloal solutions useâ in.
work :.‘is.. given l%i Ta%o 16#-- ' ■ ' . _ '
':\In.Ghàpt0r 2- tw:'#odlflod frog'Bingor^s solutions w^re madotri 
by reduoing t w  .oqn<^0ntratlon of either DaOlp or KGl lu tho 
.6olutlo^ (,_, t o t w - ^ a t h l n g  ,solution at. ;tw \çorreet "tonloltÿ
of BaOl was Inoreasoâ by a oàloulàtoâ amount 
the ions lost by the roduotlon of KGl or OaOlg.
theO.o'noent rat Ion 
to obmponoate for 
oomeentration;
In Chaptersg IBp 13 and 14 the radioactive solutions in whl$h 
the tlBauos were bathbdp ware made by replacing thé %G1 or \ ; A 
GaClg by a oaloulated quantity Of laotopioally îàbeïled solution).
-This amount varied with tWapeolf-lo activity.of the laotppih 
solution and was oaléulated for éaoh mcperlment*
The lobater saline ablution.was modified from the figures - 
glvé)ï by Pantin which were baeod on the oonoentratlone of 
lone found in lobster blood# These figures were modified at the 
enggeetlon of Robertson who found some slight dlfferenoee In, \ 
lonîè ooneentratlona from those given by Pantin*-
The Bolutlons of prptoveratrlne and protoveratrine. A w e d  in 
the experimental work vmre made by diluting eoncentrated stock 
eolutione of the drug with. the appropriate physiplogloal saline 
to bé wed# These stock eolutione were made by dlaaolvlng the 
free alkaloid#!' base InÆ/lOO hydroohlorio aeldg 1 ml# for every 
, 1 mg. of base# . This solution Was then brought to pH 6#.8 'by the.'"'I 
addition/
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addition of H/lOO sodiuin oas?to©ssate eolntlon. Stoolr. soli?.tiona 
Goataiaing 1 Big. per ml. oalculated. as the free base v/ere made 
up arid freshly, diluted as required. These, stook solutions ware 
kept in the dark at k^Q and showed, no appreciable deterioration 
over a period of two weeks.
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Wbnder Plugs
1st BAN K
2nd BANK
Tig. 34.
Olreult giagnui of th# •lootrioal
UMd to ooatXDl th# meml-aotomatlo laolatod
orgmm bath.
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THE ELBCTRICAL;GQH.THQLLIHG MBGIiMISM OP THE 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC ISOLATED ORGAN BATH
The apparatus #aé ûmolopeQ. in con^unctloB,-with Dp. Gill;
269
and is modified, from that toeorihed by Gadfinm and Lembeolc# ' - _
jpofôt Of flee BWiteH relaya were modified eligMly and used to 
control the flow of ©olutlona into the' isolated organ bath,• 
Activation of tlw eleatremagnats by an electric onrneat from an 
uniaeleetor releaeed the preestire on /the feed' tubing and allowed 
the aolntion to flow from the aapirator into the bath# The 
details of thia meohanlam can be seen in
A Post Office pattern TOiseleotor was nsad to eOntnol the 
activation of the electromagnets^ at predotonmimed Intervala^ 
the mixselector was driven by Impulses - from a Palmer time clock 
whiohfene first passé# through a switch relay to reduce sparking# 
The ImpnlBoa were at 5 second Intorvale and tliuB the swaeper 
ama of the mlBolector advanced one contact at each interval# • 
To enable a aonttououa activation of the semielroular bank of 
contacts over the whole of tlio 3 minute time cycle chosen g the 
opposite halves of the upper and- lower awoopor arms were removed#
The uppex* bank of 25 contacts was therefore activated for on© 
half of a revolution of. the sweeper arm and .the-lower bank for 
tho 'TOoond half of'the' revolution#' To enable a fall cycle of 3 
minutes to be obtained lb eontaoto- in the upper ba:ak were .short 
•oiroui tedÿ this arrangement can be seen in the oiroult diagram 
%P|go34# The imlaelectox" functioned ln:the:nbrmal maimer#
the sweeper &mm made contact with the wired bank contactsp
ou?,Tant/
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ourrent was led-©Ither to the switoh relays controlling the. . 
fluid flow or to indicator lights# lEach lead from the contact 
haafcs nms led to a wander .plug 'board, which enabled ’both the time 
of exposure,to the stimulant drug and the period of exposure to 
the antagonist g to be varied to suit the ex%)0riment.
Wander plug 1 was in circuit with an indicator light ivhlch.
lit 5 aeeonda before the addition of the solution oontalnlng the 
Stimulant drug#
Wander plug 2 was in circuit with an indicator light which
lit to indicate the time for the addition of the antagonist
either.60 or 90 seconds before the addition of the stimulant drug#
APPENDIX III
Wmgiolaglg^
All a.© terminât ions were perfoxTmed. vising the flam© photometer '■ 
manufaeturad by Evans Electroselenum Limited# Tiiie machine gave 
a full scale deflection with 10 paints per million (10 p.p.m. ) of
•t-
li . The ai F supply' to the machine for the early experiments was 
obtained from a cylinder, of compressed air fitted with a spécial 
reduction headp in the later experiments a matched air compressor 
pump was used- The gas used was from the normal toim gas supply.
To eliminate' errors due.to the Interference :effecta of other 
metallic ions^ especially Ha all deteminations were made b y - 
comparing the sample with a series of standard solutions in which 
the interfering ions were present in approximately the same 
oonoentrations as In the samples. All the standard solutions were 
made up with ®A*nalar^  standard chemicals dissolved in double 
glass distilled■water*
“i’
For the determinations of plasma li a stock solution
"î'*
containing 50 mg. of K per litre was made up using a Q.9 per
cent aolutlom of ^Analar^ quality sodium chloride in double
distilled water. Standard solutions of Ig8pl|.p6p8 and 10 p.p.m.
were made by suitably diluting this stock solution. 0.2 ml. of
plasma were removed from the centrifuged 'blood samples and diluted
to 10 ml. with double distilled waters The standard solutions
>
used for the determination of the K content of the bathing fluid ,^ 
in the isolated muscle experiments were made by making up the
4*
stock solutions in li free I^ ©nn«**Binger® s solution and diluting 
this/
t h i s  w i t h  d o u b l e  d i s t i l l e d  w a t e r ,
A  c a l i b r a t i o n  c t i r v e  w a s  o b t a i n e d  b y  r u n m l n g  e a c h  o f  t h e  
s t a n d a r d  s o l u t i o n s  t h r o u g h  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t  a n d  n o t i n g  t h e  s c a l e  
r e a d i n g  f o r  e a c h .  I t  w a s  f o u n d  t h a t  . t h e  i n s t r u m e n t  n e e d e d  t o  b e  
l e f t  f o r  u p  t o  a n  h o u r  b e f o r e  i t s  o p e r a t i n g  t e m p e r a t u r e  w a s  
c o n s t a n t  a n d  t h e n  t h e  s t a n d a r d i s a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e  w a s  r e p e a t e d  u n t i l  
c o n s t a n t  v a l u e s  f o r  e a c h  s t a n d a r d  s o l u t i o n  w e r e  © b t a i n t e c U  W h e n  
t h e  r e a d i n g s  w e r e  c o n s t a n t  a  c a l i b r a t i o n  c u r v e  w a s  d r a w n  b y
‘■h
p l o t t i n g  t h e  s c a l e  r e a d i n g s  a g a i n s t  t h e  concentration o f  K  i n  
t h e  s t a n d a r d .  ■
T h e  K  c o n t e n t  o f  t h e  p l a s m a  s a m p l e s  w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  
d i l u t i n g  0 * 2  ml* o f  p l a s m a  t o  1 0  m l  * with double'^distilled water*
T h e s e  w e r e  s p r a y e d  i n t o  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t  a n d  t h e  s c a l e  r e a d i n g s
n o t e d *  T h e  s a m p l e s  o f  b a t h i n g  s o l u t i o n  w e r e  u s u a l l y  a s s a y e d  f o r
li w i t h o u t  a n y  d i l u t i o n  h u t  i f  this w a s  n e c e s s a r y  t h e  s a m p l e s  ■
w e r e  s u i t a b l y  d i l u t e d  t o  b r i n g  t h e  d e f l e c t i o n  w i t h i n  t h e  r a n g e  o f
t h e  maximum sensitivity o f  t h e  i n a t r m w n t ,
4"
T h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  K  in t h e  s a m p l e  w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  
r e a d i n g  o f f  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e  r e a d i n g  f r o m  t h e  
Calibration curve*
T h r e e  d e t e r m i n a t i o x i s  v m r e  m a d e  o n  e a c h  s a m p l e  a n d  t h e  m e a n  
v a l u e  t a k e n *  At frequent i n t e r v a l s  d u r i n g  t h e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  the 
s t a n d a r d  s o l u t i o n s  w e r e  c h e c k e d  a n d  i f  n e c e s s a r y  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t  m  
r e a d j u s t e d  t o  g i v e  t h e  s a m e ,  d e f l e c t i o n s  a s  b e f o r e #
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